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Eight TVA
Facilities
To Reopen
Eight of 13 recreation areas that the
Tennessee Valley Authority closed
because of a budget pinch will be
reopened because local governments
have agreed to maintain them, TVA
says.
The areas include four on Kentucky
Lake and four others in Virginia and
eastern Tennessee, TVA said in a
news release received Monday.
Earlier this month, the Calloway
County Fiscal Court agreed to maintain Pacer Point on Kentucky Lake.
The recreation area provides an entrance to the Murray State University
Biological Station.
The federal agency announced last
fall that a nine percent reduction in
money that Congress appropriates
was forcing TVA to close or halt
maintenance on the 13 recreation
areas in the seven-state area it
serves. The announcement triggered
protests from boaters, fishermen and
other outdoor recreation enthusiasts.
The cuts also forced layoffs in
TVA's Office of Natural Resources,
which administers the recreational
program.
TVA's $1.4 million operation and
maintenance budget for recreation
areas is about $600,000 short of what is
recreation
rtthd
,
needed to keep allrin.
areas open,TVA officials id.
ents are go"These local gove
ing out of their way to help keep these
areas open to the public," said Robert
Marker, TVA's reservoir recreation
manager. "TVA, and I'm sure the
public, is appreciative of their
assistance and concern."
In addition to the Calloway agreement, TVA reached agreements with
Henry and Livingston counties and
the Beech River Watershed Development Authority to reopen the
Greenhead, Taylor Park and Packet
Point areas on Kentucky Lake, along
the Tennessee-Kentucky border.
A maintenance agreement with
Washington County, Va., means two
other areas can be reopened at South
Holston.
In southeast Tennessee, TVA and
Rhea and Meigs counties have agreed
to jointly operate the Watts Bar area,
making it the first in TVA's history to
be operated jointly with local governments.

Businessman Sues
Carroll Hubbard
WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep. Carroll Hubbard has been sued for $4,581
by a suburban Washington
businessman who alleges the Kentucky Democrat refused to pay the
full cost of a printing bill for promotional calendars.
Rep. Hubbard,in an answer filed to
the suit, denies the allegation.
The suit was filed two months ago in
District of Columbia Superior Court
by Glenn D. Everett, who operates
Potomac Color Printers in Potomac,
Md.
According to the legal papers,
Everett claims Hubbard in late -1979
ordered 190,000 calendars picturing
himself and his family, along with
186,000 envelopes to be used for mailing the calendars to the congressman's constituents.
Everett said Hubbard paid $13,500
toward the total price bat failed to pay
the outstanding balance of $4,581.
Everett claimed he has been unsuccessful in repeated attempts to obtain
payment from the congressman.
Hubbard's lawyers have asked that
the suit be dismissed.
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On Hall's Appointment -

Nine Regents
Take Part In
Conference Call

STUDYING EARLY MAN — Archaeology students from
Murray State University are excavating what is believed to be
the site of a prehistoric village
on the Ohio River near
Paducah. Frank Masden, Owensboro, top, sifts dirt through a
strainer to collect artifacts,
while Elaine Lee, bottom. front,
Clarksville, Tenn., and Lynda
Wood, Paducah, remove dirt
from an excavation site.
fPhotos By Johnny Millet)

By JOHN SA LER.NO
Staff Writer
Nine members of the board of
regents at Murray State University
took part in a conference call on June
19 to approve the installment of Jim
Hall as one of the school's vice
presidents.
Board Chairman Ron Christopher,
Murray, said Monday the call was initiated by president Constantine W.
Curris. Christopher said Curris'
secretary, Patsy Dyer,called him and
asked if he would be available to participate in the phone meeting.
All board members except vice
chairman
William Carneal,
Owensboro, participated in the call,
according to Christopher.
The use of conference calls by a
board of regents was called
subversion of the Open Meetings
Law," in a December 1978 opinion by
then-Attorney General Robert F.
Stephens.
Stephens' opinion arose from an
alleged conference call conducted by
the MSU board in October 1978.
In his opinion, Stephens stated that
conference telephone calls are defined as meetings and therefore are subject to the Kentucky Open Meetings
Law.
Stephens further stated telephone
meetings can be conducted without
public notice only in case of "an
emergency involving injury or
damage to personal property or finan-

cial loss."
Christopher said Curris called the
board "to see if there were any objections" to naming Hall to fill the vacant
vice president for administrative affairs job. The vacancy was created
when Dr. Richard Gray resigned two
weeks ago to take a job with industry.
"One of the voices on the line asked
if it ( the appointment) complied with
the affirmative action policy,"
Christopher said. Curris then replied
it did conform to policy because it
"was a promotion from within the
university," according to
Christopher.
Dr. Rick Stinchfield, MSU's affirmaL ve action officer, said today he
assumes Hall's appointment was
made on an interim basis. He said interim jobs are not dictated by affirffiative action.
The position must be advertised and
a search conducted before a permanent replacement for Gray can be
named, Stinchfield said. And he said
he thought Hall was hired so quickly
because Gray had resigned and left
the university within a week.
Curris is on a fishing trip in Canada
and could not be reached for comment.
Christopher said the use of conference calls raises the question,
"Can the board take official action"
during a telephone meeting. He then
said "I'm not the one who wants to
,promote telephone meetings."

LibraryMemberships
Extended To Sept. 1
MSU Archaeology Students
Excavating Prehisioric Site
By JOHNNY MILLER
Archaeology students from Murray
State University are learning that
long before the first cornerstones
were laid in cities along the Ohio
River, prehistoric man was living in
hamlets near the waterway.
The site of a village believed to be
more than 1,000 years old is being excavated by the students along the
shore of the Ohio River near Paducah.
The prehistoric community may have
once contained several dozen homes
made of mud and river cane, said Dr.
Kenneth Carstens, assistant professor
of sociology and anthropology.
Carstens said the site, which was

brought to his attention by Paducah Students conducting the dig are
amateur archaeologists Fred Biggs enrolled in the university's summer
and Ken Toy,is "being washed away" archaeology field school, and in addiby wave action of the river, adding an tion to learning a great deal about early man and obtaining good suntans,
urgency to the work.
"This site is of such quality that it are receiving six hours college credit.
should be listed on the National Headquarters for the excavation
Register of Historic Places. Because are in a nearby mobile home with
it could soon be washed away, we some of the students sleeping in tents.
Carstens said the field school each
wanted to salvage it," he said.
Excavation has been underway summer is an "intense learning exsince early June. Currently, the perience. The students eat, breathe
students are unearthing the remains and live archaeology."
of a house. Carstens, who dates the A truckload of artifacts and "midsite at 900 A.D., said the work "will den," an archaeological term for
help fill a sequence in the local history
See PREHISTOR IC',
about which we know very little."
Page 14, Column 4

4-H Camp Day Set For July 10
The 1981 summer "4-H Day Camp" day of recreation, games, crafts,
will be held on Friday, July 10 in the refreshments and a special guest
new Murray-Calloway County Park have been planned.
from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. All boys and
After the day camp activities,
girls between the ages of nine and 14 between the hours of 2 and 4 p.m.,
are invited to attend.
there will be a time of swimming at
the park pool for those campers who
The theme of the day camp will be wish to attend. Each child is also askan emphasis on "Physical Fitness." A ed to bring a sack lunch.
Any boy or girl interested in attending this day of fun and activities

Fittest To Survive Gas War
brand stations trying to offer gasoline
By DENISE FITZPATRICK
Associated Press Writer
at the low prices are "taking a quick,
Motorists aren't complaining about route to bankruptcy," he said.
Normally, stations that deal in
a gasoline-price war being waged in
Kentucky, but it hasn't been easy for major-brand names like Standard or
service stations, according to a Texaco can offer prices competitive
spokesman for the state's gasoline with those charged by independent
dealers.
dealers,said Probus.
"Only the best dealers in the best
But an oversupply of gasoline has
locations are going to survive," Em- changed the picture, he
mett Probus, president of the Ken"The independent dean are going
tucky Gasoline Dealers Association, out and buying surplus gasoline on the
said Monday.
open market for many cents lower
Probus, - who operates a Shell than what the major-brand dealers
dealership in downtown Louisville, are having to pay," he said.
saidte has seen .the retail price of
Major-brand dralers this week are
unleaded gasoline drop as low as $1.17 paying a wholesre—price of around
a gallon at some independent stations $1.24 a gallon for unleaded gasoline,
this month.
See GAS,
Page 14., Column 4
. lie says that most of the major-

should fill out the.application form,
printed in today's issue of The Murray
Ledger & Times and return it with a
registration fee of $2.00 to the
Calloway County Extension Office by
July 8. Application forms are also
available at the County Extension Office.
For more information call or contact Jane Steeley at the County Extension Office, 753-1452.
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Thunderstorms likely tonight
and Wednesday. Lows tonight
near 70, highs Wednesday in the
mid 80s.
The outlook for Thursday into
the 4th of July weekend is for
warm and humid weather with a
daily chance of thunderstorms.
Very warm Thursday through
Saturday with only a few scattered thunderstorms each day.
Lows in Mid 60s tstlow 70s and
highs in mid 80s to low Ns.
- Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
359.50
Kentucky Lake
359.50

Charter memberships to the
Associates of the Murray State
University Library have been extended until Sept. 1, according to Mrs.
Harry Sparks, president of the
recently-formed organization.
"Because of vacations, we have extended the membership drive for
charter members," Mrs. Sparks said
today. "Memberships include $10 individuals, $5 students, $20 families,
$25 sustaining, $50 patron and $150
life."
Mrs. Sparks stated that the principal purpose of this organization is to
support the library in a number of
ways and to bring about an interaction between the communities in the
area and the library.
"The library is part of the historic
movement from education of the elite
few to education for all," Mrs. Sparks
said. Libraries have made all the difference in intellectual development of
society at large. It should be the purpose of all of us to encourage use of
libraries.
"Worthwhile programs will be planned as possible throughout the year,"
Mrs.Sparks added.
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue spoke on "The
Quest for George C. Marshall" at the
April organizational meeting. Other
outstanding speakers will be
presented. The public, including all
booklovers, is urged to join this
organization, Mrs.Sparks said.
Officers elected in the April
meeting were Sparks, president;
Ruby Smith, vice president; Betty
Hornsby,secretary; Mrs. Ben Smith,
Eddyville, treasurer.

Board members include Joseph
Cartwright, Evelyn Bradley, Mancil
Vinson, Jerry Herndon, John Winter
and Harry Sparks.
Dues may be mailed to Associates
of the Murray State University
Library, Harry'''. Lee Waterfield
Library, Murray State University,
Murray,Ky.,42071.

Names Of 35 Jurors
Drawn For Duty
In District Court
The names of 35 jurors have been
drawn for duty in Calloway District
Court. The jurors are to report for
jury duty Friday, June 17.
The list in,ludes: Pawnee B.
Bedwell, Margaret Nell Boyd,John A.
Brittain, Robbie Joe Butler, Keith A.
Cartwright, Novella C. Chambers,
Anna E. Counts, Randall Crouch,
Ethel R. Cullom, Russell Keel Curd,
Ralph Daniel Darnell, Ira H. Dill,
Sarah B. Duncan.
William A. Franklin, Mario 0.
Geyman, Gretchen Grubb, Russell T.
Hargis, Gertrude C. Hauge, Mary E.
Hopson, Richard Wayne Jones,
Adrian Glenn Ligon, Wavel R.
Marine, Joe Thomas Nelson, Mary
Rita Neubauer.
James C. Newsome, Billy R. Nix,
Treman W. Norsworthy, Willard T.
Pace, Charles M. Parker, Jimmie
Poat, James Edward Ray, Jimmy
Dale Ragsdale, Heloise Roberts,
Peggy W. Shoemaker and Lois S.
Sparks.

cCHS Speakers Take
Part In National Event
Three members of the Calloway
County High School speech team,
along with Coach Larry England,
recently participated in the national
speech tournament held in Salt Lake
City, Utah.
The tournament was for students
who placed first in their district or
state competitions.
Terry-Bourland and-Phillip Orr participated in two roads of debate and
in boys extemporanedils and impromptu speaking,..
Jenise Boyd, who finished first in
the state competition, participated in
girls extemporaneous speaking,
•

original oratory and impromptu
speaking.
All three team members will be
returning to next year's team.
Calloway won the state tournament
this year for the second year in a row.
Bourland and Orr then traveled
from Utah to Waco, Texas, where
they are attending a two-week debate
-camp. -Kim Weatherford, Lisa Hide and
Karin Carraway also made the trip.
England and the team expressed
their gratitude to individuals and
organizations that gave financial support for the Utah trip.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Dewy

MILLER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Miller,
E-21 Fox Meadows, Murray,
are the parents of a baby
irl, Jennifer Leigh,
Weighing seven pounds 942
ounces, measuring 21"4 inches, born on Thursday,
June 11, at 1:41 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother, the former
Renee Bristow, is a teacher
at North Calloway Elementary School. The father is
employed at Dunn's Furniture.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. W. E. Bristow of St.
Louis, Mo.,and Mr. and Mrs.
William Miller of Brandenburg. Great grandmothers
are Mrs. Vashti Miller of
Ekron and Mrs. Beulah Kennedy of Guston.

Fraaces Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY 1,

By Abigail Van Buren

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out whet the
stars say, read the forecast
given for yolur birth Sign.

Husband's. Inhibitions Make ARM
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 4r#
4
1
Partners may be in a
Him Fear Exhibition
downcast mood, but they'll

point of view
make you
pause to
your own
beliefs. A hidden benefactor
helps you out.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.72 to Dec.21) el#
Meetings with friends go
well, but stay clear of
monetary
involvements.
Review your financial picture.
Keep security needs in mind.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.72to Jan.19)
You'll receive financial
backing now. Put career interests aside and spend more
time with loved ones. Partnership rapport is accented.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) -6"''
Disappointment about one
aspect of the job gives way to
excitement about a new
development. Make plans for
a pleasure trip.
PISCES
(Feb.19 to Mar.20) X
Instead of quarreling with a
loved one about money, look
for new ways to increase income. The afternoon accents
romantic encounters.

DEAR ABBY: I have a very frustrating problem. On snap out of it. Save time for
many occasions my husband (I'll call him Joe) and I find leisure activities that emourselves spending vacations or holidays at the home of a phasize real togetherness.
relative. We have a wonderful time except when it comes TAURUS
time for bed, then Joe refuses to make love because he says (Ap . 20 to Aday 20)
it's not polite to make love in someone else's home, Abby, we The unpredictability of
V.
have a separate room and all the privacy we need, but Joe is Others may cause some convery stubborn about this.
cern. Be philosc,phical about
This frustrates and infuriates me — especially when the necessary chores. Enjoy hapvacations last a week or two. Joe and I have a very healthy piness at home
relationship at home or in a hotel, and these loveless G4M11141
vacations are making me very unhappy. Can you help me? (May 21 to June 20)
DEPRIVED IN BUFFALO Some fresh air and relaxation will offset a tendency to
DEAR DEPRIVED: Joe's inhibitions are not un- worry too much about the job.
Thru Thur. 7/23
common. I hope he is sufficiently considerate of your Balance work with sufficient
7:20 9:30
NEW OFFICERS—The Gamma Gamma chapter of Beta Sigma Phi installed offeelings to get professional help to overcome his play.
ficers for the 1981-82 sorority year at the first meeting in May. New officers are;
hangups about boudoir behavior. The alternative is CANCER
0
left to right, front row, Liz Hill, president, Becky Phillips, first vice president;
to stay at a hotel where you can both enjoy a carefree (June 21 to July 22) 490
that
others
may
Let
the
fact
complete
with
vacation,
marital
relations.
It's
expensecond row, Earlene Futrell, recording secretary, Cheryl Hyneman, treasurer,
not know the real you make
sive.
But
having
a
frustrated
and
furious
wife
could
Marlene Waldrop corresponding secretary, Pam Durham,second vice president,
you more determined to
be even more expensive.
and Rhonda Felts, extension officer.
realize your potential. Shopp* * *
ing trips are fun.
LEAD
YOU BORN TODAY are
DEAR ABBY: I'm in the same boat with the widow from (July 23 to Aug.22)
7:15 9:15
versatile and self-sufficient.
Cheerful
words
help
pave
Hibbing,
Minn.,
who
loves
to
dance.
We
aren't
widows
by
*4111 newer guess who ,Allns
You do better in business for
e.rf ob.y.00d.
choice, Abby, and if the wives of those men who ask us to the 'way to SWIMS& Overcome yourself than working for
Are..
visits
self-doubt.
Local
have
dance can't spare their husbands for a dance or two,shame
Fame,Faworrit
others. You have leadership
On Dolt..
on them! We don't want their husbands, all we want is a romantic overtones. Later, abilities and should aim for
catch up on rest.
little recreation. What are women without husbands
the top. At times, self-concern
VIRGO
supposed to do — bury themselves?
can
interfere with your best
22)
Sept
(Aug.
23
to
CERTuhy
700,
I had open-heart surgery last year and my doctor told me I
Don't le concern about interests. Think more of the
should walk and dance as much as possible. Sign me ... money keep you from socializ- success of the project than
The third annual Ray Reu- Phillip Zacheretti, and Dyersburg,Tenn.
NEEDS TO DANCE ing. You'll have a good time in personal ego needs and you
nion was held at the Murray- Courtney Zacheretti, all of
the company of friends. A gift can be assured you will
Sanborn,
BirmMelva
Calloway County Park on Murray.
DEAR NEEDS: I'm with you. If there's an escort comes your way.
receive the recognition you
Charles
ingham,
Mich.;
Saturday, June 20.
Glen Beach, Mayfield; Mr.
service in your area, why not engage a gentleman LIBRA
crave. Law, writing,
Mich.;
Mr.
who loves to dance, and have a dancing evening? You (Sept 22 to lOct. 22) --A
poem
called and Mrs. Joe Jones, Cooper, Troy,
publishing, teaching,
"Memories," written by Franklin; Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Charles Ray, Kim could write it off as a medical expense. Dancing is not Be more positive about medicine, psychology and
orthe
Mrs. Janice Ray White, in Gene D. Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Ray, Mrs. Kenny Ray, Mrs. only valid therapy, it's exhilarating, wonderful career prospects. A lack of politics are some of the fields
confidence holds you back. in which you'll find happiness.
honor of her grandmother, Terry Davis, Brandon and Nancy Mallett, Mike, Chip, exercise, and it's great for the morale.
Your personality sparkles Acting is another possibility.
Mallett,
Mr.
and
Leann
Jeff,
Mrs. Mary Ray, was Lee Davis, Calvert City; the
* * *
Birthdate of: Olivia de
among
friends. Sodalize!
presented to Mrs. Ray at the Rev. and Mrs. A. J. Terry, and Mrs. Jim White,'Missy,
Havilland, actress; Charles
NORM
and
Cristy
Stacey,
Troy,
Thru Thurs. 7/16
reunion.
Hardin; Mrs. Helen Farmer
Laughton, actor; and George
DEAR ABBY: The letter from Patricia Conklin led me to (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
7:05,9:30
The poem is printed in the and Teresa Farmer, White, Chattanooga, Tenn.; wonder if Patricia and her husband Roger Campbell have
Sand,writer.
Skepticism
about
anotbees
THI
•DVINTURE
classified section of this Wardell, MO.; Jamie Woods, Mr. and Mrs. Steve Penn- fully considered the social implications of their scheme of
CONTINUES
issue of the newspaper to- Florida; Michael, Mitchell, ington, Scott, Stan, and Ann naming children by hyphenating the husband's and wife's
GENE HACKMAN
CHRiSTOPHER REEVE
names.
day.
and
NE0 BEATTY
Matthew
Ray, Pennington, Dalton,Ga.
.MCKIE COOPER
Let's consider another generation. Assume Bill Green and
Present for the occasion
lEppAAN
Sally Brown were married at the same time as Roger and
following:
the
were
Patricia. Now, assume also that Bill and Sally use the same
r
w
Mrs. Mary Ray, Mrs.
naming scheme, and a bundle from heaven arrives which
Stella Hurt, Mr. and Mrs.
they name Edward Brown-Green. About the year 2006,
Thru Thur. 7/ 23
Ulis Woods, Mr. and Mrs.
young Edward pops the question to Jane Conklin-Campbell.
Ray, Angie McGinnis,
Larry
A year later, along comes Peter Conklin-Campbell-Brown7:15,9:45
Green.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Harrell,
ROGER MOORE. Doug, Barry, and Josh Har- The first meeting of the Joan Maupin.
And did you know that Peter has a first cousin, James
JAM ES BONE)0077
Plans were made for a Conklin-Campbell's and Susan Fitzsimmon-Henderson's
rell, Joyce Johnson, Mr. and new program year for
Mrs. Ken Thomas, James, Chapter M of the P. E. 0. supper meeting on July 18 girl, Mary Fitzsimmon-Henderson-Conklin-Campbell?
Let's assume that such a custom had been followed since
ramie, and Jay Thomas, Sisterhood was held Satur- when husbands of members the year Jesus Christ was
born. Also assume that children
°
Chapter
M
guests.
Only $
home
of
will
be
June
20,
in
the
day,
Ray,
Mrs.
Gary
Mr. and
Chestnut St•753.3314
are born, raised and have children of their own every 25
in
hosts
Brad and Brock Ray, Mrs. Mrs. Paul Sturm. Assisting will also serve as
years. Then how long would a name of a young boy or girl be
With Garlic Bread
Jean Hurt, Catherine Hurt, the hostess was Mrs. Lewis Madisonville on Sept. 19, today?
()pen 8:00-,Sta rt 8:30
Salad 40' Extra
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ray, Bossing, newly installed vice when a new Chapter, W,will According to my calculator, the number of hyphenated
Ends Thur.-organized.
be
names would be a number consisting of 25 digits. I would
69` Special For Kids
Mrs. Calista Clanton, Mrs. president of the Chapter.
NEM:B
theme,
program
hate
to
have
to
put
that
on
a
Form
1040!
new
The
were
servHors
d'oeuvres
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Jones,
Lottie
Free Refills On Drink"
Inside Dining Only
WILMS
Jerry White, Tiffany White, ed oin the sun deck prior to -Caring and Sharing" was Now, you may call me a nit-picking, bull-headed, addle• COLuesi•
Are'
.01Ib Mr. and Mrs. Paul Garland, the buffet luncheon which introduced by Mrs. Henry brained, dim-witted hyphen-happy nincompoop, but you
.4
would be only up to five hyphens. You still have a long way
I, UP IN! SAMDKE(R)
Trent Garland, Mr. and Mrs. preceded the business McKenizie, who cited in- to go. Sign me a mathematical buff from Apalachin, N.Y.
and
caring
where
$S A Carload Tue.
Jim White, Mr. and Mrs. meeting. Mrs. Howard cidents
My real name is ...
Thi.
‘t 11.411.• her I lee- Pre.-..
H way 121 S.•753-3314
Jimmy Bell, Mr. and Mrs. Titsworth led devotion from sharing had made important
NEIL G. GARGES
inthe Book of James for the changes in the lives of
meeting which was con- dividuals.
Other than members menducted by the president, Dr.
CHESTNUT STREET
above, those present
tioned
753-3314
were Miss Ann Herron, Mrs.
7:15,9:45 Sorry, No Passes
George Hart, Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette, Mrs. Olga
MORGAN
BOY
No one comes close to James Bond 007.
Mrs. L. J. Hortin,
Freeman,
Mr. ind Mrs. Pete
Sparks, Mrs.
Harry
Mrs.
ROGER MOORE
Morgan, 518 Whitnell, Murray, are the parents of 'a Gerald Hudder, Mrs. N. T.
baby boy, Kyle Broadbent, Beal, Mrs. H. L. Oakley,
weighing six pounds 13 Mrs. John Twomey, and
ounces, measuring 20't in- Mrs. Robert T. Bryan.
The next meeting will be in
ches, born on Saturday, June
27, at 2 p.m. at the Murray- the home of Mrs. Howard
Titsworth.
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is a teacher in
the Murray City School
System and the mother is on
CENTRAL CENTER
leave from The Murray
753-3314
Ledger &Times.
7:20, 9:30 Sorry, No Passes
Grandparents are Mrs.
_
Dorothy Wallace of
• The ?tory of a Man who
Nashville, -Tem., and Mrs.
wonted to keep'the
Peggy Broadbent of Dover,
world safe for
P
Tenn., and the late Harold
democracy...
Broadbent.
• WITH ATTACHED COUPONS
and meet girls.
Great gramiaprents are G.
:1
F08251H
STORE COUPON
P. Vaughn and the late Mrs.
Lela Vaughn of Bumpus
USE THIS
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCFONSE
COUPON
TO THE CONSUMER CAUTION, Doinl embarrass your
Mills, Tenn., Mrs. Eleanor.
dealer by asking horn to redeem coupons with004.4welung
ON YOUR
the required purchase of this brand This following "GenTubbs and the late T. A.
eral Conditions apply to redemption Any other use conFIRST
A COLUMBIA
stitutes fraud_
Tubbs
of
Dover,
Tenn.,
and
PICTURES RELEASE
WHEN YOU BUY
PURCHASE GENERAL CONDITIONS This coupon is redeemable only 0.
Mr.and Mrs. John W.Broadby •consumer purchastng the brend size indicated with the face value 0411e
coupon deducted from the dealer• retail selling price This coupon nun, not
be reproduced and is non.usignable and void if transMnerl to say person or
bent of Arnold, Mo.
turn prior to store redemption The consumer must pay any sales tax involved.
HONOR GRADUATE +
INSTANT*
4int tor rellomPtIon of
TO THE DEALER You ere authorized to act as MO_
Wolita Belvet, grandthis coupon upon compliance with the GENERAL CONDITIONS and following
terms and with your agreement 10 present to Procter I Gamble On request
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
evidence of purchase Of sufficient stock to corer coupons Pres/Mind You wf/I
be rennburSed for the lace value of this coupon or, 1 coupon calls for free
Luke Blanton of Murray,
merchandise, for your retail selling price, plus 75 for handling Coupon minitbursements are not to be deducted from Procter a Gamble invoices
rCf:ir orePer b
r„,,
cf.otrs•tia
ltshe
r.dEratl,
nb
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iOttg,
,
Tr
1Oa
was the salutatorian of her
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r
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n
ivrprOper
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rn
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D V
. Our
bry
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efu
accepted or reimbursement Only if submitted II directly :
at Seventy-First High
retailer or 21 through a holder of Our Certificate of Authority Subrnissron by
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Special Poem Read-

afg

To Honor Grandmother At

Ray Reunion At The Park

nr%.

Chapter 11--

Meets Sturm Home'

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.

Mi-J32Z/zex

FOR
YOUR
EYES
ONLY
1=1 aggs

and decaffeinate the
ones you love with the
hearty, robust flavor of
Instant High Point®
decaffeinated coffee.

BILL MURRAY

SAVE 40;

STRIPES
Ei

40;

ONE ANY
SIZE

'HIGH

K

4C);

1

20-50%

SAVE 40;

40;

ONE ANY
SIZE

HOUSE GALLERY
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Students, Sponsors-

HEALTH

"Mr-.13$01.4.

At Calloway County High School
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.A ttend National Beta Conrention

Wants to work his heart
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have been working out with
weights to improve my
health but one of my buddies
told me that weight lifting
won't help your heart. He
said you have to run or jog
to do anything to strengthen
your heart. Is that true? If
so, why won't weight training work your heart? It certainly is a lot of work.
DEAR READER — It all
depends on how you do
weight training and also on
how you jog or walk. There
is some truth in your friend's
statement if you take the
extremes of the two different forms of exercise. If you
lift a heavy weight, rest,
then lift again you will work
your lifting muscles but you
will not work your heart
very much.
But if you lift weights for
one group of muscles and
immediately go to another
group of muscles so that you
are working steadily over a
period of time, it will affect
the heart. The sustained
duration of exercise is the
point.
Exercise works your heart
because exercise requires
your body to use more
oxygen. One way more oxygen can be delivered to your
working muscles is by
increasing the amount of
blood your heart pumps a
minute. The more blood
your heart pumps, the more
it works. As it works it opens
its own arteries to the heart
muscle.
There is a unique feature
to your circulation. The
venous blood in your arm
returning from your muscles
still contains a lot of oxygen.
For short durations of exertion, your body simply
becomes more efficient in
taking out the oxygen that is
still in your venous (blue)
blood. That means under
ideal circumstances that you
can do two to three times as
much work without increasing the amount of blood your
heart must pump. Endurance exercises sustained for
longer periods of time use
up the extra oxygen and the
heart work increases.
A more complete explanation of how your heart
responds to work is included
in 'The Health Letter number
14-10, Exercising Your

Students and teachers of
Calloway County High
School were among the more
than 1,000 persons attending
the first national Beta Club
Convention held at Orlando,
Fla.,June 18 to 20.
Delegates from the
Calloway Beta Club were
Darrell Overby, Lynn
Cothran, and Trisha Clark.
Louis Zimmerman was
another Beta member that
attended.
Billy Rue Nix, assistant
principal of the school, a
member of the Beta Council
for Kentucky, attended
along with his wife, Janice,
and two sons, John Paul and

Heart, which I m sending What causes this and what
you. Others wh want this can be done about it?
ts with
DEAR READER — You
issue can send 75
-probably do have narrowed
a long, stamped,
addressed envelope for it to nasal passages. That can be
me, in care of this newspa- from swollen nasal memper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio branes from an allergy or a
City Station, New York, NY chronic infection. Or you
could have a gradual growth
10019.
of tissues such as cartillage
favor
health
I
general
For
exercises that provide for that has narrowed your
strength, endurance and passages. Or your nasal sepflexibility. All three are tum may be deviated enough
important aspects of your to be causing an obstruction.
See an ear, nose and
being fit and healthy.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am throat specialist. If you have
a 46-yew-old female. The an allergy with swollen
last two years I have been membranes, he may wish to
But if you have a
breathing through my mouth treat
and have started to snore. basic anatomical narrowing,
During the day or night he may suggest surgery.
when I breathe through my This is a submucous resecnose it feels stuffy. I have tion. The tissue under the
always been a nose breather. lining is removed to open up
This is very annoying to me. the passageways.

Young-Lassiter Reunion

A reunion of the Hendon family will be held Saturday,
July 4, at the Shelter House at the Kenlake State Park,
Aurora.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. A basket
lunch will be served at noon.

The families of the late George Coles and the la Rev.
T. G.Shelton will meet for a reunion on Saturday,
y 4,
at the pavilion by the old courthouse in the new Mur
Calloway County Park.
All relatives and friends are invitedto attend. A basket
lunch will be spread at the noon hour. For information
persons may call Hilman Colesor
- R. G. Shelton.

to Essie Caldwell, Sherry
Mohon,and Carolyn Lane.

MIMI 11111111 Oft

Burlene Brewer was golf
hostess.

First flight winner was
Carita Lamb with Sadie
Ragsdale as second. Second
flight winner was Carolyn
Lane with Sherry Mohon as
second:

7534541
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All Ladies Spring & Summer
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Ladies Summer
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20% Off
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Sorry
No Refunds, Exchanges
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Children's Fashions
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- Jump suits

i

All Sales Final—Exchanges Where Possible
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40"....
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Children's Summer
Fashions

121 By-Pass

WalkingShorts

The great black &
white saddle oxford
Obn sale now!

/
2OFF

The Showcase

Men's

00c,
She

1
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The annual Boatwright Family Reunion will be held at
the Colonial House Smorgasbord on Sunday, July 5, at 12
noon.
All relatives and friends of 44e/family are invited to attend.

haltprice

Sale Starts 9:00 A.M.Wednesday July 1st

6111111 Mai Mil

Swimwear

Boatwright Reunion

Summer Clearance

We are pleased to announce
that Brenda ()linger, brideelect of Curtis Lamb has selected her pottery, crystal, and accessories from our complete
bridal registry.
Brenda and Curtis will be
married August 1 st.

In golf play on Wednesday,
June 17, with Carolyn
Caldwell as hostess, three
persons tied for the championship. In the playoff
Vickie Nance won with
Carolyn Caldwell as second
and Burlene Brewer as third
who also had low putts.

Hazel Class Dinner
The 1956 graduating class of Hazel High School will have
its 25th year reunion on Friday, July 3, at 6:30 p.m. in the
Mississippi Room of the University Center, Murray State
University.
All members, teachers, and former members of the
class are invited to attend.
For information persons may call Gedric Paschall or
Ray Dunn.

30-50%
ioDor-Ma

Coles-Shelton Reunio

Golf Planned By Women
At Oaks; Winnei-s Listed

Hendon Reunion

SUMMER CLEARAN
SALE

BARBER BOY
pounds six ounces, born on
Matthew Bennett is the Thursday, June 11, at the
name chosen by Mr. and Henry County Hospital,
Mrs. Ronald Franklin Paris,Tenn.
Harber of Route I,
The mother is the former
Buchanan, Tenn., for their Melanie Ann Bennett of
baby boy, weighing seven Dresden,Tenn.

Relatives and friends of Jessie Young and Lois
Hamblen Young, and Eddie Lassiter and Alrneda Brown
Lassiter will have a reunion on Saturday`, July 4, starting
at 11 a.m. at the Community Recreation Center, North
15th Street near the Fairgrounds,at Mayfield.
The event is being planned by Faye -Young Lassiter and
Geneva Young Hayden in member ef.their father, Jessie
Lee Young,his birthday.
For information persons may call Geneva Hayden, Arlington, 1-655-7751, or Florence Dick, Lynnville, 1-382-2374.

The women of the Oaks
Country Club will play golf
and bridge on Wednesday,
July 1, at'9:30 a.m. Saundra
Edwards will be golf hostess
and Henry Montgomery will
be bridge hostess.
In golf play on Wednesday,
June 24, a three person
scramble was held with
three teams winning first
place.
A playoff was held with
Murrelle Walker, Mary
Alice Smith, and Marsha
Hargrove winning on the
fourth hole. Second place
went to Ada Roberts, Peggy
Noel, and Doris Rose on the
sixth hole. Third place went

Tripp. Betty Riley, sponsor
for the Beta Club at
Calloway and a former Kentucky sponsor, also accompatted the group to Orlando.
Nineteen states were
represented with featured
speakers being Cheryl
Prewitt, Miss America of
1980, and Grady Nutt,
humorist.' from the 'Hee
Haw"television show.
The students and sponsors
attended workshops and
three evening sessions with
Kentucky having the largest
delegation present. One of
the outstanding workshops
featured Bob Moore, national renowned speaker and

STEPHENSON GIRL
The mother is the former
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
f Pu r yrear, Kathy Ray of Brownsville,
Step henson
guidance director of the Tenn., announce the birth of Tenn.
South Carolina Department a baby girl, Heather Dee,
Grandparents are Mr and
of Education.
weighing seven pounds five Mrs. Vernon Stephen.son,
Trigg County as the Ken- ounces, born on Monday, and Albert Ray and the late
tucky state winner in the June 22, at the Murra- Wilma Dee Ray, all of
talent performed at the Con- Callowway County Hospital. Puryear. Tenn
vention. Barren Coun::.
entered its state winning
ro701""""
scrapbook and won first
place the nation.
Beta is a scholarship,
leadership and service
organization
which
recognizes acadern'e
achievement of students
Enroute to the con% ention
the Callow-ay group visited
Jacksonville Beach, St
(Aq
Dixieland Center
li
ght
Augustine, and Disney
World
—.Emmons"— All

Shop DoiVntown

Settle-Workman
Across the Street From
The Bank of Murray ,

El*

•••
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Miss Susan Lynn Rutledge Wed
To Mr. Redden At Church Here

THE ACES'

IRA G. CORN, JR.

To whom nothing is
given, of him nothing can be
required' - Henry Fielding
Declarer must get something from the defense to
score today's ambitious
slam One East made the
winning play while another
didn't It is worthwhile to
examme why
North's jump to four
hearts was a "Texas transfer" asking South to bid four
spades North's pushy raise
to five spades asked about
heart control and South continued on to six
At the first table of a
team match. West led the
club deuce and East had a
problem when dummy s
jack was played. Should he
cover or should he duck' If
West had led from the king.
he should surely cover If
West had led from three
small, the duck would prove
best
Playing the latter method, East guessed wrong and
covered with his queen and
declarer won his ace A
spade was led to dummy N
ace and a heart back to
declarer's ace, but three red
suit losers quickly left the
dummy on declarer's high
clubs East got his king of
spades but West lost his diamond ace and declarer
made his slam
In the replay. West led the
club eight instead of the
deuce and East suffered no
problems He allowed
dummy's jack to win and
declarer's chances were
gone In desperation. he
played the spade ace hoping
to drop a singleton king
Next, he led a heart to his
ace and played two hi:h

South holds

6-30-B

•- - - NORTH
6-30-A
•A Q J 9 8 7 5 4

•Q ID
•Q 10
•J
EAST
•K I

2

•4 3
•8 ti 4 3

•Q h 5 4
SOUTH
•6 3
IP A J 6
•K J 9
4 A K lo 9 3

Vulnerable North-South
Dealer South The bidding
South
I NT
4•
649

Hest
211
I'Jss
l'ass

North
4V
549
Pass

East
l'ass
Pass
l'ass

Opening lead Club
clubs Unfottunately for
him, the queen did not fall
from Westland the slam fell
one short
A tough way to pay off to
an unmakabie slam I'
sure that East-West discussed the possibility
choosing opening leads
Bid with Corn
✓ 94752
•A 7 5 2

+1472
North
I4

South

I.

ANSWER: Two hearts
Rebid the six card suit in
favor of taking a preference
in clubs
--Send bridge questions !I! The Aces
Iii Box l2383 Dallas Texas 75225
with self-addressed stamped envelope
I, r reph

Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Rutledge, 1115 Fairlane
Drive, Murray, announce
the wedding of their
daughter, Susan Lynn, to
Glen Dees Redden, son of
Peggy Redden Warner and
the late Charles Redden, and
grandson of Mrs. Louise
Bynum, Wiswell Road, Murray.
The Rev. Dan Tucker performed the ceremony on
Tuesday, May 26, at 8 p.m. at
Martin's Chapel
the
Methodist Church.
Miss Deborah Rutledge,
sister of the bride, was the
maid of honor, and Ronnie
Garland served as the
groom's best man.
Paul and Darrel Redden,
rothers of the groom, servas ushers.
ss Grail Redden, sister
e groom, attended the
uest register.
Reception
Following the ceremony, a
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the Martin's-Chapel Church.
Miss Redden and Mrs.
Helen Warren served at the
reception table.
Private David Rutledge,
brother of the bride, assisted
as co-host at the reception,
Mr. and Mrs Redden are
now residing in Dallas, Texas, where he is employed by
S&H Auto Parts, INC., and
she is employed by The
Traveler's Insurance Company.

9

Rainey 3 2
aV
It seems that everybody
you see these days has a
favorite book to recommend,
and I'm one of them. lam in
the midst of "The Officers'
Wives" by Thomas Fleming.
It is a fascinating book about
the men who graduated from
West Point in the 50's and
how Korea and Vietnam influenced their lives, and
their wives'lives.
It strikes a cord close to
home, because Walt was a
Second Lt. in the Air Force
for about three years, during
the 50's, and so much of this
book is the way we lived.
Don't miss it, I checked it out
from the Library.
••
When I was in Frankfort
last week for the Arts Commission meeting, we met for
two days in this old restored
home, "The Vest-Lindsey
House, Wapping Street at
Washington. The VestLindsey House is the official
state meeting house and is

Cherry

3ranch,
/
1 2 Off
Spring & Summer
Merchandise
(Excluding cosmetics & selected basics,

t!.

•
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6-19-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Nunnery, baby girl (Wanda) Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.
D LSMISSA LS
Jacob T. King, 521
Housman, Mayfield; April
G. Turner, Box 705,
Mayfield; Mrs. Linda S.
Damron and baby girl, 1617
Belmont, Murray; Mrs.
Judy K. Wright, 909 Minor,
Paris, Tenn.; Richard D.
Clendenen, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Thomas E. Tuck, Rt. 1, Murray.
Mrs. Iva Lee Penney, 802
Thursday,July 2
Fourth, Murray;
South
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2 Melissa L. Hart, Rt. 2,
p.m. for activities by the Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Senior Citizens with lunch at Mildred K. Lowe, 307 North
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at Eighth, Murray; Phillip R.
Hargrove, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Douglas at 12 noon.
Mrs. Alfreda J. Eickholz, Rt.
9,
Benton; Mrs. Louise C.
Calloway County Athletic
Boosters will meet at 7:30 01.111illamwmaimfmV
p.m. at the Library of
Calloway County High
School.

hr. and lIrs. Glen Dees Redden

Wednesday,July 1
Youth Tennis will be held
at the Murray Country Club
with beginners fom 9 to 10
a.m.: intermediates from 10
to 11 a.m.; and advanced
from 11 a.m.• to 12 noon.
Ladies Day Golf with Betty Scott as hostess will start
at 9 a.m, at the Murray
Country Club.
Pap Smear Clinic will be
held at 6 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health
Center. Call 753-3381 for an
appointment.
Thursday,July 2
Junior Golf will be played
at 9 a.m. at the Murray
Country Club.
Junior Golf will be played
at 9 a.m. at the Oaks Country
Club.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
Citizens with lunch at 12
noon.

COOKINQ
IS FUN'
1

By Cecily Brownstone
AP Food Editor
BRUNCH FARE
Tomato Cocktail
Sausage Eggs
Toast
Coffee Cake
Coffee
Overeaters Anonymous is
TOMATO COCKTAIL
scheduled to meet at 12 noon
Thrifty and zesty way to
in the basement of the Bap- use the juice drained from
tist Student Center.
canned tomatoes.
2 cups,juice drained from
Hazel and Douglas Centers canned tomatoes
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
5 peppercorns
p.m. for activities by the
1 bay leaf
Senior Citizens with lunch at
1, teaspoon dry crumbled
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at basil
Douglas at 12 noon
tablespoon chopped
( medium-fine I onion
'2 cup celery leaves
Ladies day events will be
3sprigs parsley
held at 9:30 a.m. at the Oaks
14 teaspoon salt
Country Club with Saundra
14 teaspoon pepper
Edwards as golf hostess and
12 teaspoon sugar
Henry Montgomery as
Bring the tomato juice,
bridge hostess.
•
peppercorns, bay leaf, basil,
onion, celery leaves and
First Baptist Church Chur- parsley to a full boil. Off
chwide picnic will be held at heat, stir in the salt, pepper
the new Murray-Calloway and sugar. Cover and chill.
Park with games and ac- Strain, pressing juice from
tivities at 5 p.m. and a picnic vegetables. Makes about a
)p.m.
pint.

smIx

"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL
1 FULL CARAT

BRILLIANT HAND SET DIAMONDS VALUE PRICED!
YOUR CHOICE Or YELLOW OR WHITE GO1D

:
f;49.11
:31t::

330% OFF
":•.• •••.

REG. $1,200

'
N Cv` • -

Thursday, July 2
Upward Bound Awards
Banquet will be held at 6
p.m. in the University
Center Ballroom, Murray
State University.
An exhibition of work by
faculty and graduate
students at Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale, will
be shown at the Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University, today through July 30.

Legion of Mary will meet
at 10:30 a.m. at St. Leo's
Murray Women of the Catholic Church.
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Knights of Columbus will
have a council meeting at
•'Hymn for Kentucky" will 7:30 p.m. at St. Leo's
be presented by the Com- Catholic Church.
munity Theatre at 8 p.m. at
the old freight depot in the
Mothers Day Out will be
Murray-Calloway County held at 9 a.m. at the First
Park.
Baptist Church.

CARAT'

FULL
N. CARAT

re41
)
is

THIS AD MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR PURCHASE'
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CTR.
MURRAY, KY.

MICHELSON'S JEWELERS

Oh, my aching back that's how Nita (Mrs. Bob)
Head feels, and also Alice
(Mrs. Wells) Purdom, Sr.
They are down in their backs
and flat of their backs in the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. I send get well
wishes to both of them.

Buckingham, Box 333, Murray; Mrs. Lillie G. Anderson,1014 Payne, Murray.
Mrs. Dixie M. Pogue, 509
South Seventh, Murray;
Fredrick Z. Babcock, Rt. 5,
Murray; Mrs. Mary A.
DeLime, 1509 Kirkwood,
Murray; L. K. Pinkley, 813
North 20th, Murray; Bert
Taylor (expired) Box 163,
Hazel; Nat Ryan Hughes
(expired) 1203 Crestwood,
Murray.

To clean silver, try soaking it for about two
hours in the water in
which potatoes were boiled.

ALL FAMOUS NAME
WATCHES

ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED'

FF
1Y%
°
5

ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED,
ill%111 its

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER-MURRAY

The Sale That You
Have Been Waiting For!

Men's•Women's
and Children's

Sim .mw am mar win ea" aim am am ai

,c .1

•••

MM.NEWS

Community Events Listed

Hamlett, Fern Terrace,'
18-81
May Nell 'ArmMurray;
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Tuesday, June 30
Rudolph, baby boy ( Mary) strong, Rt 1, Murray; Mrs.
Murray TOPS ( take off
Attie Davis, Rt. 3, Fulton.
Rt. 5, Box 177, Benton.
pounds sensibly ) Club will
DISMISSALS
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Beef Price Ups and Downs
Mrs. Cleora Nicholson, Rt.
Center.
1, Hickman; Mrs. Norma J.
Traditionally, the cattle cyAlcoholics Anonymous will
Harris, Rt, 3, Murray; Mrs.
cle
which goes from peak sup- meet at 8 p.m. at the west
Marshia Lynn Morton and
plies (and low prices) to bot- end of the Livestock
baby boy, Rt. 6, Mayfield;
and Extom supplies (and higher prices)
position Center.
Mrs. Reva Miller and baby
-usually takes from 10 to 12
girl, Cl Fox Meadows, Muryears. But within this cycle,
Parents Anonymous will
ray; Mrs. Carolyn C. Tedthere are short term influences
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforder, Box 916, Murray; Mary on supply and
demand such as
mation call 759-1087 or 435Shannon Pierce, 603 North weather and
economic condi4385.
16th, Murray.
tions that cause week to week
C. W. Jones, 810 South fluctuations in beef prices,says
16th, Murray; David S. the National Live Stock and
Group D of Beginning
Newsome, Rt. 5, Mayfield; Meat Board. Even with the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Mrs. Joan L. Turner, Rt. 1, overall trend toward higher Country Club will play front
Murray; Robert T. Hill, 1706 beef prices, you can expect oc- 6 to 8 p.m. at the club.
Keenland, Murray; Mrs. casional drops in prices over
Donna Jo Ellis, 26 Lone Oak the next few years. To make
Murray High Band
Villge, Paris, Tenn.; Charles the most of your beef dollar,
Boosters will hold a .general
D. Harrison, CR Box 251, be on the lookout for these
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the
New Concord; Mrs. Patricia periodic dips and stock up on
Murray High band room. All
S. Page, Box 2486 Univ. Sta- popular beef cuts featured on
band parents and interested
special. •
tion, Murray.
persons are invited to atMichael P. Edwards, Rt. 5,
-tend.
Benton; Sam F. Cook, 726
Fairlane, Murray; Mrs.
Wednesday,July 1
Susan E. Vied, Rt. 2, GilbertSalem
Baptist Church
sville; Mrs. Ann S. AlexWMU is scheduled to meet at
ander, Rt. 2, Puryear,
7 p.m.
Tenn.; William R. Jones, Rt.
5, Benton; Sabrina L. EmerMission groups of Cherry
son:Rt. 2, Murray.
Corner Baptist Church are
Charles 0. Smith, Rt. 7,
Of the 41 million square
Mayfield; Bobby G. Wig- mileo of land in the scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m.
gins, 210 Friendship, Fulton; temperate
zone,
only
Mrs. Novel Patton, 303 Pine, five million are consiFlint Baptist Church MisMurray; Mrs. Bessie C. dered good farm .land.
sion groups are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.

By RAINEY APPERSON
also open for tours Monday
through Friday. It is furnished in early nineteenth century furnishings, and is most
charming.
Helen Evans is the official
hostess for the House,and as
soon as she found out I was
from Murray,•she wanted to
know if I knew Betty Lowry
and Georgianna Moffitt.
Helen and Betty has worked
closely in the Kentucky
Federation of Women's
Clubs and she and Georgianna Moffitt's mother were
very dear friends from Lexington. She sent greetings to
both of them.

Buy One Pair At
Regular Price
...Get The Second
Pair For Only
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

ion Page
Business Mirror

By JOHN CUNNIFT

Setting Sights On Taxes
NEW YORK (AP) — The best laid
plans, the most scholarly research,
the most reasoned explanations
sometimes are flawed. The unforeseen the unexpected, and the unexplainable occur often enough to prove
it.
—Critics have said that Reagan administration plans for a personal income_ tax cut aren't consistent with
supply-side economics, but that may
not be the case.
First, the background: The supply
side is the economy's production
(business)side,as opposed to the consuming side. Supply siders seek to
spur production, hoping that more
output will mean less inflation.
To feed the supply side through personal income tax cuts, the critics say,
is contrary to supply side goals in that
it might spur consumer buying and
thus add to inflationary pressures.
But Professoi William Dunkelberg
of Purdue University, a consultant to
the National Federation of Independent Business, has some perceptive
observations about that view. In brief,
he thinks it's somewhat wet.
About 47 percent of American
businesses are unincorporated, the
professor points out. And that means
the owners of these companies pay
taxes as individuals rather than cor-

porations. To them,a personal tax cut
is a business tax cut, a cut that quite
likely will be reinvested.
His defense of a personal tax cut as
being good for business doesn't end
there, says Dunkelberg, an
economist. More than half of all
busineses have fewer than 20 workers,
he points out, reminding us that
surveys have shown such businesses
to be among the most prolific job
creators — more productive in that
sense than blue chip corporations.
And, he adds, they can use a tax
deduction, because the tax code has
been hurting them more and more,
and forcing them to abandon the personal rather than corporate mode of
doing business. As corporations, their
maximum tax liability is 48 percent of
income; as individual business people
it can,and increasingly does, ruirto 70
percent. •
—Anyone who has ever dreamed of
retirement has heard about the
'monster fly in the ointment: the
threatened inability of companies to
come through on their financial promises
But Jeremy I. Billow, assistant professor of economics at Stanford's
Graduate School of Business, says
those corporate pension funds really
are fatter than we think they are.
The reason: inflation permits companies to pay today's promises of fixed pensions in tomorrow's cheaper
dollars.
ree even the Son of man came
—In Manhattan, and in many other
but
to
ministered
unto,
not to be
throughout the country, there
areas
minister and to give his life a ranhas been a strong demand for office
som for many. Mark 10:45.
space during the past few years. And,
Just when we think the whole as you might expect, rents have
world should bow down to us, we soared.
see Jesus as the perfect example for So have the expectations of some
life.
landlords, especially those who projected the current rate of rent increases far into the future. But there
are signs now that their sights are
focused too high.

Bible Thought

Resolution

WHEREAS, this life we hold so
precious is but a temporary gift from
God, to give or to take as he sees fit,
and
WHEREAS, our Creator has deemed it appropriate to remove the robe
of mortality from our friend, Buford
Hurt, granting to him the right to
enter into Divine Glory,and
WHEREAS, the loss is felt most
keenly to we travelers who continue to
tread this earthly path without the
warmth and companionship of
Buford,and
WHEREAS, his scrupulous
adherence to the principles of morality in the world of commerce stood as a
lighthouse that shone brightly reflecting the life of service which he exemplified,and
WHEREAS, his work with the
Rotary Club of Murray, Kentucky,his
dedication to his friends his community nd his church is an inspiration to all
those who had the privilege of knowing him,and the members of the Murray Rotary Club deem it the highest
honor to have been given the opportunity of sharing in the Christian light
of Buford Hurt,and
WHEREAS, the Rotary Club of
Murray, Kentucky gives thanks to
God in benefitting each of our lives by
permitting him to pass this way.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT
RESOLVED that the Murray Rotary
Club expresses its appreciation to
Buford's family for sharing him wth
us and with his community and for the
valued gift of love and dedication
upon which his life was based.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that
this Resolution be spread upon the
permanent records of this Club and
copies- delivered to' the'family and
news media so that our sentiments
may be known to posterity.
Humbly submitted by our Committee this the 25th day of June,1981.
J. WILLIAM PHILLIPS,Committee
Unanimously adoped this 25th day
of June,1981.
MURRAY ROTARY CLUB
By Eugene M.Schanbacher
President
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Inside Report

By M.C. Garrott

This Is What It Is All About,
The Gospel Music School At MSU
One of the most encouraging ex- six others make it up. There are four
periences you can have these trying singers — he and his pretty wife, Contimes is to look in on the Blackwood nie, and her two equally-pretty
Brothers' School of Gospel Music be- sisters, Sharon and Lisa Watts, who
ing held at Murray State this week call Clute, Tex., home.
and last.
There are three instrumentalists,
There, more than 225 young people all of whom Bruce "recruited" from
— from ages 10 or 12 on up to early the Murray school last year: Jeff
20's — from literaly all over the Shadowens, the piano player from
United States — are learning to sing Deberry, Tex.; Mark Becker, Boone,
gospel music, in trios, quartets, Iowa, who plays guitar; and Mark
groups and as soloists.
Hearron, the drummer. He's from
From every indication, I'm sure Spring,Tex.
they all love the Lord, and that any
• • •
one of them, given the opportunity,
They travel in a converted
would leap to their feet to share with Greyhound-like bus with "Northam
anyone who will listen what God and Singers" in big letters on each side.
our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, Once the Murray school is over July 3,
means to them and their lives.
they'll leave on their first extended
I'm sure there are some at the concert tour — a swing through
school who are seeking primarily Florida, North Caiolina, Virginia,
fame and fortune wth a world-touring, West Virginia, Ohio and Arkansas. It
famous gospel singing group like the will be 3/
1
2 months before they return
Stamps, the Speer Family and the to their Houston base.
Blackwood Brothers but these are
The bus, which they have had only a
hard to spot. Most of them simply love few months, is driven by Bruce and
the Lord,and want to sing His praises. Mark Hearron, alternating 4-hour
• • •
shifts behind the wheel. It sleeps 12 in
I've had the opportunity to get to tiered bunks. There's a complete
know one of the groups which actually kitchen-dining area and lounge near
was spawned in the school, now in its the front, closets for their clothes, a
9th year on the Murray campus.
dressing area, and a rest room. They
This is the Northam Singers out of can travel fast,far and comfortable.
Houston, Tex., and led by Bruce NorMrs. Mary Watts, mother of the
tham, a dynamic, 23-year-old young girls, travels with the group, helping
fellow 1Fho ksi-attended the school with its business affairs as well as serseven years agO with his brother, ving as chaperone. She is flying into
Blake, now 21 and a music educa- Murray this week to join them for the
tional student at Wayland Baptist Col- tour. Her husband, Joe, is an iron
leg., Plainveiw, Tex.
worker.
The Northam Singers is the fourth
Bruce's mother, Mrs. Pat Northam,
group put together by Bruce. He and is with them at the school, but plans to
By Rowland Evans
and Robert Novak

rejoin her husband, Dwayne, ir,
Houston when the school ends. He is a
welding supervisor.
Also traveling with the Northams is
Jimmie Lapier. He looks after their
electronic sound equipment and helps
with the counseling of young people
who come forward, concerned about
their relationship with the Lord,at the
end of their concerts.
• • •
The Northam Singers are a classic
example of what most of the students
in the school hope someday to
become.
Bruce was 16 years old when he and
his brother, Blake, 14, came to the
Murray campus in 1973 for their first
gospel music school. They were in a
group at the time — one they had
organized three years before. As
"Brothers and Sisters United," they
sang mostly in Texas churches and
had a "chuck wagon sound."
When their girl singer went off to
college, the group broke up, and the
Northam boys formed another, this
one as "Brothers United." They were
with it when they first came to the
Murray school in 1975.
A year later, they regrouped as the
"Northam Brothers," picking up a
third fellow, Brian Green,and singing
as a trio. They gave concerts and appeared as a "warmup" group at concerts put on by some of the really
famous groups. They even cut an
album,"New Voyage."
•.•
All this time, Connie and her sisters
had been singing gospel music in
churches around Clute for as far back
as she can remember. As they got
older, they, too, ventured out onto the
larger stages and also cut an album,
"Born to Serve the Lord."
They were at Fort Worth singing in
a concert when she met Bruce in 1977.
It was a year before they started
dating, but in January of 1979 she and
her sisters joined the Northams and
the "Northam Singers" was formed.
On Sept. 22 of that year, after an 8month engagement,Connie and Bruce
deficit would frighten them off, if it were married.
Since then, they have been
had not already undermined
establishing themselves in the gospel
Reagan's tax-cut program.
On June 19, the White House was music entertainment field, giving conthoroughly alarmed by the prospect of certs of their own, appearing as a
a resurgent Democratic majority in "warmup" group for such big names
the House trapping Reagan with a as the Stamps, Speers, Trasher
procedural rule tailored like an under- Brothers and others, and cutting
taker's suit to bury the Reagan budget albums of their own. They have four
cuts. Chief of staff James Baker III, out and one more soon to be released.
• • •
Stockman and chief congressional
Until recently, all of them had other
lobbyist Max Friedersdorf agreed
that the three major television net- jobs. Bruce was a heavy equipment
works should be asked for free time operator. Connie had a clerical job.
for a presidential appeal to the nation Sharon and her mother were church
the following Monday or Tuesday,just secretaries, and Lisa was still in high
before Reagan would leave on his trip school.
Now they're full-time gospel
to California.
The nets were not enthusiastic: One singers, and good ones, too. I heard
said yes,one said no,one sayd maybe. and enjoyed them in a concert a week
"We needed a roadblock" bne White ago last night. They will sing again
House aide told us - a guarantee of all this coming Friday night at the big
three networks so that Reagan would concert in Lovett Auditorium which
winds up the two-week school.
dominate the tube for his address.
Then they'll climb into their bus and
But on June 20, the mood inside the
White House changed. Newspaper head out on their first big tour.
headlines that morning proclaimed
Miirray Ledger & Times
that a mere $5 billion divided the
Democrats' budget-cut measure from
USPS306-7001
Publisher
Walter 1.. Apperson
Reagan's (although, in fact, the
Editor .....
'R Gene McCutcheon
nature and permanence of the cuts in
The Murray Ledger 111 Times is published
the two measures left an immense every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Christmas
Day, New Years Day and Thanksgivfiscal and ideological gap). If a loss
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th
for Reagan could be made to appear Murray,Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage PaidSt.,
at
so insignificant, Baker argued, his Murray, Ky.42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas served by
prestige should not be risked on a carriers,
$3.25 per month, payable in advance
complex procedural vote that the By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hardin,
Mayfield,
Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
headcounters feared he might well
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $24.50 per
lose anyway.
year. By mail to other destinations. 13950 Per
The decision as made not to protect year.
Mem
Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Reagan's prestige, particularly with
I on and Southern Newspaper Publishers
public opinion polls showing a sharp
taco.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
decline in his popularity. Ins •
local news originated by The Murray
president swung into the rifle-shot republish
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news.
politics he plays so welr and began to
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Business Office
753-1916
pick off Democratic defectors. He Classified
Advertising
753-1916
revolution1
bagged enough to keep his
Retail(Display 1 Advertising
753-1919
753-1916
going and he saved the big TV gun for Circulation
753-1916
his tax bill-but now he may not need it. News and Sports Dept

Reagan's Revolution Saved

WASHINGTON
— President
Reagan's display of power in the
House last Thursday in what may be
the single most important vote of his
first term proved the efficacy of rifleshot politics after the fireside-chat ap-proach his top aides tentatively
adopted June 19 was canceled one day
later.
Reagan zeroed in on freshman
Democrat W. J. (Billy) Tauzin of
Louisiana in mid-morning, short
hours before the critically-important
procedural vote on his radical budget
cuts. If Tauzin and freshman
Democrat Ralph Hall of Texas broke
from the majority Democrats it might
start what budget director David
Stockman calls "the loosening up process," winning over another heti
dozen Democrats. In the end, 29
deserted their party despite an
unusual, written demand for loyalty
by Speaker Thomas P. (Tip) O'Neill
and hishigh command.
Reagan's deal with Tauzin and
By Ken Wolf
Hall: a.separate vote on budget cuts
We all remember the schoolbook from the deadlocked House Energy
images of a determined George Cnrnittee to exempt natural gas
Washington holding together the
brave colonial army at Valley Forge
WRITE A LETTER
In the winter of 1778 — in the teeth of
Letters to the editor are welcomed
bitter temperatures and bleeding feet.
nd encouraged. All letters must be
If any men were patriotic, it had to
signed by the writer and the writer's
be this group.
address and phone number must be
It is a little surprising then to find
included for verification. The phone
Washinton writing in a letter from
number will not be published.
Valley Forge that same winter that,
Letters should be typewritten and
although he knows that Patriotism exdouble-spaced whenever possible
ists, "a great and lasting War can
and should be on topics of general
never be supported on this principle
interest.
alone."
Editors reserve the right to
It must be aided by a prospect
condense or reject any letter And
of Interest or some reward. For
limit frequent writers.
a time, it may, of itself,push
Address correspondence to:
Men to Action; to bear much,to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
encounter difficulties; bat it
Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.
will not endure unassisted by
Interest.

Thoughts
In Season

Garrott's Gal/c)

states like Louisiana and Texas from
switching their utility plants from gas
to other fuels. Tauzin and Hall bought
it fast, other Democrats swung into
line and Reagan's radical budget cuts
were suddenly alive and well
(although in the clinching budget vote
the next day Hall returned to the
Democrats and voted against
Reagan).
The importance of the House budget
vote transcended food stamps
military retirement pay or impactarea school subsidies. If Reagare.s
radical effort to thin the governmental wedge of the economy had failed,
his equally radical, 33-month
-marginal tax-rate cuts would also
have failed. That would have finished
the Reagan revolution.
To maintain the working House
coalition of Republicans and "boll
weevil" Democrats — conservatives
centered in the Southern and border
states — for the approaching tax battle, Reagan must show harmony
between savings gained by his budget
cuts and revenue lost by his tax cuts.
Even with the Draconian budget
cuts whittled out by Stockman's artful
knife, the mid-July federal spending
estimates will show an upward creep
of almost $18 billion over the March 10
estimate. Even with the Stockman
cuts, the fiscal years' 1982-1984 reduction in entitlements, totaling $46
billion ($18 billion over the House
Democrats' plan)"s still some $50
billion short of achieving the promised balanced budget in fiscal 1984. That
work remains to be done.
The quintessential imperative of
Reagan's victory in the battle of the
budget thus becomes clear. Without
it, conservative Democrats and even
some Republicans squeamish about
the president's massive tax cut program would have cause to desert the
Reagan revolution. The pyrarnding

4

Three posthumous awards from the
Air Force have been received by the
family of Capt. George D. Henry, Jr.,
in a ceremony at the home of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George D.
Henry of Jonesboro, Ark. Capt. Henry
was the sister of Mrs. Sidney Easley
and grandson of Mrs. Clifford
Melugin, both of Murray.
Deaths reported include Robert
Carson, 60, Brown McPherson, Johnnie Richardson, and Mrs. Rosie Ann
Young.
Miss Cynthia Gail Mathis, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard D. Mathis,
was married to James Michael Ross,
son of Mrs. Evelyn Ross and the late
Euclid Ross, in a May wedding at the
Hardin Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Danny Williams, and a girl
to Mr.and Mrs. Shelby Morrison, both
on June 25.
Mrs. Josephine Henson announces
the engagement and approaching
marriage of her daughter, Lou Jean,
to Michael Lynn Pierce, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Frelon Pierce.
The Rev. Bob G. Marine of
Madisonville will be the evangelist at
the revival services to be held at the
Salem Baptist Church staring July 5,
accordng to the pastor, the Rev.
James E. Bean.

20 Years.4go
The new Regional Library in Murray will be fully staffed and equipped
by November, according to Margaret
Willis, director of the State Library
Extension Division. Mrs. Edna
Darnell will be head librarian and
Mrs. Evon Kelly will be assistant
librarian.
Army Pvt. Ronnie L. Moubray, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Eulice Moubray,
completed an eight weeks'typing and
clerical procedures course at Armor
School,Fort Knox,on June 22.
Installed as officers of the Murray
Lions Club at the meeting held at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church were Dr. C. C.
Lowry, Bethel Richardson, James
Dale Clopton, Rob Ray, Kenneth
Goode, Vernon Anderson, Marvin
Harris, and George Ligon.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
J. T. Cavitt, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Colson, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Russell, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. J.0. Boswell.
Elected as officers of the Auxiliary
of American Legion Post No. 73 were
Mrs. David Henry, Mrs. Ethel Key,
Mrs. Peter Kuhn, Mrs. Ned Wilson,
Mrs. Mildred Barnett, Mrs. Avis
Smith,and Mrs, Macon Erwin.

30 Years Ago
David L. Thornton of Portsmouth,
Ohio, has been selected as Field Scout
Executive to serve Scouting in the
Happy Valley District, according to
Leonard Vaughn,District Chairman.
Deaths reported include Louis C.
Trevathan,78,and Mrs. Sarah Dunlap
Van Dyke.
A feature story on Elmus J. Beale,
written by Lochie Faye Hart, is
published today.
Oliver C. McLemore, Jr., is serving
on the USS Los Angeles near Korea
and Japan.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs
J. W. Horton,a boy to Mr.and Mrs. W.
D. McCuiston, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas C. Scruggs, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Russell.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Deported" starring Marta Toren
and Jeff Chandler.

Today I,, History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 30, the 181st
day of 1981. There are 184 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On June 30, 1934, Adolf Hitler began
a purge in Germany, removing hundreds of political and military
leaders.
On this date:
In 1777, British forces in the Revolutionary War evacuated New Jersey,
crossing to Staten Island, N.Y.
In 1834, the Indian territory was
created by an Act of Congress.
In 1859, 5,000 people watched as a
French acrobat — Emile Blondin —
crossed Niagara Falls on a tightrope.
And in 1950, President Harry
Truman announced that he had
ordered U.S. troops stationed in
Japan to help the Republic of Korea
repel North Korean invaders.
Ten years ago: Three Soviet
cosmonauts, in space for more than
three weeks, were found dead when
their spacecraft landed.
Five years ago: A U.S. spacecraft's
photographs of Mars showed that the
planet once sustained abundant and
rapidly flowing water.
One year ago: Anti-abortion forces
in the United States won a victory
when the Supreme Court ruled that
the federal government and individual states did not have to pay for
most abortions for women on welfare.
Today's birthday: Former President Francisco da Costa Gomez of
Portugal is 67.
Thought for today: I believe in the
discipline of silence and can talk for
hours about it — George Bernard
Shaw,Irishborn writer (1858-1950).

'. •
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Put 'spring' into carpets, draperies HOMES FOR AMERICANS
Its time to open the a in
dows. put away the wools, and
just let the sun shine in This is
aho the time when all those pet.
smoke. food and musty odors
that heve been building up over
the past few months besomc
most apparent
An airing alone won't
rid
of these built-up odors because
they're trapped in your rug and

J.urtein fitvers. and even in your
upholsteiy
Rugs and serpeting can he
Jeened in a variety of way
1 he sicem extraction method is
most effective
hatever method you
the secret of carpet
leaning is in removing all detergent because any remaining
residue dries, clings to the car-

pet fibers, and becomes a sticky
trap of all future dirt and odor.
Loosely woven draperies.
whether they are a synthetic or
natural fiber, present cleaning
problems because they often
shrink and lose their shape when
dry cleaned. Some manufacturwarn
ers of the synthetics
against dry cleaning
One possible solution is to
by
wash the panels,
in
tepid water and hang while still
wet Then, very gently, starting
at the top of the panel, pull small
sections of the drapery back into
shape.
Once this is done, run your
vacuum cleaner rod through the
This will weight the panel
while drying. and keep the hemline even.
Odors also get trapped in
closets, storage trunks and dresser drawers. To keep your
winter clothes fresh as spring
pour a cupful of"Love My Car. pet"1- rug and room deodorizer
in an old nylon stocking and
tuck it into the storage trunk
with your clothes.
Do the same in your dresser
drawers. An open canister, left
on a shelf, will do the same in
your linen and clothes closets.
Once clean, it is easy to keep
your home smelling fresh.
However, even with windows
opened. your carpet fibers.
especially if you have pets, will
continue to trap and hold odors.
These odors are easily overcome if you sprinkle "Love My
Carpet-'*- on your rugs as you
vacuum. You have your choice
of three scents, Regular. Floral
or Citrus, to keep your home
smelling like spring. It's a nice
finishing touch.

Pt

ON THE

.-.HOUSE .6/

While the expert at site ori- chitects and builders on the
By ANDY LANG
entation knows all the general many types of such designs'
AP Newsfeatares
What distinguishes a passive rules for making appropriate available. You may have heard
solar energy- house from an ac- decisions, he must know when of some solar energy ideas that
tive solar energy house or any to make exceptions. He must do not apply to your situation.
211P4-0
other dwelling referred to in so- know, for instance, that near a Some make more sense in cerbody of water, breezes move tain climates, some can be inlar energy terms?
The passive solar house utili- from the water to the land dur- corporated into existing homes,
zes solar energy naturally, with ing the day, but flow in reverse some are applicable only in
little or no mechanical equip- at night. And that, on a south- new construction, and some
ment, thus requiring no energy facing hill, breezes tend to may appeal to you more than
itself. In some cases, it may move up the hill during the others.
not be as effective as an active day, down the hill at night.
All the discussions about sosolar energy house, but neither
Do-it-yourselfers around the
is it as expensive if included in lar energy housing in recent house will find much helpful inyears have included the matter formation on a variety of subthe original building design.
We get a better picture of the of the placement and sizes of jects in Andy Lang's handbook,
difference between the active windows. Where they are in re- "Practical Home Repairs,"
and passive solar systems if we lation to the sun at different which can be obtained by sends17Cthink of it this way: In the ac- times of the day and how large ing $1.50 to this paper at Box 5,
tive system, the reliance is on or small they are can greatly Teaneck, N.J. 07666.)
technology that is somewhat in- affect the inside temperature of
ENTRANCE INTO THE LIVING ROOM of this home is dependent of the building and a house. Yet millions of houses
made cheerful by the warmth of a natural fireplace and a can be added on if it isn't there have been built without the
BIG APPLE APPEALS
large bay window to let in the sun. The three bedrooms are in the first place. In the passive slightest consideration to this
perhaps,
indication,
an
matter,
NEW
YORK (AP) — New
method,
the
building
itself
belarge and have plenty of light and ventilation. Plan
HAI 197G has 1,207 square feet. For more information write comes the system, which of the general lack of knowl- York City must be doing
— enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to ar- means that if the ingredients edge about windows and ener- something right. The year
perhaps, of the
chitect Carl E. Geiser. 25600 Telegraph Rd.. Southfield, aren't there at the start, it is gy. Or, again
indifference, until recently, to 1990 was the second-best
difficult to add them later on.
Mich. 49034.
year in the history of the Big
Such things as insulation, the subjeceof wasted energy.
If you are in the fortunate po- Apple's visitor industry and
double glazing and weatha
erstripping are all part of con- sition of being able to build
the fifth year of the
ventional energy conservation, house with passive or active sobut a truly passive solar energy lar energy features, consult ar- resurgence of tourism.
By BARBARA MAYER
ours should not exist," said house incorporates passive deAP Newsfeatures
Herb Meller. "Ideally, every sign ideas in its planning, conWhen Susan Meller was 8 textile
company in the country struction and
years old, she used to rip up should donate a
There is no employment of
sample of each
old sheets into squares, paint a of their designs to a central solar collectors in the ordinary
design on them with marking repository such
as a museum. sense or of fans, pumps, heatpens and put the squares to- Then the designs
exchange units, controls and sowould be
gether into a "swatch book."
phisticated equipment.
available to students.
"Then I would play store
Instead, the business of colcarpet fibers trap and hold
EN EN WITH %INDIAN S
"I have suggested that to
with them and the sample some textile
lecting
and storing the heat
odors. These are easily osereome if you sprinkle "Lose My
firms.
But there
swatches my uncle, a robe wasn't any
from the sun's rays is left to
Carpet"'-`ony our rugs as ou %Hellt1111. You can keep your
interest.
America
is
manufacturer, would bring
All oceanfront with excellent view of pool
closets fresh smelling if y ou lea•e an open canister on the shelf.
just not a history-oriented coun- parts of the building itself, inand ocean 105 units - rooms, completely
me," she recalls.
try," he said. In Europe, how- cluding such things as windows,
furnished housekeeping efficiencies, suites.
Later, as an art student, she ever,
every municipality where thermal storage walls and site
Ocean beach. Plenty of free parking.
began collecting old textiles as textiles
orientation.
are important has such
Site
a hobby.
orientation
simply
means
a museum, he continued.
These pastimes proved prophThe Mellers travel almost the placement of the structure
etic. Today, with her husband, constantly,
to get the best results from
seeking and buying
what you are trying to achieve.
Susan Meller runs a design swatches
of fabric and books In
the case of solar energy, the
swatch library. It is a business with
• Restaurant serving
examples
of
old
textile
dethat serves the needs of designgeneral objective is to face the
3 meals daily
signs.
coverings,
wall
main
fabric,
of
ers
living
areas
to
the
south
• Lounge with
what to do because we are not
1.) )
Susan
Meller
IF At
By ANDY LANG
catalogs
each
apparel and packaging.
while, at the same time, proentertainment
Br South Atlantic Avenue
do-it-yourselfers.
design herself according to a viding
AP Newsfeatures
From a loft building at the
sufficient
swimming
•
3
glass
pools
areas to
classification system of about
ORMOND BEACH. FLA
A. — With only one layer of edge of New York's garment 700 possible categories she has allow the solar radiation a
Q. — I have a table made of
storegroup
place
of
and
a
district
to
enter.
wallpaper, you should not have
devised.
wood with knots in it. I painted
Relax, enjoy the seaside Spacious palm studded
too much trouble getting it off. houses in West Pawlett, Vt., the
You cannot store heat if you lawns, gardens Bring the family - plenty of room
"I
love
to
classify
fabrics.
I
it
about
six
months
ago
and
it
1 Small
Before you start, though, make Meller collection of 5-million do it for recreafibm in the same do not first capture it. Site ori- and lots to do for everyone Near the best shops,
looked fine, but now there are
don't have the kind of swatches and designs on paper way that other people watch entation can be tricky at times golf, recreations
Hamburger
yellowish stains where the sure you
covering that strips off. If is available for sale or rent to
and should not be left to some- 90 minutes to Disney World. Tours leave from our
knots used to be., While this is wall
designers seeking inspiration.
television. After you have been one who hasn't had professional door Write for information. Reserve now
-not- an especially' good table you do, just scrape up the corbusiunusual
other
Like
little, then pull off the
Drink
studying fabrics long enough, training in its Mysteries, since
and appearance is not vital. I ners a
nesses, this one started by accistill would like to cover the paper by hand. For removing dent and grew because it met you can usually tell their ap- the location of the house must
4
stains. What must I do before the non-strippable paper, wet it an unusual but nevertheless proximate age just by looking be a compromise between the
BILIMORE BEACH LODGE
For
at them. Each era had its char- south-facing windows for heatOrmond Beach F tondo 32074
107 SO4.40,Ado.,
repainting the table? I hope I down with a brush or small very real need.
Reservanons
only
a
section
sprayer.
at
a
Do
sorKlbrochwe faArs
ing
in
cold
weather
and
capturacteristic designs," she said.
do not have to take off all the
-Some designers don't like to
is
to
allow
time.
The
the
trick
ing
breezes for cooling in hot
However, it is more difficult
NAME
paint.
PHONE
water to soak in thoroughly but admit it and our designer cus- to guess in which country a weather. To protect facades
A iii Ciii SS
let
us
refuse
to
usually
tomers
that
the
paper
not
so
gets
long
A.
You undoubtedly paint1-800fabric was created and manu- from cold winds, evergreens,
SIA
/IP
ed the table before making an dry. When the paper is still use their names because they factured because influences fences and earth berms should 8744552
ii
I.
attempt to seal in the knots to damp, scrape it off. Some au- want the public to think they have always traveled so freely, be located on the north and
prevent them from bleeding. thorities advocate wetting down invented the designs on their she said.
west sides of the house.
You should have used a knot the entire room at one time, wall coverings and clothing and
sealer
or shellac prior to paint- but I have found from personal furniture. But there is nothing
Subscribers who have not
new under the sun," said Herb
received their home-delivered ing. No, you will not have to experience that much of the pa- Meller in an interview with the
per then gets too dry and you
copy of The Norm Mow & limes by remove all the paint, but you
will have to sand the stained have to wet it all over again. couple at their New York of5.30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by areas
thoroughly, then apply a How much water should you fice.
3,30 p.m Saturdays ore urged sealer. Wait a couple of weeks. use? As much as you need to
The popular looks today —
to call 753-1916 between 530 pa
If some color comes through get off the paper. When there such as small figured prints
aal 6 pm Mods, Orwell friday. or again, apply a second coat of are three or four layers of pa- and French provincial designs
330 p. mod 4 p a SaMrdots
sealer. After it has dried com- per on the wall, you might need — are not new. They have been
A circulation deportment em- pletely, you can go ahead with a wallpaper remover and, in done before, he added.
From js, realization that dereally difficult cases, steaming
ployee is on duty during these the painting.
sign motifs are ageless to a
equipment.
time periods to insure delivery
thriving business employing
of your newspaper Calls must
Q — There is only- a single
generally four fulltime salesbe placed by 6 p.m weekdays orQ. — I have cedar shingles persons and a
layer of wallpaper on our dinnumber of sup4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
ing-room walls. We now want on my house. They have never port staff is, however, a very
defive-v
to remove it, but the trouble is been painted or even stained. I long series of steps.
The regular business office
that the wallpaper has been would like to use latex paint on
The steps to the Design Lihours of The Hem ledger I Timespainted What is the best way them. Is any special treatment brary began haltingly.
necessary?
ore I Ia. lo 5 pa.. Monday
to get the paper off? We have
"As a textile designer, I conthrough Friday and I am. to Non.had some conflicting advice on
A. — No, unless the surface tinued to collect fabric
epollkollioimbiblIggbA1011011001$‘1111011011101
.
‘
11 116q161116
Saturdays .
this matter and are puzzled is unusually dusty, in which swatches and designs both out
case hose down the outside of interest and for my own refwalls after being sure all win- erence," said Susan. "Occa***************************** dows, doors and openings are sionally I would show my
swatches to others in the field."
*
* closed.
To her surprise, a number of
For all your Travel Reservations Call
*
*
designers and firms expressed
*
*
*
* ( Selecting and using paints, an interest in buying the sam*
* and the techniques of handling ples. She sold a few and then
rollers and brushes, are de- more, as word-of-mouth knowl10
tailed in Andy Lang's booklet, edge of her collection grew.
"Painting Your House Inside
4111,
Then Susan
Herb met
and Out," available by sending and married and decided to
a
50 cents and
long, move to Vermont. As collectors
STAMPED, self-addressed en--of antiques, they eventually
116,
velope to Know-How, P.O. Box opened an antique shop there,
111111.1b1101161111101116011111110
.._,406,
40Vilt
%1115.
*
representing
* 477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743. now closed.
101401111,
*
11111711m°'
*
of general interest
However, to serve her growNA
* American and International Traveltime * Questions
be answered in the column, ing number of customers, SuN
* will
but individual correspondence san would go through her col**************************** cannot
0
be undertaken.)
lections in Vermont and each
%II
month bring a bag to New York
of the designs she felt were
most suitable to current market
trends.
Enter her uncle — the one
who brought her robe swatches
when she was a little girl. "He
was retired and bored and he
suggested I leave the sample
bag with him instead of bringing back the unsold things to
Vermont each month. He began
going around to designers and
selling the rest of the samples," she says.
From these small beginnings
the present business was constructed. Today, the Design Library both rents and sells outright the designs it has bought.
T h e collection emphasizes
swatches and painted designs
for fabrics mainly from Europe
and America dating from 17904.
to 1950. The bulk of the business — 80 percent — is divided
equally among home furnishings and apparel designek The
remaining 20 percent of customers include packagers and
o
museums.
(Equipment Not Exactly
"We sell most of our designs
As Those Illestreted)
outright,"
said
Herb
Meller.
A real computer that fits in your pocket!
Prices range from $50 for a
t‘lt
Programmable in BASIC, or use pretiny shirting square to about
9
programmed tapes from our growing
$250 for the apparel fabric
library with an optional cassette
MURRAY
signs and from about ;250 to
4"'
$1,200 for home-furnishings derecorder.
signs.Home-furnishings designs
11011P4111P
are more costly since designers
NEW PRINTER/CASSETTE INTERFACE!
Was $249.95
are usually seeking old, labExpands the versatility of your TRS-80
century fabrics which are rare
In Cat. 328
Pocket Computer. $149.95
and unique. Prices are set by
scarcity and uniqueness of design.
SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
If a desigrr Is rented for comRADIQ SNACK
mercial purposes, it is withft`
COMPUTER CENTER, STORE,
drawn from the collection and
A DIV'S.004 Of isiov COAPOR A T
a
mubought
only
by
may
be
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER
.R.CfS WAY VeY al ilVyierrirrrn ANOtf
Al FRS
sewn or private collector.
"Actually, a business such as
.11

get

even
one one,

hem.

Library for Designers

use.

FLAUDA VACATION
DESIGNED WITH
YOUR FAMILY
IN MIND
41

Here's the Answer Eifi

thp

Riltmore
116.
11;

ON THE WORLDS MOST FAMOUS BEACH

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

11- 01°M

We've Rounded Up All Our

** Marjorie and Bill Major
***
753-0880
**

USED LAWN &GARDEN EQUIPMENT

*
***
***

And We Have To Move Them At All Cost

and

f
i

0.00
o4f,
i50
0,441*

'MN*

Pocket
Computer

Now at a New Low Price!

io

h,..

Over.25 Units
v
Including:
*Lawn &
,
.,...
v
Garden -,,ii.les', ,..
-17
4. 744
.,, 4
:e
Tractors
eltear Engine Riders
*And Push Mowers—
These Units Must Be Sold

25% TO „„
40%

Only

22995

RENTALttSALES

CENTER

Ratko thaek

200 E. Main

753-8201

it
.
$
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
*
0
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REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

SAVE $2.00

SAVE 60C
EAERMER

SAVE 30C

SAVE 30C

;

•

II

/
2"
Credible Grill 241
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $11.99

YOU PAY$999

YOU PAY

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Otter expires 7112181
Good at participating Revco stores only

•

#

•

IlliMMOOMMUMMEMMEMBON IO

Lernon,i0e

rowp
Tylenol
Extra Strength
Capsules or Tablets
Capsules 24's

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $2.19

89

Wylers Drink Mix
24 oz. Makes 8 qts.
Lemonade and asst. flavors

Tablets 30's

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $1.95

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $1.59 ea.

39

111

YOU PAY$1

YON PAY$

WITH THIS COUPON

II

•
laseinownimmummaimmumw

1
1
1

29
ea.

II

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Otter expires 7112/81
Good at participating Revco stores only

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Otto. expires 7/12/81
Good at participating Revco stores only

WITH THIS COUPON

•

•

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Otter expires 7I12/81
Good at Participating Revco stores only

111

*
asimmummummassommiummil0

WITH THIS COUPON

1111

NM in NM Mai=

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Otter expifes T'281
Good at Parttc,ctatIng Rercc staes
g.MB
g.
MO

MI OM

REVCO

Ask about our Senior
Citizens Discount Plan
for those 60 and over.
Get an instant 10%
savings on all
prescriptions
and Revco
brand
products.

Mcll‘es 8 Ouat Is

U.

WITH THIS COUPON

EXTRASAVINGS
FOR SENIOR
CITIZENS

24 oz.
Makes 71
/
2 qts.

I

L ea.

WITH TINS COUPON

II
•I
•
I
•I
•I

Lipton
Iced Tea
Mix With
Sugar
& Lemon

UI YON PAY$1

$129

1111,

••

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

• Eveready Energizer
I I
Batteries
I I
2 pk. C, D or 9 volt single
I.
I
Revco's low, everyday
I I
discount price $1.89 ea.

\
1

•

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTER

n
°
Mi MO I

REVCO YOUR
PHO
HEA TOFINISHING
DQUARTERS
Revco's quality
photofinishing and
low,
discount prices
you a great
promise
photofinish
every time.

SUMMER SAVING IS A BREEZE
Foam Chest
With Lid

Toro 900
Trimmer/
Weeder

30 qt.

Asst.

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Sea & Ski
Tropic Sun
Dark Tanning
Lotion 8 f I.

Coppertone
Suntan
Lotion or Oil
8 fl. oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$349

$329

$1699

ea.

Chinet
Paper
Plates 15's

Charcoal
Lighter Fluid

Reg. or Compartment

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revco's low, everyday

32 fl. oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revco
Hawaiian
Suntan
Lotion 8 tI

Revco
Sunscreen 8 oz

discount price

$169

99

$109

t.

1 Gallon
Picnic Jug

7 oz.

Vaporette
Flea Collar

label
20¢
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$129

$349

$169

Revco
Stork-Aid
Baby Oil
off

6-12 Plus
Aerosol

Hot Or Cold
Polyurthene Insulated
Unbreakable

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

•

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$129
AJ
1.`
I

'7
NO CAFFUNIE NO
STIMULANTS

LOSE WEIGHT FAST
without going hg.rngry

Jean
Nate
After
Bath
Splash

After Bath
Splash

et.

8 fl oz
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

k.

Control
Capsules
28's

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$239

$336
Spray Deodorant4.3 fl. oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

'249

Natural Spray
Cologne-1 fl. oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revco reserves the right to limit quantities.

you
1
all

th
eltElte
You.Fan get

$339

Marcal
Fluff Out
Facial
Tissues
100,s
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

29c

Open Pit
Barbecue
Sauce 18 fl oz

Softsoap
Liquid Soap

Revco's low, everyday

Revco's low, everyday

discount price

discount price

73'

vailaDlea all Kevco Discount

rug en ersincluding:

Revco
Candy Rolls
Asst.

16.5 oz.
Brown, Gold or White

flavors

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

3 F0139,

Items available while quantities last.

MURRAY

Bel Air Shopping Center • 753-8304
•

Copyrlgflt

1981 by Revco D.S., Inc
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Phillies, Blue Jays Eliminated

Red Sox, Cardinals Reach 1-Ball Final
In the semifinal games of
the T-Ball tournament Monday night, the Red Sox
bombed the Phillies, 28-7,
and the Cardinals beat the
Blue Jays, 26-17, to advance

to tonight's championship
game at6 p.m.
The Red Sox held the
Phillies to only seven runs
with the aid of an unassisted
triple play by Michael Carr.

Carr snagged a fly ball, ran McKeel had a double.
to first base to catch one runFor the Phillies, Wendy
ner and crossed over to third Yeary, Scott Downey and
for the final out.
Nick Jones all had doubles.
In the Cardinals' win, Rick
Carr also helped the Nute cleaned the bases with
Phillies' hitting with a dou- a grand slam home run in
ble. Jeff Brannon had a dou- the third inning to help his
ble and a triple, Ashley Haak team pull away from the
had a double and Scott Blue Jays.

Chris Neale added two
doubles while Anthony
Miller and Dusty Wilson
each had a double.
The Blue Jays were led by
Adam Grogan, who had a
home rp and a double, and
by Samthy Fuson, who had a
double.

Braves, Giants Win In Junior Babe Ruth
011111.111.1.....s

••••••
.•

David McCuiston led the
In Junior Babe Ruth
League games Monday, the Braves' hitting with a grand
Braves edged the Dodgers, slam home run while Miles
7-6, while the Giants blasted Barnett had two hits and two
RBI and Rick Grogan had
the Tigers, 13-2.
hits.
two
For the Braves, Mark BogFor the Dodgers, Wade
gess was the winning pitcher
as he finished with 10 had two hits while David
strikeouts. Boggess also had Snow and Marc Mayfield
two doubles, scored two runs scored two runs apiece.
For the Giants, Todd Ross
and drove in one.

was the winning pitcher
while Tom Schwettman had
two hits, including a triple,
and drove in three runs.
Dwayne Gammons added
a triple while Mike Daniels
had two hits and Steve
Malone drove in three runs.
The Tigers were led by
John Mark Potts, who had
two hits.

.

FATHER EXHORTS SON HOME — The Cardinals' Rick Nute nears home plate as he
merun with coach Chic Nute waiting for him.
completes a grand slam

Shriver Ends 11-Match Losing Streak To Austin
.t.s60426;

uarterfinal Match Hardly Expected

Connors against Vijay
By WINSOR DOBBIN
Amritraj of India.
AP Sports Writer
Amritraj has won four of
WIMBLEDON, England
( AP) — It is hardly the his nine meetings with ConWimbledon quarterfinals the nors.
Meanwhile, 18-year-old
experts predicted.
Shriver has something
Pam
who?
Tim who? Rod
Tim is Tim Mayotte of Spr- to prove to herself — that she
ingfield, Mass., 20, the cur- can win a string of great
rent NCAA champion who matches and not just one.
She played a great match
turned professional two
weeks ago and has played Monday, defeating her 18only one grass court tourna- year-old rival Tracy Austin
7-5, 6-4 to reach the
ment before in his life.
he
as
runner
a
checks
Carr
Michael
—
A BUSY GAME
Wimbledon semifinals. It
late
a
Frwtey,
Rod
Rod is
beats him to first base for an out. Carr also had an
who earned her a crack'at topdevelopinAtftralian
unassisted triple play for the Red Sox.
has suddàily emerged from seeded Chris Evert Lloyd,
who has beaten her in all
the pack at age 28.
Each has dropped only one seven of their previous
set on the way to the quarter- meetings.
The statistics will not
finals, and both have atseventh-seeded
tracted little attention. The worry
headlines belonged to the Shriver too much. The 5-footconsistent tennis of Bjorn 11 Lutherville, Md., player,
Borg, the antics of John who will turn 19 on Saturday,
McEnroe and the grunting of ended an 11-match losing
streak against Austin in
Jimmy Connors.
Mayotte's Wimbledon vic- front of a packed crowd of
tims include John Sadri and 14,000 on Wimbledon's
Sandy Mayer, both feared center court and said afterward she was full of congrass court players.
Frawley had a rather fidence for the semifinals.
A MULTI-TALENTED PROSPECT — Tony Herndon
"That must be my
(right) plans to continue his baseball career at Murray easier path to the final eight,
win," she said. "I
greatest
world's
the
beaten
has
but
State.
top junior, Thierry Tulasne played an almost perfect
of France, and the extrovert match.
"I now know I can play a
Brazilian Carlos Kirmayr.
A victory oi Frawley to- great match. Now we are goday would anow the tall, ing to see if I can string
powerful Mayotte to emulate together a sequence of great
one of the men whose matches.
-Today was good for me. I
footsteps he followed at both
Stanford University and as couldn't ask for anything
NCAA champion: McEnroe. better before playing Chris."
Lloyd, who defeated
Four years ago, McEnroe
came to Wimbledon as an Shriver, then 16 years old, in
Tony Herndon, an just 10 times as the Tigers unheralded amateur and the final of the United States
outstanding hitting prospect compiled a three-year 58-17 reached the semifinals. Open three years ago,
from Murray fligh School, record.
Mayotte is one match away defeated 10th-seeded Mima
will continue his baseball
The hard-hitting first from equalling that feat. He Jausovec of Yugoslavia 6-2,
career at Murray State baseman hit .419 as a junior also is only one match away 6-2 in a little over an hour to
University.
and .403 in 1979 when Murray from a possible semifinal clinch her place in the
semifinals.
Herndon hit .383 as a High was the state runnerup. meeting with McEnroe.
"It doesn't worry me who
senior with 33 runs batted in Herndon was selected as the
Seeded second here,
and four home runs to lead designated hitter on the 1979 McEnroe, the left-handed, I'm playing," said Lloyd,
Murray High to an 18-10 all-state tournament team as 22-year-old New Yorker, fac- who reached the semis for
record and the district and a sophomore.
ed speedy South African the 10th straight year.
"I like playing Pam
regional championships. The
Herndon also operated as Johan Kriek in tay's
Tigers lost in the first round a relief pitcher for the quarters. McEnroe' an- because she is a serve-andof the state tournament to St. Tigers, recording six saves nihilated the South African.. volley player. That gives me
High and a 3-1 record . his senior in the WCT Finals in Dallas something to aim at — and
Mary's p Paducah
School.
season and a 7-0 mark in earlier this year, winning 6- she's a pretty big target,"
Lloyd joked.
Herndon also totaled nine 1980.
1,6-2,6-4.
Lloyd, 26, had very little to
The other two quarterfinal
doubles, stole 11 bases and
"Tony is one of the best
struck out only five times hitters I've ever coached," matches pitted Borg, going worry about Monday. The
last season for Murray. As a said Miller. -He really hits for his sixth consecutive chunky Jausovec, who had
three-year letterman for the ball. He's a good all- Wimbledon title, against earlier upset fifth-seeded
Murray High coach Cary around player and a great. 12th-seeded
Peter Andrea Jaeger, did not have
Miller. Herndon struck out clutch hitter."
McNamara of Australia and the consistency to disturb
the No.1 seed.
The Yugoslav player mixed up her shots intelligently
but made too many unforced
errors.
The other semifinal is a
much tougher match, accorThe other semifinal is a
much tougher match, according to the seedings, with
liana
second-seeded
of
Mandlikova
(The Sale You've Been Waiting For)
playing
Czechoslovakia
Savings Up To
Czechoslovakian-born Martina Navratilova, who is
seeded No.4.
Mandlikova overwhelmed
Wendy Turnbull of Australia
ctx_
6-0, 6-0 in 40 minutes, while
Navratilova ousted Virginia
DON'T MISS OUT ON THESE GIGANTIC SAVINGS
Ruzici of Romania 6-2,6-3.

Murray Product
Herndon Signs
To Play At MSU

Plunge Into

Qraham St.Jacicsodi

A--

BIG SUMMER
CLEARANCE SALE

SO% OFF STOREWIDE

Qraharn & Jackson
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN

Downtown Murray

-Turnbull was hampered by
a wrist injury, but
Mandlikova, the 19-year-old
reigning French Open and
Australian Open champion
who is halfway to the Grand

Slam, said: "I know the
s easy on paper,
result lookrbut I had to work for every
point."
There is debate on whether
a player must win all four

major titles — Wimbledon
and the French, U.S. and
Australian Opens — in the
same year or consecutively
to capture the "Grand
Slam."

the
Navratilova,
Wimbledon champion in 1978
and 1979, has a 2-2 head-tohead record against
Mandlikova. But they have
never met on grass.

MSU Sports Roundup
Forde, Brown To Compete On Different Teams
"Now we will have four
A pair of Murray State his best personal time of MSU mile relay team could
runners will be competing in 46.88 in the Tom Black be the strangest ever next guys who can carry us all the
way through," he said.
the Central American and Classic in Knoxville, Ten- year.
Carribean games in Santo nessee recently. Forde had a
Domingo July 9-12.
time of 47.1 at the event.
Alfred Brown, who has
"I have paced myself for
400, will be on the team from the last two months," Brown
Barbados.
said last week. "I have been
been making a meteoric im- conditioning myself a lot
provement in the 400 meter stronger and I can take the
dash recently, will be mental part now.
representing Antigua while
"I used to quit in the races,
Elvis Forde,the Ohio Valley so I have been running my
Conference champion in the workouts during the hottest
Brown, who was second in times to get ready."
Brown also said that the
the 400 at the OVC meet, had

MSU Baseball Team
Given 3 More Wins
The Murray State baseball
team was awarded three
more wins in its 1981 record
after Austin Peay was forced
to forfeit all but three of its
games for using an ineligible
player.

The change brought the
MSU record to 29-15 overall
and 9-3 in the Ohio Valley
Conference's West Division
while Austin Peay's record
went to 3-45.

Butler To Appear At
MSU Student Center
Jerry Butler, a wide
receiver for the Buffalo
Bills, will be making an appearance open to the public
at 8 p.m. tonight at the
auditorium on the third floor
of the Murray State Student

COMPETING AGAINST EACH OTHER — MSU runners
Elvis Forde (left) and Alfred Brown will be on the teams
from Antigua and Barbados, respectively, at the Central American and Carribean games.

Center.
Bunter will be making a
short speech and will show a
highlight film of his career
during the appearance. He
will also have an autograph
session afterward.

tgWeCr'
Several Styles to Choose From
Shirts, Sweaters, Linens, etc.
Patches and Custom Work

753-7743
203 South 5th
Murray, Kentucky

INVESTOR CHOICES
30 Month
Variable Ceiling Certificate

182 Day
Money Market Certificate

12.00% 13.871%
RATE EFFECTIVE THRU JULY 6TH
Compounded daily for annual
yieldli 12.747%
$500 Minimum

RATE EFFECTIVE THRU JULY 6TH
Federal regulation prohibits compounding
$10,000 Minimum

Federal loyalatioa Rompiros A &Aghast's' Penalty For Early Wilidrawal From Certificate Accovnts.

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

1201 Main
fillA MI6
759- 16a0
LENDER
Murray,
Broadway
Y ay Paducah
dw
Main : Inch 1 601Br

.af •••••
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Players, Owners Still Farther
3 Apart Than Distance Of Office

,S

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer

4;1
he

Their Manhattan offices
are separated by only about
a half dozen short city
streets, but the striking Major League Players Association and baseball's Player
Relations Committee remained much farther apart
than that today.
No talks were scheduled in
the walkout, which has shut
down baseball for 19 days
and almost certainly has added the July Fourth holiday
weekend,traditionally one of
the sport's top gate attractions,to its mounting casualty count.
Both sides talked briefly
with Federal Mediator Kenneth Moffett on Monday but
no progress at resuming
negotiations was reported.
Dondld Fehr, general
counsel of the players
association, thinks the
stalemate over compensation to teams losing free
agents is the re-entry draft is

JUNIOR OLYMPIC TEAM - Participants from Murray in the regional track meet at Marshall County included
(first row, left to right) Scott Nix (13-14) 1st, 3000 meter run; 1st, 1500 meter run; 1st, 1600 meter relay; Terri
Malcolm (13-14) 2nd, high jump; Debbie Key (13-14) 1st, high jump; 2nd, 100 meter dash; 2nd, 200 meter
dash; Jeanne Rule (13-14) 14,800 meter run; Kelly Jameson (13-14) 1st, 400 meter relay; 3rd, long jump; 1st,
80 meter hurdles; Allen Hargis(13-14) 1st, 400 meter run; 1st, 400 meter relay;(second row) Kevin Crawford
(13-14) 2nd, 3000 meter run; 1st, 1600 meter relay; Mark Charlton (13-14), 1st, 1600 meter relay; 2nd, 400
meter dash; Darren Loftis (13-14) 1st, 800 meter run; 1st, 1600 meter relay; Monty Morton (13-14) 1st, 400
meter relay; Richard Dowdy (15-16) 2nd, 400 meter hurdles; 2nd, 3000 meter r6n, 1st, 1600 meter relay;
Allen Jones (13-14) 2nd, shot put; 2nd, discus; (third row) Dafrell Harris (15-16) 2nd, triple jump; 1st, 800
meter run; 1st, 1500 meter run; 1st, 1600 meter relay; Barry Knight (15-16) 1st, 3000 meter run; 1st, 1600
meter relay; Todd Albritton (15-16) 2nd, high jump; 2nd, long jump; 2nd, 400 meter dash; 1st, 1600 meter
relay; Glenn Brandon (13-14) 1st, shot put; 1st, discus; 1st, 400 meter relay; Richard Williams (13-14) 1st, 400
meter relay; 2nd, 100 meter dash; 2nd, long jump; Coach Jim Nix. Not pictured are Mike Wicker (15-16) 1st,
3000 meter run; 1st, 1500 meter run and Mark Boggess(15-16) 1st, high jump.

destined to continue for a
long time.
"I believe a significant
old, broken down car with no
engine, no wheels, the windshield shattered and the tail
light broken and asking you
to buy it," said Fehr. "You
say, 'No,' and so, the next
day, he comes back with the
tail light fixed. Will you buy
it then?"
Fehr said the next move is
up to management.
"But as far as the players
are concerned, it's been
their move for a long time."
Elsewhere on the strike
front, a federal judge in
Philadelphia refused to
return to state court a suit
filed by the Major League
Umpires Association, which
seeks to block payments
from a $50 million strike insurance policy. The Insurance provides the owners
with $100,000 for every
canceled game after a 153game deductable. Judge Donald Van Artsdalen last Friday dissolved

a temporary injunction :6I)
by the umpires in state cour
and then denied a petitioli to
return the case to the state
number of owners ha ve
t
ten off the season, sa.d
Fehr. "If that hA
then
the strike will still be on
April. If the summe; is..
there is a lot less inceiitive
settle it over the vyintel
owners think thc play ers wilt
collapse but they won t fti
thing could go on fore ye
Meanwhile, the player-•
missed an entire pa!,( he(
for the first time toc,,,
Players are paid on the
and 30th of each month
Fehr character/0
revised manat'Illell 0,••
posal on compensation ma•
at last week's ha:-(2.,;(1111!(c
sessions
as
minimal.. riot soinethinv
that will lead to an ;Tree.
ment."
Management ' re.luced i is
formula for defining raiiklini,
players who would qoalify
for compensation iront 'JO
and-3315ercent to 40 ao(1

•

Famed Lutine Bell Not Tolling At Lloyd's

the
1978
A-toinst
have

IS

four
Lithe

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
LONDON (AP)- Another
$1 million-plus in checks
were written and dispatched
to the U.S. baseball owners'
strike fund today, but there
was no toll of the famed
Lutine Bell in the busy
underwriting room at
Lloyd's of London.
"The bell, which was
taken off the wrecked
Frenct frigate La Lutine in
-1-1799, traditionally was rung
only for important announcements, two strokes
for good and one for bad,"

David H. Lamer, a Lloyd's
spokesman,explained.
"Now it is rung for special
ceremonial occasions, rarely for major disasters."
The baseball strike in
America is definitely
unceremonial and certainly
-for many of the 220 million
people living there - a
disaster. And Lloyd's finds
itself squarely in the middle
of it.
The nearly 300-year-old
financial giant, which will insure anything from
Elizabeth Taylor's eyes to
the bears of a Derbyshire

Whiskers Club, agreed to insure major league club
owners against a possible
player strike and now, after
a 153-game deductible, is
forking over the bulk of a
$100,000 for each cancelled
date through the first week
in August. Other companies,
which acquired pieces of the
policy from Lloyd's, which is
in reality a worldwide society of underwriters, are paying off their shares.
This all runs to more than
$1 million a day,assuming 10
or more games are scheduled each day, with a likely
final outlay of $50 million.

to America and set up the
Is Lloyd's worried?
-That's about the price of fund where the dollars of all
a jumbo jet," remarked policies involving U.S. inLamer with a shrug.
terests would be funneled.
"It started with a $40
Besides, the indemnity is
backed up by the unique million nest egg. It now
American Trust Fund, which totals $3 billion."
Lloyd's is an unpretentious
was founded by Lloyd's in
1939 as World War II was but sprawling empire in the
financial and shipping
starting.
district in the heart of Lon"At the`time, some people don. It maintains strong
thought Britain might be links with the past while
overrun by the Germans," looking to the future. A $170
Lamer explained. -Lloyd's
policy holders in the States
became quite nervous.So Sir
Eustace Pulbrook, Lloyd's
chairman of the board, went

You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D &
Is The Lowest In Town

CCHS Boosters To Meet

Astros, Reds Slide By

IMS

:en-

billion in polio( s ;$ year
rarely rejects o'. to !nig;
how bizarre.
Ths London-based
stitution paid out ilundrc.i•
of thousands of dolla',.'S
ing golf holes-in-one in tn.,
United States, halted
when premiums became
high, and paid the Ni
television_ netwoi k
•
million wiren the
•
States pulled out of
Moscow i)triple

SAVE
SAVE
SAVE!
Cubs, Reds Beat Twins, A's In Kentucky League D & T Warehouse Foods
In the Kentucky League
The Cubs were led to their Twins' Scott Foster had 11 Carroll had two hits, inMonday, the Cubs beat the win by Erica Musgrove, who strikeouts and tripled to cluding a double, and two
Twins, 7-4, and the Reds beat had four hits in four at bats drive ma run.
RBI and David Gish had two
the As,9-5.
and drove in a run, while the
RBI.
In the Reds' win, Tom
For the Al, Tim' ArmMuehleman had two doubles strong and Bryan Hale each
and two RBI while Brian had two hits.

wers

million skyscraper home is
under construction.
When this glass and steel
structure stabs into the sky,
the Lutine Bell will be
transplanted along with the
huge ledgers on which accidents throughout the world
are still recorded with a quill
pen and,intact,the centuries
old meeting room of the
Lloyd's Committee.
Lloyd's, which has 1,200
farflung agents, handles $2

The Calloway County
Mrs. Ellwood Brown,
Athletic Boosters will meet president, urges all
Thursday, July 2, at 7:30 members and interested perIn a pair of Little League
p.m. at the Calloway County sons to attend this special games Monday, the Astros
High School library.
meeting.
slipped by the Cards, 1130,
and the Reds beat the Cubs,
5-3.
For the Astros, John Pyla
was the winning pitcher
while Mitch Cauley had a triple and Chuck Baker had a
double.

'JULY 1 I
SHELTER
DAY
And you're invited
to help us celebrate
As some of our ads
/say, "It's a new name outside
but the same folks inside." Drop by for a visit
during office hours on July I , and we'll give you a
memento of this big day in our lives.

SHELTER INSURANCE
Formerly MIA Insurance
tJ

In the East T-Ball League
Monday, the Sluggers edged
the Jets, 21-19, and the Cards
got by the Misfits,23-20.
The Sluggers were led to
their win by James Barrett,
who had two home runs.
In the Cards' win, Jason
Reed had two triples and a
double play while Kevin Far-

614 S. 4th
Murray, Ky.

. 61

6'

7 oz.
Turner

Ice Cream
$396

Reelfoot

Fudge marble

In the Twins' win, Mike
Kelso had a home run, a triple and two doubles while
four players had four hits.
The four were Chris Jones,
who had a triple, Chad
Turner, who had a triple, Billy McMillen, who had two
doubles, and Travis Turner,
who had a double.
For the Pirates, Heath
Crouch had two hits, including a home run, and
Jonathan Logue had two
hits, including a triple.
Benji Kelly, Brad Nunnally and Chris Norsworthy
each had two doubles.

All Meal

5 Qt.

12 oz.
20 Lb

Potatoes

$329

I 69'
lay's L Ruffle

Potato Chips

ot.

7 oi.

Pepsi
Mt. Dew
or Dr. Pepper

Sluggers, Cards Win

SHIELD
OF
SHELTER

.......,_,....7
e.
rf

Charles Chips

For the Cards, Greg
Futrell had four hits, including a double, and Bob
Kemp had a three-run double.
In the Reds' win, Chris
Padgett allowed only two
hits and struck out 10 batters. Brad Pritchett had a
two-run double.

Astros, Twins Coast
In a pair of one-sided
games in the Park League
Monday, the Astros beat the
Phillies, 18-7, and the Twins
shellacked the Pirates, 28-7.
For the Astros, Benji
Gresham had three hits, including two triples, while
Joey Bazzell also had three
hits, including a triple and a
double. Michael Lovett,
Doug Payne and Chris
Bailey each added two hits to
the attack.
The Phillies were led by
Jeff Enoch, who had two
doubles, and by Michael
Barnett, who had a double.

Prices Good 6-30 thru 7 o

ris, Michelle Allen, Jamie
McDaniel and Ladawn Cook
each had a double.
For the Misfits, Brian
Anderson had a home run
and Jeremy Grogan had a
triple. Natalie Ross,
Stephanie Harper, Micky
Hill, Patrick Gray and Pam
Bucy all had doubles.

8 Pac
16 Oz.
Plus Deposit

1111111.11111111111111111111%.:w

Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri.-Sat. 8-8

Across From Murrcq
So. 4th

Don'tt'Alss Corn-Austin Famous Storewide Sale Tuesday June 30th,9:00
Al% Pl.vc'e

We Will Be Closed All Day Monday,June 29th To Prepare For This Sale!
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Boy's Dept.

Suits As Low As $5.95
Dress Shirts 1/2 Price
Sport Shirts 1/2 Price
Dress Trousers 1/2 Price

One Group Boys Jeans 1/2 Price
One Table Trousers 9°'
Bots Shorts Et Swimwear Y2 Price
Sport Coats Drastically Reduced

Casual
Oress
Plies
Men's
Irousers 1/2
loos
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VOW S

Don't Miss The Biggest-Oldest-Best Sale In Western Kentucky Tuesday,June 30th,9:00 a.m.
No Refunds
No Exchanges
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Open til 8 p.m.

Corn-Austin -
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Open Til 8 p.m.
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McNamara Retires As Bank President And Issues Warning
By OWEN ULLMANN
and
CARL HARTMAN
Associated Press Writers
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Former Defense Secretary
Robert S. McNamara retires
today as president of the
World Bank with a warning

that slashing foreign aid
would endanger not only
help for the poorest nations
but the United States' own
vital interests.
McNamara is completing
13 years at the head of the
139-nation bank. He is working to the end to convince a
skeptical Congress and

American public that foreign
aid is not a budget item to be
tossed out in times of
austerity, but a crucial investment in the economic,
political and strategic wellbeing of the United States.
In an interview Monday,
McNamara said the House
created serious problems

Sex Bill Outrages Public
By STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A
bill to legalize sex between
children in the nation's
capital is falling prey to
public outrage and the illusion that the city council
wants to "license sexual acts
by the young peoples" the
measure's sponsor says.
Councilman David A.
Clarke, the sponsor, said he
would offer an amendment
to retain laws forbidding
child sex when the District of
Columbia City Council considered the measure today.
Clarke conceded that the
bill, which contains an
overall revision of the
district's sexual assault
laws, was doomed if the
child-sex provision remained intact.
It is, therefore,
necessary and appropriate
that an amendment be made
which will make clear.. that
the council not only does not
encourage teen-age sex, but,
in fact, discourages it," he
said.
Clarke proposed legalizing
sex between consenting
youngsters of approximately
the same age. Children 12
and over would have to be
within 4 years of age of each

TV-Cable Franchise
Is Awarded

other, according to the bill, the child-sex provisions in
and those under 12 would detail, the council has been
have to be within 2 years of inundated with angry phone
one another.
calls, Dixon said.
Defending the bill Mon- "I think there's just been
day,Clarke said his measure continual outrage," he said,
was similar to laws in most adding that an "extreme
states. He said the press had reversal" by the council was
made it appear that the necessary.
council wanted to "license
Mayor Marion S. Barry Jr.
sexual acts by the young peo- has not made a public stateple of the city."
ment on the bill, but Clarke
Council Chairman Arr- said he had worked with the
ington Dixon, lobbying his mayor on his amendments
colleagues in search of a and had his support.
compromise, said he sup- The councilman said he
ported keeping the age of held exhaustive public hearsexual consent at 16. He said ings on the sex codes, insuch an amendment would cluding statutory rape
"respond to the community penalties, before introducing
and the council's interest." the bill. There was no opposiAlthough he acknowledged tion then to decriminalizing
that the current law is consentual child sex,he said,
seldom enforced, Dixon said and the bill was approved
such laws are still unanimously by the council's
necessary. "We don't want judiciary committee.
to send a signal to the people, He said he would offer an
to the children in particular, amendment creating a new
that the government is sanc- offense in the code that
tioning this kind of would make the child sex acbehavior," he said.
tivity illegal but at the same
Since last week, when a time discourage incarceranewspaper article described tion.

and affects us strategicallast week when it approved a ly.",
1912 federal budget that
Two years ago, the United
would more than halve US.
promised to conStates
payments to the International Development Associa- tribute $3.24 billion to the
tion. The IDA is a bank affiliate that provides subsidized loans to the world's
poorest nations.
"For all practical purposes it leaves IDA totally
bankrupt and the outlook
would be very bad, indeed,"
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) —
McNamara said.
Four downtown precincts
Since IDA contributions have been declared
made by 23 other nations are economically depressed and
computed on the size of the designated as limited
pledges totaling $2.4 billion.' alcohol-sales precincts by an
The IDA, anticipating the emergency ordinance apU.S. donation, has promised proved by the Ashland Board
$3.4 billion in loans — leav- of City Commissioners.
ing $1 billion in pledges
The ordinance was an atwhich it cannot finance. tempt to preserve the strucThese include a $40 million ture for liquor sales in case
loan to Bangladesh to help the state Supreme Court
100,000 farm families im- upholds a portion of a law
prove irrigation and a $90 that led to a liquor-sale
million irrigation loan for Sri referendum last October.
Lanka.
The board, in a special
The Senate has approved meeting Saturday, also
the full IDA appropriation voted to join Citizens for a
and President Reagan has Progressive Community, a
made "a very firm commit- pro-liquor group, in a petiment" to the original pledge, tion for another hearing
McNamara said. He ex- before the Supreme Court.
pressed hope the full conThe board previously was
tribution will be restored neutral in a lawsuit by antiwhen the House and the liquor forces that successfulSenate iron out their dif- ly challenged the conferences.
stitutionality of the referenraise prices; it will stimulate dum.
inflation in our country," he
The Supreme Court ruled
said.
6-1 on June 16 that Senate
"If they have economic „gill 187, which led to last Ocdisorder, it translates into tober's referendum, was unpolitical disorder, and constitutional. The ruling
political disorder in various will become a mandate on
parts of the world overflows July 7.

IDA over a three-year
period, beginning in 1981.
The House, however, voted
to limit the contribution to
$1.34 billion.

The United States already
is one year overdue in making its first payment, while
other contributing countries
have fulfilled their initial

survival of the economic
base — the business areas —
of our two counties. Our
businessmen cannot stand
any further flight of business
from the area."
Liquor sales were considered a key to construction
of the Ashland Centre, a $104
million hotel-office-shop
complex.

State Rep. Charles
Holbrook III, D-Ashland,
said the court's ruling could
cause the project to be
scrapped.
Chuck Burton, vice president of the developing firm,
agreed. He said his "gut
reaction ... is that the hotel is
just not in the cards"
because of the ruling.

The bill allowed voters in
individual precincts of
second-class cities to decide'
whether to legalize liquor
sales.
But the bill did not concern
organization or structure of
Officials said they local government, so it did
understood the Death Klan not meet a constitutional rewas formed by members of quirement for legislation
the regular Ku Klux Klan dealing with a single class of
after they had a falling out city,the court said.
The bill also allowed local
with the Klan membership.
According to the indict- governments, as an alterment, Morgan told the agent native to a referendum, to
that his Klan "would use designate precincts for liwhatever force and violence, quor sales by declaring them
up to and including death, to economically depressed.
Adoption of the ordinance
stop interracial relationwas urged Friday in a
ships."
Hatchett said a firebomb resolution approved by the
damaged his automobile and Chamber of Commerce of
home but that he and his Boyd and Green up Counties.
Chamber board chairman
neighbors were able 'to put
Terry Emery issued a stateout the fire quickly.
He later moved to ment saying the issued inLouisville but said this volved "more than sales of
wasn't connected with the legal beverages in the four
precincts; it is a question of
Paducah incident.

;Formerly Lemon Tree)

Complete Line of Health Foods
'elk Foods at Discount Paco'
Frozen Foods Have No Additives

Natural Dairy Products
•Yogurt •Row Milk Cheeses •Kefir •Morgarine

ring oupon
75 Off
On Nitrate
FREE
Bologna and
Wieners
nor Rebecca Slows
Mon.-Sot 10-5
Dixieland Center 753-3461 Murray,K

Alleged Klansmen May Be
Sent To State For Charges

that Morgan was being held
under $1 million bond and
that Langston was under
$100,000 bond.
FRANKLIN, Ky. (API —
The agent said the two had
The city of Franklin has
fugitives since May
been
awarded a television-cable
1978 and were wanted in confranchise to Franklinnection with the alleged
Simpson Cablevision.
of the home of
firebombing
voted
The city commission
Hatchett,
Prince
Rev.
the
5-1 Monday night to give the
of
president
then
was
who
franchise to the firm owned
the Paducah chapter of the
jointly by Owensboro On the
National Associition for the
Air and the Franklin
Advancement of Colored
weekly
Favorite, a
Hatchett now lives in
People.
newspaper and WFKN
Louisville.
radio.
The second charge stems
from the discharge of
shotguns into a mobile home
in McCracken County that
injured two women.
Wilt said that Morgan and
Langston had been living in
New Orleans where they
operated a roofing business.
They were arrested by ATF
agents when they appeared
to submit a bid for a roofing
LONDON, Ky. ( AP) —
job. Both were operating Laurel County Fiscal Court
*SADDLES
under aliases, Wilt said.
has denied a request for a
*TACK
The federal indictment permit to operate an amusestated that Morgan had told ment center in the Bald Rock
*HATS
an undercover federal agent community near Laurel
*BELTS
that he was the "exalted --Lake Dam.
*WALLETS
cyclops" for the Death Klan The owners of Little
in Paducah and also for Ken- • Geno's Market sought the
tucky, Indiana, Tennessee, permit to install pool tables,
Illinois and Missouri.
inball machines and electronic games.
wl&UKW
The court, in a meeting
Thursday night, rejected the
7A application after more than
'\#
100 Bald Rock residents signSAVE
ed a petition opposing the request.
"There has never been no
good come out of those
SAVE
things," said Taylor Hempa Baptist preacher who
ton,
Fill Your Freezer Now
signed the • petition. "We
100% Ground Beef
0 have all the entertainment
we need."
411)-14 lb. box
1
/
Hampton was one of 31
all opposing the perpeople,
▪
Box
Lb.
2 lb.(for grill) 12
1
/
Or
mit, who attended the court
.
meeting.
U.S. Choice
Judge-Executive Ledford
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Two alleged Klansmen are
scheduled for court appearances Thursday to
determine if they will be sent
to Kentucky to answer
charges of conspiring to
destroy property by firebombing and firearms.
Ralph D. Morgan, 30, and
Frankie Langston, 21, were
arrested June 23 by agents of
the U.S. Treasury Department's Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms.
ATF agent Ray Wilt said

Amusement Center
Request Is Denied

U.S. share, which is fixed at
27 percent,"it would require
a complete renegotiation of
the agreement under which
the other governments are
committed to provide
funds," he said.
McNamara resigned as
defense secretary in 1968 —
at the height of the Vietnam
War — to assume the bank
presidency. On Monday, he
said there would be strategic
repercussions if the United
States continues reducing its
aid to poor nations, a trend
that has been going on for
two decades.
"If they (poor countries)
fail to produce the food and
energy they are capable of,
the pressure on scarce supplies of food and energy will

AlkAkAlkAkAllk./

GIGANTIC SHOE SALE
SUMMER CLEARANCE
BEGINS JULY 1ST

OPEN JULY 4TH
Selected Men & Ladies Shoes

2

1.
FOR 11 PLUS $

°°

BUY ONE PAIR AT REGULAR
PRICE GET SECOND PAIR FOR $1.00
NAME BRAND SHOES AT A DISCOUNT PRICE

Guinn's Discount
Shoes

Discount
Shoe Box

207 N. Brewer
Downtown, Paris

Southside Sq.
Mayfield

Karr said, "You won't have
to worry about them getting
a permit as long as I'm county judge."

-vO

0

$2058
$1764

Potties

0
O
g
I

Rib Eye

Maybe 1 s hme to see the new
and very reliable - A 11 Dick 990
FAMATAIIWT0Pm?

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO. 3
107 N. 3rd St.

17 07.

$ °9

See your copier
serviceman
often?

Guaranteed Tender

V.

Hot Dogs

Special Cut Lb.$439

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef

$

Field

Main 753-1601
NOURS;7:004:00 Mon.-Fri.

7:00-12:00 Set.

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."
M11\1111A1010116.
W*Allrar/MINN/IM

The 990 has all of the • mos? wonted
features of machines costing SO%
morm — misdeal the versatility to
make II' xI7 copes copy both
Wes and me most any kind of
paper im hong overhead tron
sparencies and lob*
Coll Us Today

mc
Lighters

2/991,
Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello,
Tab, A&W Root Beer

mor0
Al
116 NORTH 71H
MAYFIELD
247-5912

BET COPY
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Fair Entrants Are Featured

PAINTER PRODUCES PACER PRINT — University of Tennessee at Martin Director
of Athletics Ray Mears (left) watches as Dr. Phil Lavely, UT Martin associate
professor of park and recreation administration and a noted wildlife artist, puts the
finishing touches on his latest creation, "The Pacer—Strong, Proud and Spirited."
The university will make available to the general public 500 signed and registered
prints with the University seal pmtime in August. The limited edition prints will
cost $30 to UT Martin Pacer Clib members and $40 to the general public. Additional prints will be available ahehe limited edition prints are sold. Additional
igformation is available from UTM's D artment of Athletics at(901)587-7660.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP Methodist minister from
—A Nashville area group Tupelo, Miss., and the coalisays it will continue its fight tion's chairman, said in a
to clean up television by Washington news conference
identifying the sponsors of that the boycott remained a
the five sexiest, filthiest and seal possibility. He pledged
to continue campaigning
most violent TV shows.
Bruce Lewis, a spokesman against offensive programs.
for -Clean Up TV," said • Lewis said he agreed with
Monday that hit group would Wildmon's decision not to
determine the five shows boycott.
through a viewer survey.
"There's no need for con"We'll ask the top sponsors of the sex, filth and frontation when it's not callviolence on those shows to ed for. The power was in the
correct the pcograthming or • threat of the boycott," Lewis
be subject to a boycott," said.
Lewis said.
The "Clean Up TV" camHe made his comments paign, organized more than
shortly after the Coalition a year ago by the Joelton
for Better Television called Church of Christ near
off a threatened boycott of Nashville, is believed to be
advertisers who sponsor TV the first group to form a naprograms it finds too sexy or tional alliance against TV.
violent. The group said it Supported by Churches of
didn't need the boycott Christ across the nation, the
because it had achieved group began a boycott last
most of its goals.
October against General
But Donald Wildmon, a Foods and American Home

Products.
The Coalition for Better
Television, formed last
February, is an organization
of more than 300 conservative and religious
groups. Like its Tennessee
counterpart, the coalition's
avowed purpose is to clean
up TV through economic
boycotts of companies that
advertise on shows with sex,
violence and ollscenity.
The major networks have
criticized the groups as
would-be censors.
But Lewis said economic*
boycotts are the only way to
put pressure on the networks
to schedule more familyoriented shows.

Seven of the 33 entrants for them happy.
the Murray-Calloway Coun- Dannetta Morris, 16, is the
ty Jaycee Fair Queen Con- daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
test scheduled for Friday, Marlon Morris of Murray
July 10, at 7:30 p.m. at the Route 1. Sponsored by
Lovett Auditorium, Murray Homeroom 11F at Calloway
State
University, are County High School,she will
be a senior there this fall.
• featured today.
The contest is sponsored Her special interests include
by the Murray Woman's showing dogs, skating,
Club in cooperation with the swimming, FBLA, and Pep
Murray-Calloway Jaycees, Club. Her future plans are to
according to Janice Nix and attend a business college at
Sue Spann, co-chairman for Paducah.
the contest. The contestants Donna Kaye Miller, 19, is
are sponsored by a club or the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert M. Miller, 1505 Mars,room in their schools.
1 Suzanne Pitman, 16, is the tin's Chapel Road, Murray.
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. W. Sponsored by Mrs. Brittian's
J. Pitman, 507 Olive Street, Homeroom 12F at Calloway
Murray. Sponsored by Mrs. County High School, she
Maddox's homeroom at graduated in the 1981 class
Murray High School,she will there. Her special interests
. be a senior this fall at the include Pep Club, FBLA,
school. Her special interests and SAE membership,
include
varsity horseback riding, skating,
cheerleading, sidling, swim- swimming, and riding
ming gymnastics, class of- motorcycles. She plans to atficer, piano, flute, and tend Murray State Universichorus. She plans to attend ty and major in business
college and major in acting. management.
Sherry Newsome,17, is the Shelia Lilly, 17, is the
daughter of James and Glen- daughter of Mrs. Linda Lilly
da Newsome of Murray of Murray Route 3. SponRoute 1. Sponsored by sored by Homeroom 12E at
,Chambers Choir at Calloway Calloway County High
)County High School,she will School, she graduated in the
be a senior there this fall. 1981 class there. Her hobbies
Her special interests include include horseback riding,
creative writing, piano,sing- swimming, and sidling. She
ing, reading, and lake said her future plans are
recreation. She plans to at- undecided.
tend Murray State Universi- Teresa Jones, 17, is the
ty and major in writing and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
k English and minor in broad- Wayne Jones of Murray
Scasting. She said she would Route 3. Sponsored by the
like to- become a singer to Concert Choir at Calloway
entertain people and make County High School, she will

be a senior there this fall.
Her special interests include
horseback riding, swimming, and music. She plans to
attend college and study to
be a Certified Public Accountant.
Teresa Hurst, 18, is the
daughter of Mrs. Patricia
Hurst of Hazel Route 2. Sponsored by Teens Who Care at
Calloway County High
School, she will be a senior
there this fall. Her special interests include swimming,
singing, drawing, sports,
watching television, and doing things with other people.
Her future plans include
becoming a beautician and
going to college.

nna Kaye Miller

Dannetta Morris

Suzanne Pitman

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
Teresa Hurst
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JULY 1 Is
SHELTER
DAY
And you're Invited
to help us celebrate
As some of our ads say. "It's a new name outside
but the same folks inside." Drop by for a visit
during office hours on Iuly I , and we'll give you a
memento of this big day in our lives.

k

Teresa Jones

SHELTER INSURANCE
Formerly INFA Insurance

Train Derailment Is
Cleared From Tracks

SHIELD
OF
SHELTER

"Economic principles
backed up nearly four miles
By The Associated Press
have been used across the
A 12-car train derailment on the track, police said.
years by the United Nations which occurred in Grayson
Officials said the Bridge
— even our nation uses them
County on Sunday about six Street crossing, the site of
when it's the only solution,"
miles west of Caneyville has the accident, has still been
he said.
been cleared from the blocked off.
tracks, according to officials.
A spokesman for state
Disaster and Emergency
Services said that a car containing glacial acetic acid
sjoll I ,111
had been rerailed and there
has been no further leakage
WE STOCK ONLY THE
from that car.
FINEST MAJOR LABELS
Robie Downs, a DES ofNO IMPORTS
ficial, said that authorities
have left the scene.
Railroad police official
SORRY, NO LAYAWAYS
Tom Elder said that the
ON SALE ITEMS
debris from Sunday's derailment of the Minois Central
Gulf train should be completely cleaned up sometime
DON'T MISS OUT ON THESE GIGANTIC SAYINGS
Tuesday afternoon.
Elder speculated that the
wreck was caused by a
broken rail. He unofficially
estimated the cost to the
railway company at about
9150,000.
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
Ms. Renie Einbinder, a
spokeswoman for the
railroad, said the company
will release an official report
on the accident and official
cost estimates sometime
late Tuesday afternoon.
Another derailment involving eight cars of a 116car L&N coal train on Saturday in Cyntiiiana has been
partially cleared, according
to Cynthiana police.
Police said tracks had
been cleared, but some
derailed cars were still in
area.
The tracks had still not
been repaired, and that
some of the train is still

522 W.Main 7534)445
(Old National Hotel Bldg.)

Dan McNutt

Plunge Into

Qraham &Jackson ,

GWEN'S

IHG SUMMER
CLEARANCE SALE

20% TO 50% DISCOUNT!

SUMMER SALE!

50% OFF STOREWIDE

GWEN'S YEARLY SUMMER SALE
IS NOW ON! FOR YEARS FULL
FIGURED WOMEN OF THIS AREA
HAVE COME TO GWENS TO FIND
THE FASHIONS THEY WANT IN
SIZES 36 TO 60! WE HAVE THE
LARGEST STOCK IN WESTERN
KENTUCKY!

Downtown Murray

Is Your
Money Earning
A Penny-Pinching
Rate of Interest?
Maybe it's time you asked us...

Security Federal Savings
O And Loan Association --m-x
LENDER

1300 Johnson 759-1234

4.1t7

COPY AVAILABLE

Admissions Policy
Given At Hospital
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)—
An admissions policy aimed
at reducing the number of indigent patients goes into effect Wednesday at University Hospital in the Albert B.
Chandler Medical Center.
Non-emergency patients
will be required before being
admitted to show that they
can afford treatment or are
covered by insurance or
government medical programs.
The hospital's $48.6 million
operating budget for fiscal
1980-1981 included $13 million
for unpaid services, said Dr.
Peter Botn=worth, University of Kentucky vice president in charge of the medical
center.
Hospital officials feared
"this figure could /o up to
$17 million or $17.5 million"
without selective admissions,Bosomworth said.

*SPORTSWEAR
CO-ORDINATES
*BLOUSES
*TANK TOPS
*SHIRTS
*SKIRTS
*PANTS
*SHORTS
*T-SHIRTS
•SWIMWEAR

WHAT BARGAINS!

*GOWNS
*DRESSES
*BRAS
•PUI(SES,
*JEANS
*JEWELRY

WE HAVE MANY OTHER
ITEMS NOT INDICATED

*SCARVES

STORE HOURS: MON.-SAT.9-5

FREE PARKING

2302 KENTUCKY AVE.—PADUCAH,KY.
AND HWY.148 SO.OF
HERRIN,Mb/

BANKCARDS WELCOME
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* At The Movies
CR•yiews Of Current Movirrs At Murray
By KENT FORRESTER
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won't be disappointed, you
also won't be pleasantly surprised. This is one of those
movies that looks far better
in a preview than it does in
full-length. Apparently even
a Burt Reynolds' car movie
needs inventiveness and surprises - which this movie
has not got. (Non-buffs, I
told you to go down to
Stripes. Your behavior is unconscionable.) Oh, I mean
it's pleasant enough to look
at Farrah Fawcett's sweater
and Adrienne Barbeau's
jumpsuit, and it's nice to
watch bikers get beat up
again (they're becoming the
punching bags of car
niovies), and it's faintly inter....sting to watch Lambreghettis going 150 miles
per hour. But the formula is
just too rigidly applied to
allow for much fun. Let's
face it, buffs, this is
uninspired moviemaking.
There is a bright spot. A
drunken, drug-hazed, smelly
liTatologist pops up along
the way. II wonder if even
proctologists' wives make
:okes about proctologists?
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And he's such a disgusting
mess that his ravings and
ambition - he has his heart
set on examining Farrah
Fawcett -are funny. There
is also a dark spot: Mel
Ti110 stuttering is not
amusing. (Am I alone in
this? Did the awful stuttering of my childhood friend,
Gary Evert, ruin me forever
for stuttering jokes? Is stuttering really funny stuff and
I don't know it?)
By the way, I have never
seen such blatant advertising in a movie before. Along
the road we meet, in one
form or another, highly visible advertising - the kind
that movies make money
from -for Hawaiian Tropic
suntan lotion, GMC trucks,
Budweiser beer, Camel
cigarettes, and Midas mufflers. This movie made
money even before it opened.
(Non-buffs,I asked you not
to read the review of
Cannonball, but you persisted, perverse group that
you are. Your punishment is
to sit through Cannonball
twice.)
Stripes is also written to
the requirements of a formula - the Private Benjamin formula - but it
shows more surprises and inthan
ventiveness
Cannonball. While Burt
Reynolds has gone slack,
Bill Murray, the star of
Stripes, is still trying.
Although he looks and acts

like the wise-cracking showoff you used to hang around
with-Pudgy, pockmarked
face and all-he is one of the
most original and inventive
y.
comedians around
Murray's civilian hfkis in
such ruins that he j
Army in despair. In ha
training despite- -Iris
slovenliness and antiauthoritarian attitude, he
triumphs over a stupid officer and a tough first
sergeant. All of this is good
stuff, but the plot weakens
(like Benjamin) when Murray graduates from boot
camp with honors and ends
up in Germany. There he
and his friends get involved
in a farfetched episode, with
Gin being held and tortured
in a Czechoslovakian army
prison and a daring raid on
the prison by Murray in an
"urban
experimental
assault vehicle."
The movie does contain a
hilarious episode in a topless
bar, where Murray talks a
fat friend into stripping
down and getting into the
ring with four female mudwrestlers.
Cannonball is rated PG
due to low-level four-letter
words and low-cut braless
women. Stripes' R is due to a
brief shot of full-frontal
female nudity, lots of upper
female nudity in the topless
bar, upper-level four-letter
words, and sexual suggestiveness.

TVA Director Got 'Chili'
Nickname As A Child

PET
RATE

Stripes, Cannonball I

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP)
-Charlie Dean became chili
bean. The bean was dropped,
but the chili stuck. And
that's how the Tennessee
Valley Authority's new
chairman says he got his
nickname.
"When I went off to the
military, I dropped it and introduced myself as Charlie,
or anything but Chili," said
Charles "Chili" Dean,
relating his childhood days
to a reporter Monday. "But
when I got back to Knoxville
it was waiting on me. When
you go back home your
nickname is going to find
you."
Dean, 55, was sworn in

June 22 as the seven-state
federal utility's 19th director
and eighth chairman.
At the urging of Senate
Majority Leader Howarrl'Baker, R-Tenn., President
Reagan appointed the Knoxville Utilities Board general
manager to a nine-year term
on the board, succeeding
TVA Director Bob Clement,
whose term expired May 18.
Reagan also appointed
Dean chairman of the threeman panel, replacing S.
David Freeman, who says he
will remain on the board as a
director until his term expires in 1984. The appointment marked the first time a
president has replaced a
TVA chairman.
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LET'S GO INTO THE
MUSEUM AND
I'LL TELL YOU
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SEE?---YOUR
WORK 15
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I TI-4OUGHT VOL SAID HE
VVAS FRIENDLY!

SAID HE WAs PRIENDLY,
I DIDN'T sAy HE
WASN'T MUNGRY

2. Notice

WANDSARE YIN

Good used cleaned
bricks. Call 753-9964
after 2 or come by
Taylor Store.

Will do baby sitting in my home or
just watch child
for a short time
while 'mama' runs
to town. Call 4362598. Ask for '
Judi.

Wont to boy sae acre
to set up trailer. Call
753-8907.

Bible Facts. Free store for
the needy. 759-4600.

SPECIAL
_ SALE
Satellite Antennas.
Buy direct from
Manufacturer. 180 TV
Stations. 602-6222290

Special
Kelm Impen
Jeans
$10....',wish

Yenisei's
Misters
St."

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4.1n Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18, Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
IE
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
31. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
13. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles-4
48. Auto Services
49. Used Gars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free tolumn
57. Wanted
We ore now at our new
esponded studio

300 Main

753 8298

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
Pistols:
Neva 22 col.
Avtomatic
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In love and memory of
Clayton Ray
with all our love to Mary
Ray
This story begins with
love in two hearts
And that steadfast love
has never grown apart.
It's about a handsome
man by the name of
Clayton
Who was lookin' for a
wife, just waitn' and
waitn'.
Along came a beautiful
maiden named Mary
And he didn't wait-he
didn't.even tarry.
They were wed and raised 3 boys and 1 girl
This made their life one
happy swirl.
First came Charles a
strong, healthy babe,
Second was Stella, dainty and heaven-made.
Third was Will Eaker,
who was a blessing to
us,
and fourth was Gene
Dale, and absolute
must.
The memories of their
years include ups and
downs,
but a better family just
couldn't be found.
They shared all their
heart breaks, joys and
love.
And stood strongly
together with love from
above.

The horse and buggy
and the outhouse too,
Rekindle
many
memories for all of you.

Olympic Pkizo
Open 9 o.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

Carter Studio

"Memories"

They tended the cows
and grew their own food
And worked much
harder than me and you.

eery el this mi.

I

9. Situation Wanted

2. Notice

4. In Memog

Starcraft
16'
Runabout with 85
h.p. motor on tilt
Dilly trailer. Boat
has canvas WA,
& stern
bow
covers with clear
side curtains. Call
753-0588 after
6:00 p.m.

Buy

As years went by and
the children grew older
Our memories grew
older and even much
bolder.
They all grew up and
took a spouse
And eventually moved
to their own little house.
They gave to you grandchildren to love and to
hold
And they brought to you
love and joy untold.
The years swept by and
now Clayton is gone
But the heritage of the
Rays will always go on.
He showed us patience,
love and faith too
And his life will shine in
us in all that we do.
For Grandmother Mary
the story lives on
For a woman like her
can be so strong.
She brings to us all a
strength so refreshing
And we all know that
she has God's blessings.
•

So this poem to you - our
mother dear
Is especially for you
from all of us here.
And from the grandchildren who love you
dearly,
We give you all our love
sincerely.
The joy you've brought
your great grand
children will be
Stored up in their minds
as fond memories.
You are the example of
what we'd all like to be
And with God's guiding
hand, He will forsee this
with glee.
When granddaddy and
Will Eaker look upon us
today,
We know they are proud
of you and they_will hear
us say'
We honor you now on
thi:s reunion day,

GOLD &
SILVER
PAWN SHOP

With love and devotion
to you now and always!

Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to Sp.nt.
T53-7113

By Janice Gail Ray
White. Presented 6-20M.

Fast dependable form
and truck tire service
Call
753 8500
Economy T,re & Ser
Vic e

NOW
OPEN
Seven days a week
DURGIN
BAIT
SHOP
Ilex 147 Nandia, Ky.
limy. 444, Ridge
Read
436-2102

Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.
10. Business

Opportunity .
$350 weekly, stuffing
envelopes. No gimicks. for
information, send Self
addressed, stamped envelope to Bob, Seward
Road, Stoneburn, Mass.
02180.
Immediate opening, on the
job training, requires artistic talent, good manual
dexterity, willingness to
learn. Work hard. Opportunity for career advancement.
Apply with personal information to Box 1040-Z.

12. Insurance
INSURANCE CO.

JIM FAIN.

3. Card of Thanks
The family of Ola Kendall
wishes to extend their
sincere thanks for the
expressions of warmth and
sympathy during their
bereavement.
Special
thanks are extended to Dr.
Marquart and the second
floor nurses of Murray
Calloway County Hospital,
whose thoughtful considerations helped us
through a trying time.

5. Lost & Found
Lost: a bucket of tools,
around the housing project
on the the Southeast side
of town. Call 753-9400
Lost dog in vicinity of New
Concord. Answers to the
name of Playmate. Please
call 436-2329.

6. Help Wanted
WANTED; Experienced
Groomer with own equipment. Sharon's House of
Pets. Call 753-8619
between 8:30am-6:00pm,
after 8pm call 759-1673.
Beautician needed, call Kut
and Kurl Beauty Shop.
753-1682.
HOMEMAKERS!!! Earn extra cash! Work your own
hours. MERRI-MAC needs
several dealers in your area
to offer our line of toys,
gifts and home decor items
on the party plan. High
commission. No investment, delivering or collecting. Car and phone needed.
Call toll free: 1-800-5539077 or write: MERRI-MAC
801 Jackson St., Dubuque,
Iowa 52001.
Jobs overseas-Big money
fast. $20,000 to $50,000
plus per year. Call 1-716842-6000. Ext. 1705.
Need reliable person to
babysit part-time with two
children in my house. Must
be experienced and have
references. Call 753-9927.
Part time Bookkeeper. Two
days a week. Call 753-4699
for an appointment.
Senior Citizen needs someone to live with her. Nurse
Call
not
required.
753-3760.
WANTED: Woman or man,
part time, good with hand
work, especially wood,
pieces. Send
small
qualifications and experience to Box 1040-A,
Murray.

7. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

AGENT
514 So. dith St
Tammy,Ks'.. 421/71
Om- 15021 711.141132
Roma= 711343711
LIFE,HEALTH,HOME

law

14. Want To Buy
76,77, or 78 Datsun OF
Toyota. 753-6760.

15. Articles For Sale
Oregon chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch. For 16" bar,
$7.99, or 20" bar, $8.99.
Wallin Hardware.
Set of golf clubs. Call
753-1812 or 753-6933.
Tomato juicer, Victorian
200. No peeling, coring or
cooking; does a bushel in
30 minutes, $23.99. Berry
screen or grape spiral,
$6.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

16. Home
Furnishings
Dresser and chest of
drawers, $50. Maple coffee
table, $35. Maple dinette
table, $35. Cot and chairs,
and misc. 753-2695.
For sale, used Kelvinator
refrigerator. Coast to Coast.
Full size mattress and box
springs, head board and
foot board. Excellent condition, $75. Call 753-9816.
Good used refrigerator. Call
489-2839 after 6 PM.
Queen size mattress and
springs, $50. 'A walnut
bed, $75. A Bassett couch
and chair, needs recovering, $50. 436-2411.

17. Vacuum
Cleaners
Used vacuums, $5.95 and
up. Call 753-9927.

19. Farm
Equipment
1960 Massey Ferguson, 50
series; with grader blade.
$2400. Call 753-4107 or
753-6788.

20. Sports
Equipment
WIND SURFERS.- World's
largest selling sailboat now
in stock. Lessons available.
Ky. Lake Sales, Hwy 62,
Calvert City, Ky. 395-7844.
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
1647117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5.(502)885-5914.

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
The Murray Board of Edecation we be receivbe sealed bids
for. 1981 driver odecatirra setemobile that will moot the
All bids we be opened end read at 12:00 Neon, Ally 9,
Istreet
i.16
1190
81.a.a
lwill
,,st
m
g gr
itimcificati.as
erray
y. Ileard of Esimation Office, 814 Poplar
Small 11-II engine
Minimum wheel base-

Ss passenger
Air conditioner
Nester
AM redo
Steel bolted white well radial tires
he wheel disc covers
P
Protective side inoldhses

Amens* transmission
Power steering
Power broke"
rm deer sedge
Sciseel owned had brake system will be installed on vehicle
Factory 1st mks sod mike price
Arty additionid equipmeet already is the arotenroblie will be
accepted as long salt does set affect the bid mice.
Delivery date of the setessehile will be en or before A...at
1,1981.
Award will be made is the basis of the best er lowest bid
price. The Murray lewd of Education reserves the dela to
',loci any and al bids.

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
' PRESS DEPT.
A local manufacturing concern has an immediate
opening for a Production Supervisor with experience in sheet metal press operations and
equipment. Candidate must be willing to work off
shift. This is a growing company offering outstanding fringe benefits and salary.
Send confidential resume and salary
requirements to:
EASPLOTIE RELATIONS SUPERVISOR
MEM ELECTRK CO.
P.1.111611
PARIS,TN. 311242
Or Coated:
T•spoy Moyer, 1401442-1120
An Equal Opportunity Employer

I
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31r6M
11.44211
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22. Musical

S.

MUSIC
LESSONS
Piano, Organ,
guitar beginners
or advanced child
or Walt.
CLAYTON'S
HOME
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER
753-7575
New and used Baldwin
piano and organs, Lonardo
Piano Co., across from the
Post Office, Paris, TN.
Used organs ideal for
church or home. New
Baldwin pianos and organs.
Lonardo Piano Co. across
Post Office, Paris, TN.

24. Miscellaneous
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Go-Cart, 4 HP. Runs good.
Call 753-8928.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt. 6, Box 325 (lrvan Cobb
Rd.), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
New Vivitar zoom lens,
75-205, F 3.8 Olympus
mount. Two Van captain
chairs with swivel pedestal.
Matching sofa, bench seat,
brown. 753-2226.
Wait and burn green wood
or order now and burn
seasoned wood. Call 4362758.

26. TV-Radio
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Now MOVISTIOX
25" Color
TV
$25 Down
$25 A Month
4-Yeer Warranty
Open Daly Ti P.M.
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Across from Big K
A new magnavox 25" color
TV for only $24.50 per
month. No down payment.
4 year warranty-parts and
labor. Clayton's, 753-7575.
RCA Selectavision videodisc player. New, $400. Call
767-2548.

27. Mobile Homes
For Sale
10 x 55 Trailer, excellent
condition. 753-1551 nights,
753-9104 days.
12 x 40 Clean, used trailer.
Call 753-7438.
12 x 60 Trailer. See
Branden Dill, Dill's Trailer
Ct.
12 x 60 Two-bedroom
partially furnished, call
753-9704 or 489-2346.
12 x 65 Two bedroom, 2
baths, furnished, central
heat and air, $4,950. Call
753-0528.
1975 12x60 Furnished
house trailer, washer/dryer,
dishwasher, air-conditioner,
utility pole and box, and
underpinning. 753-5867.
Two acre lot at Lynn Grove,
10 x 42 Detroiter Trailer,
good well and septic. 12 x
14 pump house, 24 x 20
garage, $10,500. Lot seperate, $8400. Trailer, $2300.
Call 753-6973.

28. Mobile Homes
For Rent
FOR RENT: 12 x 60 Mobile
Home, Furnished, Nice,
Near University, Nat. Gas,
Prefer married couple or
students. Phone 753-3895.
Nice two bedroom, all
electric. 11
/
2 miles east of
Murray. $125 per month,
plus deposit. 753-8928.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-Z611.
Two bedroom furnished
trailer, $135 per month.
Call 753-5750.

29. Heating-Cooling
Air-conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air-conditioners. Dill's Electric. Call 753-9104.

30. Business Rental
Mini
Warehoese
Storage Space
For Root
753-47”

31. Want To Rent

32. Apts. For Rent

36. For Rent Or Lease 43. Real Estate

Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109, or 436-2844.
Need H?
Rent HI
Duplex for rent; 2 beScaffolding
appliandrooms, all kitchen
We got it and much,
ces, central heat and air,
central vacuum system.
much more.
753-8146 or 753-2437.
Equal housing opportunity
for those who qualify. Call
Murray Manor Apartments,
753-8668 from 9:00 to
12:00, monday through
3 2001. Mein 753.1701
Friday.
SSIuNiNlIINUUIsIHIIlUUuISl
Extra nice, unfurnished, 2
bedrooms, kitchen appliances furnished, central heat 37. Livestock-Su lies
and air, carpet, washer,
dryer hookup, lease and
Saddles, Bridles, Meth,
deposit required, reBelts, Bats, if it's leataer
ferences required. Available
we cern fix MI
August 1st. No pets.
MURRAY
759-1750.
LEATHER
COMPANY
For rent, furnished apartment. New Concord.
Dielelaail Shea.(Sr.
$80.00 a month. Call
Opea Dolly
436-2427.

Now is the time to
more to the Embassy
Apartments. Two
bedroom apartment
for rent. Call 7534331 or 753-3530.
Furnished efficiency apartment, one or two bedroom.
Also, sleeping room. Zimmer Apartments, S. 16th
Street, 753-6609.
Looking for a nice, low
priced, furnished or unfurnished one bedroom
apartment? Call 753-3949.
One and 3 bedroom
furnished apartments adjoining M.S.U. Call 7533134.
Two 2-bedroom partially
furnished apartments.
Clean, no pets. Deposit and
references required. $130
and $175 monthly. Phone
753-8731.
Two bedroom apartments in
attractive setting, carpeted,
central heat and air,
kitchen appliances furnished, washer/dryer hook
up. 753-7550, or 753-7559.
Two-bedroom, fully carpeted, basement apartment.
Just
redecorated, $165 a month.
After 5, call 753-0157 or
489-2141.
Two bedroom, partly furnished basement apartment. No windows, central
heat and air, all utilities
furnished, cable available.
Couples or girls only. Nc
smoking, no children, no
pets. $200 per month with
$100 deposit. North 16th
St Ext., 11
/
2 miles North of
121 Bypass. 753-1310.

33. Rooms for Rent
Rooms for rent, one block
from University. Call 7531812 or 753-6933.

34. Houses For Rent
3 bedroom furnished
house, for three college
girls. For Fall semester.
Near University. Call 7534974.
Extra nice three bedroom
house located in Murray.
$495 per month; security
deposit and 1 year lease
required. No pets. Call
436-2935 or 753-0839.
House for rent. Located on
12th St., near University.
Two bedroom', partially
furnished. 753-8146 or
753-2437.
New 3-bedroom house.
Dining roomY and family
room, two-car garage, on 5
acres; central heat and air.
$275 a month, deposit
required. Call 498-8589 or
901-247-5576.
Newly decorated 3 bedroom
brick house. Gas, heat.
Near downtown. $250.00
with deposit. Call 7531513.
Panorama Shares lake front
house, private boat ramp, 2
bedrooms, utility room,
garage, kitchen appliances.
Utilities included. Deposit
and references requested.
436-2484.
Three bedroom house, 6th
and Sycamore, $225 per
month. Deposit and references required. 7538895.
,
Two Bedroom house, 1 miti
West of Stella. Deposit and
reference required. 7533604, ask for David.

Wanted: nice, furnished, 36. For Rent Or
one'bedroom apartment for
For Lease
81-82 college year. Good
references. Write Mike For rent Horse barn and 4
Fraser, 5931 Martin In., acres, south side of Murray.
Bartlesville, DA411003.
Call 554-4540 collect.
4

M3IE 303E

REE MAR ARABIANS
Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 753-6126 or
Visitors
753-8467.
welcome.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Registered Doberman
champion
puppies;
bloodline. Goats for sale.
759-4588 or 753-7367.
Dog obedience classes are
fun for you and your dog. A
sport all ages can enjoy.
Discover the thrill of
knowing how your dog
really communicates. 4362858.
For sale: Adorable Persian
kittens. CFA, ACFA championship bloodlines. Completely trained to make
excellent housepets.'Paper
available. 753-8291.
Purebred Siamese kittens.
Call Paducah, 898-6917 or
554-4656.

41. Public Sale
COMMUNITY YARD SALE depressoon
Antique turn
glass. CB equip.. children's
clothes, avon bottles and
numrous other items Fri and
Sat , July 3rd and 4th 2.,
moles east of Hardin on Hwy
80 In case ot rain will be
followmg FrrtSat

43., Real Estate
Appralsels - Counening ;Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
752-9894
Pe

roman
Insarance &
Real Estate
Southshle Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Bedroom
Three
trailer home on 1
acre close to town.
Masonite siding with
house-type roof. Carport, family room
Priced to sell.
Three duplexes in
Northwood Sub.
2
has
Each
Bedrooms. Central
air and heat, appliances and carpet.
-C

_7,
44'77

104
BOYD-MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Profession:11 Serv ices
With The Frsendl) Touch'

Brown's Grove
Nicely decorated
older home, convenient to stores, churches,etc. Located on
a beautiful /
3
4 acre
lot. Owner will
finance
at
reasonable terms.
Only $21,250.
OWNER
LEFT
STATE
Close in - 3 B. R.
newly
home,
and
decorated
carpeted, electric
heat, (over 1700 sq.
ft. of living area ),
situated on a 2 acre
wooded lot, large living room, country
kitchen, convenient
shopping,
to
restaurants, Fisher
ice. Just reduced
at $37,500.

753-8080
CANTERBURY AT ITS BEST.
This home is just barely lived in. Features 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, and a spacious
great room with a large
beautiful fireplace. This
house is not only beautiful,
but is built for the practical
use of the everyday family.
The large kitchen and dining area are truly a blessing
to any harassed woman.
The private fenced back
yard and patio are perfect
for small ones in your family. So for beauty and just
plain everyday living, you
must see this dream of a
house today. Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724
BY
SURROUNDED
AND
WOODLAND
WILDLIFE - No. 319 ACRE MIL. Mobile home is
located in a heavily wooded
area that has an abundance
of small wildlife activity.
Large lake with private boat
dock facilities nearby for
area residents. Fishing,
hunting and seclusion are offered, but new owner can
still be a short distance from
shopping and medical
facilities. Ideal place for
small family or for a retired
couple. 12365 trailer is in
like-new condition, offers
10x20 screened porch, 2
bedrooms, bath, luvkng
room and kitchen, central
heat, carpeting, insulation.
Range, refrigerator, 2
couches, drapes, dinette set,
etc. included. 50 x 10 tool shed. $7500 reduced pricP

Strout Realty
JOE. L KENNON Broker
1912 Coldwater Rd.
Murray. kentuaY 42071
Call 753-0186(anytime I

$9750 can buy you this .4
bedroom house located on
Hwy 280, on approximately
2 acres with a smooth and
lovely yard and nice shade
trees. Has garden space,
also several outbuildings.
Come let us show you this
one. Spann Realty Associates. 753-7724.

Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)7534146
304 N. 12th so,
Blerrey, Ky. 42071
A. Ittimmlireher

This Makes House Sense!
For the active family who
wants a really functional
home, here's an opportunity to own this three
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath home. It
has a large den with
fireplace, covered deck and
fenced backyard. This home
has an assumable VA loan.
For more information, call
753-1492...Century 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Three houses, total
price, $1 5,000; Franchise business for
sale, $8,500; Ladies'
dress shop for sole,
$8,000.
OwegoWaldrop
Real Estate
Oa& k41 Craw-1911-1,117

Three bedroom brick
bean, located 3/
1
2
miles west of Murray.
On 10 woo, with a
Seek balding. Owner
will finance
to
qualified brayer.
733411”
•

LA
51 51 !SIMI

t
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43. Real Estate

MOBILE HOME
AND 15 ACRES
Located 5 miles west
of Murray on the Butterworth Road, this
choice tract has 8
tendable acres, 3
acres of wOods, and 2
picturesque ponds in
a lovely setting. A
pretty picture for
pleasant living at an
affordable price in
the mid 20's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
details.
GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
with this private 5
acre fenced tract
near Kentucky Lake.
Situated beautifully
with a private drive
and stocked pond,
you can do some
great relaxing and
fishing at your own
private retreat. Concrete block basement
with roof goes with
the property. A real
buy at only $13,500.
Phone any member
of the Kopperud
Realty Home team at
753-1222 for all the
details.

753-1222
1•011111's

11%111f,

ECONOMICAL
FAMILY HOME
Modern
three
bedroom brick home
in Sherwood Forest,
just west of Murray
City limits. Central
heat and air, living
room with fireplace,
abundant storage
areas with extra
room which could be
used as fourth
bedroom, or study.
Offered in low
50's.Price just reduced. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty for
full time Real Estate
Service.
THE CURE FOR
YOUR HOUSE HUNTING HEADACHE
There is plenty of
room for a large
family in this new
four bedroom, 20
bath home. It is
located in a quite
country setting only
minutes from town
and close to Oaks
Country Club. There
are two heat pumps
for economical
heating and cooling.
Contact any member
of the Kopperud
Realty 'Home Team'
for real service in
Real Estate.

U.Lots For Sale
Lake front lots or five acre
wooded parcels near Kentucky Lake on Kirby
Jennings Trail (Ky 1918)
near Hamlin, Ky. Property
restricted to homes only.
Reasonably priced. Small
down payment balance
financed at 10% interest.
Ken Shores Estates, Inc.,
1111 Sycamore, 753-0101
01 753-7531.
Lake lot, $3500 or trade for
car or truck. 759-1801.

46. Homes For Sale

3011:b

49. Used Cars
New, 1981 Pontiac
T-1000,
;5250.00
PURDOM
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
1406W. Mon
753-531
1974 Dodge Charger. For
sale, or will trade for
smaller car. Call 437-4125
1974 Honda Civic. Good gas
mileage, good condition.
759-1750, or 753-2565.
1974 Montecarlo Landau.
Good condition. Power
brakes, power steering, and
air. Call 753-4038.
1974 Triumph Spitfire, low
mileage, good condition.
Call 489-2303.
1976 AMC Hornet Wagon,
air conditioned, cruise control, automatic, one owner.
Call 753-9341.
1976 , MG Midget. Call
753-8056.
Demolition Derby car may
be seen at Murray Muffler,
7th and Maple St.

53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim
)(pert car and home
Aluminum trim for brick
repair.
terse
houses Jack Glover, 153WORLD OF SOUND
1873
.222 S. 12th St.
COLDWATER LAWN Si
753-5565
GARDEN
SHOP.
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers,
chain saws
expertly Guttering by Sears Sears
repaired
Pickup and continuous gutters installed
delivery available 489- per your specifications Call
2853, 8 AM to 5 PM
Sears 753-2310 for tree
estimate.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR
15 years experience carpen- If you are having a problem
try, concrete, plumbing, getting those small jobs or
roofing, siding, things repairs around the house or
around the home. Free
mobile home done reasonaestimates! No job too small
bly in-these hard trnes, call
Call days 474-2359,- 474- usl Carpentry, painting.
2276 evenings. •
'plumbing. and small conK & K Stump Remmal. Do crete jobs. Free estimates.
you need stumps removed 436-2562.
from your yard or land
Kirby Vacuum Sale and
cleared of stumps? We can Service, new and used Call
remove stumps up to 24" 753-6050
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Laborer, $4 an hour
Call for free estimate, Bob 753-3058 759-1675
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob Johnson's Electric. ComKemp, Jr 435-4319
mercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing.
753-7203.
ROOFING
Need work on your trees?
Shintliss
Topping, pruning, shaping.
Rofitrossees.
All
work
teed.
Free
complete removal and
estimates.
more. Call BOWER'S TREE
Call 731-1BS9 or
SERVICE for professionai
7)34541
tree care, 753-8536.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING. Professional paperhanging,
Commercial and residen- painting, farm buildings
tial. Also patehing, sealing, top, sides. Commercial or
and striping. For estimates residential. Call Tremon
Farris, 759-1987.
call 753-1537.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS Remodeling, small repairs
underpinning, roofs sealed, We do cement, brick and
patio awnings, and house block work. 901-274-5764
type roofs for mobile Warning! Don't read this
homes. 753-1873, Jack unless you're in need of
Glover.
roofing, carpentry. or elecMOBILE HOME REPAIR. In- trical work. New or repair.
stalling tie downs, under- All guaranteed. Call Joe,
pinning, roofing, installing 753-9226 for free estimate.
doors and windows. Also Wedding photography costs
build porches and patios. too high? Give us a call!
Call 753-6973. Free Pardue Photography. 753estimates! No lob too 9487
small!
Air-conditioning and comAluminum Service Co ,;
plete appliance service
aluminum and vinyl
759-1322
siding, custom trim,
All of your plumbing and
work. References. Call
air-conditioning needs. Also
Will
Ed Batley, 753do carpentry, painting,
0689.
roofing, and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction.
Wet basement? We make
753-9822.
wet basements dry. work
APPLIANCE SERVICE'
completely guarenteed Call
Whirlpool,
Kenmore.
or write Morgan ConstrucWestinghouse. Experienced, tion Co.. Route 2. Box
independent service. Bobby 409A Paducah, KY 42001,
Hopper, 753-4872.
or call day or night,
Asphalt driveways and 1-442-7026
parking lots sealed by Will clean up cars and do
Sears For free estimates minor body work Call
call 753-2310
153-9131. 753:2981 or
Big Joe's Small Engine come by 641 Shell Station.
Repair. 808 Coldwater Will do housekeeping and
Road, 753-8834 Chain window
cleaning
saws, lawn mowers, and 759-1197
tillers. All makes Andy
Elkins mechanic. Also have Will do light hauling of any
kind 753-5857
used mowers for sale.
College student wanting to Will haul driveway white
do odd jobs around yard rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
and house Call 767-2548
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
Concrete and block, brick work. Call Rogero"Hudson.
work. Basements, drivp7
753-4545 or 753-6763.
ways, storm cellars, porches. 20 years experience. Will mow yards, 15 years
experience Call 753-6564
753-5476.
Fence sales at Sears now. Will sharpen hand saws and
Call Sears, 753-2310 for skill saws. 753-4656.
free estimate for your 56. Free Column
needs
Eight week old black and
Firewood. cut any length, white male kitten. Three
mostly oak and hickory, $20 month old black long hair
delivered 489-2492 or kitten. Pay for distemper
753-4157
shot. 753-3994.

I

Brick house in Coldwater,
3 bedroom, 2 bath, living
room and den, 2 car garage,
on large lot. $49,900. Call
753-2493 or 489-2145.
Brick house, 2 yrs. old.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
formal dining room, large
den, 2 car garage, concrete
drive. Large patio with
cedar fence. House has
many extras. Owner will
consider financing. See at
1809 Wiswill Rd., or call
753-0839 or 436-2935.
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive,
BV with 1400 plus sq. ft.
living area, fully carpeted, 3
bedrooms; built-in kitchen
and family room combination, living room, utility,
one large bath, lots of
FOR SALE
storage. Low $40's. Call
753-9818. Must see to
1972 Caprice,
appreciate.
Sharp, good conFor sale by owner, twodition. Call
bedroom home on /
1
2 acre
or 753753-281
in Hazel. Needs some repair
4304 after 6 p.m.
werk. May be seen by
appointment. Call 7538581. Priced at $17,000.
50. Used Trucks
House for sale by owner. 1969 Datsun pickup, $500.
Make down payment, Runs good, camper top.
Simply Lovely! This home is assume loan, and move in. Call 436-2368.
thoughtfully planned and Call 489-2874.
1969 Ford Van. Clean. Best
beautifully decorated in Large shade tree and 4 offer. Call 753-7675.
neutral colors. Charming acres cultivated land;
front-to-back Great room nestled 5 room Country 1974 ford Bronco Best
features brick wall with house 10 minutes North of offer, 489-2771
raised fireplace, built-in Muray, $13,500.
Call 1978 gooseneck two
axle,flat bed trailer, 20 foot
firebox and T.V. compart- 753-3598.
Call
ment: formal dining room; Loghouse with woodstove, bed. $2000.
dream kitchen with pantry. greenhouse, 1 acre, out- 489-2189.
built-in desk and breakfast building, 11
/
2 bath, 1900 1980 Datsun, long wheel
area...Sliding doors lad to sq. ft. Close to lake, easy base with topper, autoenclosed screened patio. drive to Murray. $26,000. matic. $5800. Call 753There are 4 bedrooms and
2813.
21
/
2 baths in this 2 story 436-5859.
Chevy Pickup, 4 speed
65
house
in
home. Owner will consider New 4-bedroom
financing to qualified Canterbury. Well planned, and positrac, $495. '62
purchaser. You may see by custom built home. Call Dodge Pickup, slant 6,
$250. 759-1801.
calling 753-1492 at CEN- 753-3903.
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, Reasonably priced in the Chevrolet 3+3, Crew Cab,
Realtors.
$40s. Zoned for business or and chasey. V8 automatic,
residental use. Attractive 4 air. Would make ideal hot
bedroom house with 1 and rod hauler. 11750. 759a )1"2 baths, extra large living 1739.
room with fireplace, 51. Campers
kitchen-dining area, large
utility room. Economical 1971 Colman Pop-up cam753-1222
IffOrIleiv ttlf4 I 1%1114,
gas heat. Central air per, good condition $1500
conditioning. Can be ased or best offer. Call
OVERLOOKING
for office or residental or 753-0619
WOODED
both. One car garage. Large Two campers, 15' and 18'.
HILLSIDE
wooded lot. Near 12th and 1 mile North of Hazel on
Sycamore. Ken Shores 641. 492-8866.
Economic family livEstates,
Inc.
111 1 52. Boats and
ing in this wooden
Sycamore. 753-0101 or
contemporary home
Boat Motors
753-7531.
and 1t$ acres located
in a lovely getting at
14' Aluminum fishing boat,
47. Motorcycles
the edges of Murray.
1975 Honda 360-T Al 10 HP Mercury motor and
Call
$600
Many unique unusual
Shape, $500 Call 753- trailer.
498-8585
features including
6204.
solid Birch kitchen
1979 Yamaha 80 $150 14' Aluminum Fishing boat,
cabinets, 40x12 Red18 HP Evinrude motor,
Call
437-4945
wood deck, 40x12
trolling motor, Livewell,
patio,
concrete
1980 Yamaha YZ 250, depth finder. Also, 1966
$895. Call 759-4712 after Chevrolet Malibu, good
fireplace in living
6.
room. and family
condition. 753-3270.
room, pella therYamaha 175 Enduro. 11
/
2 14' John boat, motor and
mopane windows,
years old. $650. 489-2813.
trailer. $550. 753-0123 or
and much much
Yamaha GT-80. Good condi- 436-5433.
more.Price reduced.
tion. $250. Call 753-7774.
14' Lowe Line, 48" bottom.
Upper $70's. Phone
1979
28 hp motor, trailer.
48. Auto. Services
753-1222, Kopperud
753-3621 or 753-2863.
Realty, for all the
141
/
2' Runabout and trailer
details. We are
KEY
new tires-both in .
with
Multiple
members of
AUTO PARTS
perfect condition. $350.
Listing service.
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)
5131. deli St.,
759-1252.
"SOUTHERN COMSpecializing in Senior Citizens
alierray, Keistesky
FORT"
151
/
2' Glasspar boat, 90
Batteries,
tires,
horse motor, tilt trailer.
Open Hours
Plus quality, beauty
wheel covers, nuts
489-2471. For sale or trade.
and convenience.
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
accessories. 24 bear
These are a few of
18' Winner I/O, hi-hull,
towing.
Also
a
com8-12 753-3685
the adjectives that
walk-through windshield,
plete line of used
describe this 3
120 hp, 1666 Ryan Ave.
For Appointment
auto parts.
bedroom, 2 bath
Buccaneer,
1977
Chrysler
753-5500 .
home, less than 3
18' (6 passenger) centeryears old. Home is
board. Sails-main, jib, and
49.
Used
Cars
sparkling clean and
spinaker. Motor-2 HP Johnfeatures a family
1966 Ford Fairlane, like son outboard. Trailer-2
room, fireplace with
new. Call 437-4945 after 5 wheel Chrysler. Cockpit
wood stove, heat
cover. Excellent condition.
pump and central \CA-71.9 Buick Skylark, local, Price, $2600. Can be seen
air. Located 1 mile
Also housedsold, lawn, indoors
one owner. Power steering at 6th and Chestnut. Phone
north of Coldwater
and air. Good second car. after 5 PM, 502-589-2812,
and outdoors!
on 121 North in the
Collect.
Call 753-8096.
Ben DeField Subdivi1973 Impali, 2 door 22' Ventine sailboat. Motor,
sion. Priced at
hardtop, very clean, $650 trailer, and°3 sails. $5200.
Professional Post Control
$44,500 through Kop436-5859.
1803 College Farm Road
erud Realty, 711
For sale. 14' John boat, 20
am n Street. Look for
VW
SAVER
horse Johnson motor,
ur new red, white,
trailer, trolling motor.
ANNIVERSARY
nd blue signs-$1000 753-3185
Everywhere
SPECIAL
Services Offered
53.
Free Air conditioning
Bill's Upholstery. We give
New
on every
44. Lots For Sale
your car, boat or furniture a
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
stock.
Volkswagen
in
Located in Pine Bluff
new look! Located behind
home but never think about termites - they cause
thripugh
good
Offer
Shorv, overlooking lake.
2airy Queen. Call
the most damage next to fire. Home your home
July 4, 198
Can have trailer, $1250.
753-8085.
treated now! 753-391 4, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Yahe
$585.00
Call 1-502-433-1565.
Control,
100 South 13th Street, -Murray, KY
MADE
AAA
CUSTOM
• CARROLL 1911
Two lots at Kentucky Lake,
Over
33
yeors experience. Home owned and
bookcases,
CABINETS,
NI ChM*
$600 each. 753-0123 or
operated.
centers,
etc
music
1534150
436-5433.
Reasonabt 436-2566

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

. -

•

v"CONTROL
TERMITES

FOR DEPENDABLE

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control, Inc.

LEDGER & TIMES,Tuesday,Jame M,1981
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Mrs. Martha G. Wright, 76,
Riley , Ind., mother of
I )a‘ id M Wright of 414 South
1:.;tt. Street, Murray. died
Vs oUnesd;iy • June 24..
Funeral services were
•:,i Saturday. June 27, with
i in the Roselawn
Terre
Park
.t
11151. .
\If., Wright is survived by
,'ruidren. 14 grandliii. and four great
hi itren

funeral Is Today
At Midway Church
For Mrs. Fortner
pt

funeral fo: Mrs.
Fortner, NIurray
widow of the Rev.
FortntT is being
..lay at 2 p.m ,it the
;.;.sos Baptist Church,
sn,.c: with the Revs.
Garner, Leonard
and Grandville
officiating.
I 'iiljiearers are Donald
Freddy Johnson,
•!.; '!eneli, Neil Fortner,
.;.)linson, and Anthony
•
grandsons.
w;11 follow in the
H-5 kflt,,In Cemetery with the
arrant:.ernents • by the
1)!a;uck-Coleman Funeral
th,rlie of Murray.
'.1(s. Fortner, 71, died
Siiturclay at 1:45 p.m. at the
ay County
L.r.ray-Ca
.•pttal.
Slie is survived by three
-- Mrs. Fred
Jolnisor: Murray, and Mrs.
or
tht:' Kenneth :allinger and Mrs.
irt!i! Itarnell. Hickman;
;oh, the Revs. Maranti Jan Fortner, Murar.d Thomas Fortner.
Tenn.: three
rs. one brother, 14
ichildren, and 13 great
hildren.
is

nor
1 5.

.1,

Carlson Memorial
Rites Wednesday

t,
ineral Horn:,
r

-I

.

Livesto'ck Market
•

20, 4.01- )4;
t 00415 :5
lc lb c,1
7 i2-7:33
0-8.3 lb 29 11014,,
41 ;04
100-5ilb
• 00 l;-,tc.[,-, 4To ;h 5. Si,
00 • heifers 3100-lie, lb
, 4($-.,i4. ti
,X0-..itt
00 (00io 45 'oh80 .1
. 40 lb 45 o0-50
• barross • a:-: i,b, .15-50
, • ar.,
1' ;
t;d-J1 'io, . _
015-151.• Eh 4:
4,04-

411)-411e5 IL;
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Weatherford, 605 North 18th
Street, Murray, were held
Monday at 3:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating and the Warren
Quartet providing the music.
Pallbearers were Jimmy
Lyons, Troy Bogard,Stanley
Darnell, Tom Padgett, Elmo
Joiies, and Eurie Smith.
Burls' was in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Weatherford, 60, died
Saturday at 1:20 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Nelline Lee Weatherford; two sons, James Marvin and Darwin Weatherford, Murray; sister, Mrs.
Ludean Walker, Paducah;
two brothers, Coda Weatherford, Hazel Route 2, and
Larry Weatherford, Murray
Route 5; four step sisters Mesdames Curtis Thompson, Joseph Carrigan, Harry
Brewer, and J. B. Bell; five
step brothers - John
Grogan, and Obid, Robert,
Charlie, and Frank
Burkeen; seven grandchildren.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
June 30. 1981
Kentucky Purcha,se Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Reteipts • Act. 191 Est. 700 Barrows &
Guts .25 lower Sows .50-1.00 higher
some 2.06 higher
L'S l-2 210-240 lbs. $52.50-52.75 few 53.00
.. $52.00-52.50
US 2 210-250 lbs. . .
551.00-52.00
VS 2-3 240-26011x. . .
t'S 2-1 250-270 lbs.
Sows
$44.00-45.00
1-7 270-350 lbs
. 543.50-46.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs .
$46 00-49.00
US l-3 450-500 lbs. .
1-3 500-650 lbs. 849.00-50.00few 51.00
842.50-43.50
IS 2-3 300-50005s. .
Roars 39.00

Stock Market
Prices id stock of local interest at
.. a in , (I)T, today, furnished to the
1.olger & Tones by First of Michigan,
, of Murray. are as follows:
•
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Center
Phone 753-3642
Allon.fri. 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sat. 7:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
Bel Air Shopping

Your Greatest Investment Needs Care
Your Home Improvements Are A Must
Let us Help
\2 Gal.
0\utside
Late'c House
Paint
50

Only

21 95

For 2 Gal.

Latex Flat Wall Paint
$A00
From

Gal. Up

‘1.

1, Choose From

-21111111
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Mr Wright, 76, Mr. Weatherford's Mother Of Murray Rites Held Here
Man, Is Dead
Final rites for James Dale

Mrs. Vandergriff
Dies; Funeral To
Be On Wednesday
,.i

P

debris such as fish bones, has been
covered and each piece carefully
labeled. Carstens said evidence that
the residents were farmers- burned
corn kernels and squash seeds- has
been found.
The early residents also, as might
be expected, took much of their food
from the Ohio River. "We've found a
heavy amoucy of fish and turtle
bones."
Several styles of pottery are being
uncovered. One, which Carstens calls
Old-Town Red, may have been the
first painted pottery in the region.
Another, Yankeetovm Incised,is etched with small grooves.
And the best-known artifacts found
in prehistoric excavations, projector
points, are being uncovered. "These
could correctly be called arrowheads
because the bow and arrow was
developed by A.D. 900," said
Carstens.
A burial site believed to hold the remains of one hwan has also been
found. Carstens said the grave will be
excavated after the local coroner
"certifies that it is indeed
prehistoric."
Carstens noted that "prehistoric" is
correctly used in referring to the site.
"These people didn't have written
records," he said, adding that the
term is used for peoples whose history
must be interpreted from the artifacts
they left.

Gas••

•VAIRMINSIMINNIMINIONSEMEN

(Continued From Page 1)
he said.
As a result, he said, many of the
major-brand dealers must charge
higher pump prices than independents, who can charge less and
still make a profit.
But he claims the situation poses a
long-term threat to the widespread
availability of fuel.

But the professor acknowledges
that 900 A.D. was not an entirely
prehistoric age. "It was about the
time Chaucer was writing in
England."
Carstens believes the settlement
was used seasonally. "Materials indicate a mid-summer to late fall occupation. They probably broke into
small groups and dispersed to forage
for food during the winter."
The field school each year captures
the interest of students from various
disciplines. The university does not offer a major in archaeology, prompting some students to use courses as a
supplement to other fields.
Chris Hensley, a junior urban and
regional planning major from Peoria,
Ill., has decided prehistoric man "was
more in tune with his environment.
Everything we are uncovering indicates these people adjusted their

lives to the environment rather than
trying to change things the other
way."
Another participant, John Baker of
Paducah, said sifting through the
riverbank soil is compatible with his
major - psychology. "We're inferring their culture and the way they lived from the things they left behind."
Elaine Lee, a senior art student
from Clarksville, Tenn., said she had
some "last minute" thoughts about
enrolling in the course. "But I'm glad
I did. All of us come from diverse
backgrounds and I think we're learning as much from each other as from
the course."
Carstens said study of the site will
continue long after the students have
gone. "We have already collected
enough material to keep students
busy writing research papers for
years."

Nine-Number Zip Becomes Real
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
hyphenated, nine-number ZIP code is
coming into being. But its use will be
voluntary and the Postal Service says
it expects only mass mailers-firms
that drop half a million letters into the
mailbox at a time- will use it.
And it is unlikely that any mail you
get will be bearing the extra numbers
for some time to come.
Regulations published in the
Federal Register on Monday will put
the nine-digit EP into effect by amending existing Postal Service regulations.
Postal Service spokesman Bob
Becker said today businesses are free
to start using the longer code at once,
although he does not expect many to
do so.
Starting late in July, 15 million
businesses and government agencies

that generate and get large quantities
of mail will be notified of their own
unique nine-digit ZIP codes so they
can start putting them on their return
addresses.
Efforts are still under way in Congress to block the Postal Service from
using the longer code. If successful,
these would derail Postal Service
plans.
The service says it anticipates an
annual $450 million saving in manpower cost by 1987 as a result of the
greater use of automation made possible by the use of the nine-digit code.
Under the new system, businesses
with mass mailings will be able to borrow without charge for 60 days the
U.S. Postal Service's national computer tapes, which contain the ZIPplus-four codes for every address in
the nation.

Land Management Bureau
Offers Oil, Gas Leasing
Thirty-two parcels of land,
totaling 5,790.255 acres in
four states,are being offered
for oil and gas leasing
through competitive bidding, according to the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM), U.S. Department of the Interior. The bid
opening has been set for 9
a.m. today.
"The parcels, ranging in
size from 39 acres to the
maximum of 640 acres, are
all located within known
geologic structures," said
Roger Hildebeidel, BLM's
Eastern States Director,
whose office is handling the
lease sale. The four parcels
in Alabama are in Beaverton
and Wiley Dome Fields; the
two Kentucky parcels are in
the Daniel Boone National
Forest in Clay County; and
the Louisiana parcel is p
Morehouse Parish. The 25
parcels in Mississippi cover
eight counties, which incrude
lands in Homochitto and
DeSoto National Forests.
"Each of the 32 parcels
will be leased to the qualified
bidder who offers the highest
amount per acre as a bonus
for the privilege of leasing
the lands. Because of the
large number of parcels and
the expected interest the
sale will generate, bids must
have been received by 3 p.m.
July 29, 1981."
Under the terms of the
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920
(30 USC sec. 181), as amended, and the Mineral Leasing
Act for Acquired Lands of
1947 (30 USC sec. 351), the
Bureau of Land Management has the authority to
lease Federal oil and gas
through competitive bidding
procedures on known
geological structures.
All lands will be leased
subject to Department of
Energy stipulations and
BLM Surface Disturbance
stipulations. Lands administered by the Forest
Service will also be leased
subject to the Stipulation for

Lands Under Jurisdiction of
Departmeht of Agriculture,
Form 3109-3. In addition,
each parcel may be subject
to special stipulations.
Separate sealed bids for
each parcel must be submitted to the Eastern States
Director, Bureau of Land
Management, 350 South
Pickett Street, Alexandria,
Virginia 22304. The envelope
for each bid must be plainly
marked on the outside with
the state, the name of the

field,the parcel number,and
the statement, "Not to be
opened before 10:00 A.M.,
EDT, July 30, 1981." Sealed
bids received by mail or
delivered in person after
4:00 p.m., EDT,July 29, 1981
will not be considered and
will be returned. Complete
details about the lease offering and instructions for bidding may be obtained by
writing to the above address
or by calling the eastern
States Office, Branch of
Minerals,at(703) 235-2851.

Pope Has Slight Fever
VATICAN CITY (AP) Doctors said today that Pope
John Paul II, hospitalized
since June 20, still has occasional bouts of slight fever
because of a virus but his
general condition is improving.
The medical bulletin
released by the Vatican said
clinical tests on the 61-yearold pontiff "confirm the
favorable course of his condition."
John Paul entered the
hospital suffering from a
virus and pleurisy, an inflammation ci the membrane surrounding the lungs,
which were slowing his
recovery from gunshot
wounds suffered during a
May 13 assassination attempt atSt. Peter's Square.
The bulletin, signed by
nine attending physicians at
Rome's Gemelli Hospital,
described the recurrence of
fever as "slight and brief
caused by the infection of
cytomegalovirus."
It said the pope's general
condition was "progressively improving," but made no
mention of when he will be
released from the hospital.
Doctors said last Saturday
the pontiff may have to remain as long as three weeks.
Doctors have said the
virus, which has symptoms
similar to mononucleosis,
may have been contracted
from blood used in the

1968 V8 2 Ton Grain Truck
4 speed, 1 6 foot groin box, double hoist, new 900
mud tires, local truck

$4500.00
Dwain Taylor thovrolot inc.

agNaDAL MOTORS WITS DIVISION

MEN'S

I MYhia5
Rustic Stain

$1250

Address
Phone

Gal. Sale

Reg. $1.3.95
Check Our Prices On Roller Covers/ Brushes
And AR Paint Sundries Items.

_

School
For Parents: Sign below if you agree for your child to a
d the 4-II Day Camp. By signing below you agree for
our child to have emergency treatment if needed. Camp
staff,the University of Kentucky,or Its employees will no
liable for accidental injury.
•

SALE LAST TILL JULY 11, 1981

lifolgatk

Signed
or
=t

mow $15.00
Now $16.00
Now $20.00
Now $23.00
Now $25.00

Now $29.00
Now $12.00
Now $14.00
Now $16.00
Now 1/2
Now $14.00
Now $16.00
Now $19.00
Now $11.00

Now $12.00
Now $13.00

LADIES

I

• Age

Exterior Rust Stain

20-50% Off

Suits & Sportcoats
Dress & Casual Slacks
$20-25.00
$26-30.00
$31-35.00
$36-40.00
$41-45.00
$46-55.00
Plaid Sport Shirts
$11-20.00
$21-25.00
$26.32.00
Knit Shirts
One Group
$15-20.00. --$20-25.00
$26-30.00
Dress Shirts (Short Sleeve)
$13-11.00
$18-19.00
$21-22.00

4-H Day Camp Application
Name

641 South, Murray

753-2617

massive transfusions the
pope received during
emergency surgery after he
was shot in the abdomen.

40011MNIMMIONNINNOMINIONSIMMIN,
,wg:

Flat Wall

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

Now 1/2
Now 1/2
Now 1/2
Now 1/2
Now 1/2

Summer Blouses
Summer Blazers & Suits
Summer Skirts & Slacks
Summer Dresses
Summer Accessories

-Ni Reivads or Ezelearapes-

-Alteration Extra-

iRag,
Dixieland center
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HOME IMPROVEMENTSECTION

Stretch your efurniture dollars with the help offurniture kits
More than ever before, doing
it Yourself seems to be the
hest— and least expensive --

way to make improvements
around the house or apartment.
Many people have carried

ing table for some time but have
been unable to afford or find the
one that suits your taste.
A fine oak octagonal table of
solid construction, claw-andball-footed pedestal design, and
handrubbed finish can cost as
much as $2,000. But, you can
own the same table by building
it from a kit and save about
$1,400 to spend on additional
pieces.
That savings can buy you four
Heath Craft Woodworks oak
pressback chairs (two with
bentwood arms and two side
chairs) with carved saddle seats
and intricately embossed backs
to go with the table as well as a
Mission-style hall mirror with
brass hooks, a mahogany butler
table, a solid mahogany Queen
Anne plant stand and an exquis-it
ite brass-and-glass lamp table.
And, you've still spent less than
you might have spent on the dining table alone!
The hardwoods Heath uses

'Kitchen of the eighties'
When editors at Modern
Bride magazine recently
searched for the perfect
"Kitchen of the '80s." they
selected as the ideal look a
kitchen designed with Excel
Wood Products' new Astra
kitchen cabinets
Carolyn Bartel. Modern
Bride's Home Furnishings Editor, chose Astra over dozens of
other kitchens. _
"Naturally,everyone wanted
to be part of this issue. We believe that the extremely clean
lines of the European look will
become dominant during this
decade," she noted.
"Astra's white finish and
golden oak pulls enable it to
stand owns own and work with
just about any decor as well.
This permits great flexibility.
which is an important function."
The kitchen is featured in the
December/January issue of
Modern Bride. It is pan ot an
overa II Modern Bride house
which has been specially constructed in fashionable East
Hampton, New York
Astra is made with Excel's
proprietary plastic laminate,
Excelitel"• which is easy-toclean, scratch-resistant and
fingerprint-proof. The cabinetry
features doweled construction
for extra rigidity and durability.
• The all-plastic drawers have
side mounted sliding hardware

tor smooth operation. Ibe allmetal, self-closing door hinges
have Excel's six-way adjustability feature, assuring that each
door is always perfectly
aligned. Shelving is easily adjustable so that it can be quickly
modified as storage requirements change.
For additional information
about Astra. write Excel Wood
Products, Dept. M, One Excel
Plaza. Lakev.rtx)d, NJ 08701.

Sandpaper, glue and such
special tools as a drill bit, scribe
or nut tightener are included
when required. Best of all,
Heath "pre-assembles" the
iOugh parts that would take even
a skilled craftsman days to com'GOOD LIFE
plete.
FACING
The furniture kits are de'HARD TIMES'
signed to incorporate many of
D I N IN G TA B
and
press
back
solids
chairs
oak
and
of
fine
the features of strength and eleThe rising costs of energy,
wood veneers were math. from Heath Craft Woodworks kits.
gance— interlocking joints,
transportation, and building and
According to the Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan,
egg-and-dart moldings, fancy
maintaining a home may affect
a kit-builder can save up to half the cost of comparable items
bevels, inlays, rope-turn bases,
suburban living, according to a
by building them at home.
are of "select" grade or better, claw-and-ball, feet— that make
professor of human environand are normally unavailable to them showpieces in the home.
ment and design at Michigan
that "do-it-yourself" concept
Optional finishing kits make
fine hardwood and brass-and- the average zonsumer at local
State University.
finishing the hardwood pieces
glass kit furniture pieces and ac- lumber yards.
He believes the trend of the one step farther in their homes
The fittings are solid or easy and mess-free. They confuture will be collective living in by building their own furniture, cessories make it possible for
even a novice to build furniture extra-heavy plated brass coated tain a special polyurethane paste
energy-efficient apartments and too. They get that same "I did
ranging from a sturdy turn-of- with epoxy lacquer for a bright stain and paste varnish that is
condominiums that are located it" feeling of satisfaction while
the-century rolltop desk to a tarnish-free finish. Glass used smoothed on with a cloth and
along transportation mutes near saving one third to one half on
the cost of their furniture.
"racetrack" oval brass-and- for the brass-and-glass table wiped away with paper towels.
shopping centers.
Of course, not everyone is a
A full color brochure describglass cocktail table. They are tops is Y4 inch thick, meticu'SOUTHERN
skilled cabinetmaker or master
available from the Heath Com- lously ground and polished and ing the entire Heath Craft
COMFORT'
craftsman, but you don't have to
Woodworks collection is availpany, Benton Harbor, Mich., finished with an ogee edge.
The fastest growing markets. be. You can build yourfurniture
the world's leading manufacYou don't need special skills able by writing the Heath Comfor new homes in the country are from a kit.
turer ot kit products.
to build these kits. All are de- pany, Department 467-015,
Fort Myers and West Palm
Heath Craft Woodworks' 13
Perhaps you've needed a din- signed for ease and efficiency of Benton Harbor, MI 49022.
Beach, Fla. The Chicago Title
Insurance Company says both
areas are moving ahead at a rate
five times higher than the national average for new homes.

WE'RE OVERSTOCKED

Stretching the food dollar
The rising cost of fresh food
makes proper refrigerator storage essential in the fight against
food loss.
Refrigerator manufacturers
today include fresh food storage
compartments that help to isolate different types of food: But
aside from the convenience factor provided by these compartments, simple isolation of food
that may otherwise contaminate
its neighbor is not enough to
save the dollars lost to food
spoilage.
Proper balance necessary
The critical issue, according
to food and refrigeration experts
at General Electric Company. is
the proper balance in the fresh
food section between humidity
and temperature.
For example, fresh strawberries (that average $1.79 a quart
in many grocery stores) peed a
cool storage temperature and
low humidity for a storage life
of fivekto seven days. The storage life‘of coilrse, also depends
on the age of the food at the time
of purnba,se.
The sable balance between
4emperature and humidity applies to lettuce. Because the
s .awberry is a fruit, it needs a
c I and city environment.
Mice. on the other hand, is
a leVy vegetable that requires a
cool temperature and higher relative humidity to remain fresh
and crisp from two to three
weeks.
Today, many of the refrigerators that feature meatkeeper compartments also feature compartment temperature
controls. Fresh beef, for exam-

construction, and have been
pre-built dozens of times by
people with little or no prior
woodworking experience. The
instruction manuals are fully illustrated and have been tested
for readability and accuracy.
The only tools you will need
are a screwdriver, an electric or
hand drill, and (for some kits) a
hammer and common web or
bar clamps for gluing assembly.
Heath provides all pre-cut rough
sanded parts.

ple, requires a cooler storage
temperature than normally recommended for vegetables.
Given the variety of food
stored in the refrigerator, one
compartment that provides the
proper environment for a single
food category is not enough.
New to the marketplace is a
GE Energy Saver 19 Refrigerator/Freezer that has three
compartmentalized environments that match three basic
fresh food categories: Moist 'N
Fresh bin for vegetables. Cool
'N Fresh bin for fruit or meat.
and Snack Pack compartment
for left-overs.
Beyond warehousing vegetables in a specific area, the GE
Moist 'N Fresh compartment is
a sealed high-humidity pan that
has an adjustable humidity control.
The Cool 'N Fresh compartment is a lower-humidity pan
that has an adjustable temperature control for conversion from
fruit storage to meat storage.
And the sffialler Snack Pack
compartment provides a highhumidity environment for
unwrapped items that are often
left (and lost) on refrigerator
shelves.
Dollar stretching
Refrigerators that maintain
the balance between temperature and humidity in several
specially designed compartments offer an additional dollar
stretching opportunity: the
longer the expensive strawberry
stays fresh inside the refrig,
erator, the less often the need to
take another gasoline-guzzling
trip to the grocery store to replenish supplies. •

Even after our Gigantic Liquidation Sale, we still had too many
dining room sets on the floor. So the prices are still reduced, until
they're all gone.

•

This 7 Pc. Suite
(Table & 6 Chairs)
Reg. $799
Now $599

CRASS
• FURNITURE
\i

DOWNTOWN
MURRAY
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Use those leftover insulation scraps to quell energy gobbler

Just as leftovers make conve- around the entire base of your
nient snacks for the "nibblers" home. (Savings vary. Find out
around your house, leftover why in the seller's fact sheet
scram of fiber glass insulation on ft-values. Higher ft-values
can be used to nibble away at mean greater insulating power.)
reducing your family's energy
To shore up this area, just
costs.
tuck strips of fiber glass insulaIf you've recently eased your tion snugly into the cavity..
home's energy appetite with a
diet of fiber glass attic insulaDuctwork
tion, you probably have scraps
If your heating or airaround that can be put to use for
conditioning ducts pass through
this energy-saving hill of fare.
Or, if you had a contractor do an Unfinished attic or basement,
the job, he may have left behind you are likely losing cool air in
usable insulation scraps for the summer and heat in the
these a la carte projects from the winter.
Encircle these ducts with
CertainTeed Home Institute.
foil-faced CertainTeed fiber
glass insulation, keeping the foil
Joist band
to the outside. Seal the seams
An important area that is where ends meet.
often overlooked because of its
Anywhere there's an opening
out-of-the-way location is the on an outside wall—a space for
joist band—that space between your clothes dryer vent, for
the top ofthe basement wall and example, or an access space for
the floor joist above.
cable television wires—your
If left uninsulated, this criti- air-conditioning or heat can
cal area can be a major source of quickly escape and let the
heat gain during the summer and ravenous outdoor air in.
heat loss during the winter
To help save energy, simply

stuff these openings with fiber
glass insulation.
Scuttlebole
Last, but not least, check the

scuttlehole that lead
our at- suck heat nght out of the living
tic. Even if your attic is properly area of your home.
insulated, an uninsulated scutTo solve the problem,just use
tlehole can create a draft effect, your insulation scraps to cover
much like your chimney, and -this opening.

Inuater
Multi-Speed

.

20" Box Fan

19.83

Box fan has rotary switch handle Reg $2463
52-906-3

Portable power tools save
homeowners time, money
Portable power tools have drill, with accessories, is the
come a long way since 1916 most versatile power tool availwhen two young men named able. In addition to drilling
S. Duncan Black and Alonzo holes in wood. metal, ceramics
G. Decker designed a portable and masonry, you can attach acVk-inch electric drill that fea- cessories for removing rust,
tured a universal motor, pistol shaping wood, sanding, polishgrip and trigger switch.
ing and buffing.
That innovative product
spawned the portable power
A 36-inch variable speed retool industry—a booming busi- versing drilL.for example. enaness that will chalk up sales of bles the user to select the proper
S900-million this year and is speed to suit each job. The drill
expected to grow to $2.3-billion also features a reversing switch
by 1990.
for backing out screws or
Today it's estimated that 70 jammed drill bits, and some
percent of all adult Americans models include a trigger lock to
think of themselves as do-it- lock in the correct speed.
yourselfers. It's a trend that
A jig saw, also called a saber
shows every sign of accelerat- saw, is usually the second
ing, especially now that the power tool bought by the averneighborhood handyman is be- age homeowner. With the corcoming an endangered species. rect blade,a jig saw can handle a
This spring, fast-rising labor wide range of jobs.
costs will be a factor in spurring
It will cut circles and scroll
more and more homeowners to work in plywood, metal, comtry their hands at a wide range of positions or plastic, and can be
maintenance and repair jobs.
used for cut-outs in finished
Some start with simple tasks .walls or ceilings to install elecsuch as replacing a faucet wash- trical outlets or fixtures.
er; the more hardy take on such
Closely following the jig saw
sophisticated projects as instal- in popularity is the circular saw,
ling a skylight or building a new an ityaluable, all-purpose
patio deck.
power tool that can be used to
For some homeowners, the cut everything from heavy lumdo-it-yourself role is assumed ber to corrugated sheet metal.
mainly from economic necesPrimarily used for woodsity, but many soon discover working, this versatile tool can
that they enjoy the feeling of ac- also be fitted with a variety of
complishment in successfully special blades to cut different
carrying out a repair or remodel- materials at nearly any depth or
ing project.
angle with equal ease.
Portable-power tools are easThe fourth most popular tool
ing the way for many otherwise is the finishing sander, which
reluctant do-it-yourselfers. The can be used for fine finishing
novice handyman finds that the work as well as rough sanding.
latest electric drills, sanders and
With a sander, the homesaws can handle almost any job owner can remove old finishes
faster, more efficiently and with from floors and sand woodwork
less effort than hand tools.
and stair treads. It also is handy
Best of all, prices of quality for sanding the surface of a
power tools remain surprisingly sticking door and for removing
reasonable, especially when the peeling paint before repainting a
homeowner adds up the money surface.
to be saved when he acts as his
The versatility of sanders
own handyman.
often leads the more sophistiWhat basic power tools does cated do-it-yourselfer to buy
the new do-it-yourselfer need to more specialized sanders such
handle most routine around- as a dual action finishing sander
the-house repairs? According to (for orbital and straight line
Black & Decker, the nation's sanding), a disc sander(primarleading power tool manufac- ily for metal paint and rust returer, the first power tool that moval projects), and a belt saftmost people buy is an electric der (primarily for major woodworking paint, stain .and or var,'"Fhirt's mum,* beause U"dab titilbtIrtUlts).

For more information on
beating the energy gobbler,
write to the CertainTeed Home
Institute, P.O. Box 860. Valley
Forge. PA 19482._

•

NGS
Hurry Quantities Limited. .Sorry No Rainchecks!
-rnpnriciaer
ee—
9" Oscillating Fan

Tr
Twill/l
eiter

20" Window Fan

16.84

4184

2-speed tan with rotary
control'knob and quiet
operation. Reg 2384 52-900-5
12" Oscilimting Fan 24.97

Electrically reversible 3
speed motor, cools or
exhausts Adjustable
extension window panels.
Reg $69 84
52 909-3)

52-901-2

SAVE S20.00
Tes—
rip Ilbieter

20" Roll-About

31.87
Multi-room size; 3speeds,
rotary switch.'.','heels
Reg $43.87.
152-906-1)

Prices Good Through Saturday At All OTASCO Stores and Participating Dealers

Bel Air Shopping Center

Tirip Master

18" High Velocity

49.84
Floor fan has 3 speeds
tubular adjustable stand
:52-910-01
Reg $69 64

MasterCard
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Tidy up fridge to save food

— AMBER WAVES OF GRAIN stand proud in this contemporary kitchen. Negative/positive
wheat shi.af wallcoxering is a definite plus, especially when accented by a color-coordinated
%o% en wood shade. These and dozens more new wallcoverings and window treatment samples
are mixed and matched in one handy browsing book called "Kitchens & Baths," offered to the
del orator exclusisely by Sherwin-Williams. Since the coordinating has been done for
you, all that's left is the fmi of picking colors and patterns.

Cork — the flooriniwith
the multiple personalities
A bathroom carilie
ous—or it can be plush or flamboyant or simply elegant.
Unlike most rooms in the
home, which reflect your personality, a bathroom can reflect
your fantasies.(*irk, a new
concept in bathroom floors, will
turn your fantasy into reality.
Cork-O-Plast, a natural cork
flooring, combines the look and
resilience of cork with the tough
durability and carefree maintenance of pure vinyl.
The natural cork is permanently bonded between vinyl, a
moisture-barrier backing and a
high quality transparent vinyl
wear surface. To maximize
water-resistance, each piece is
specially edge-sealed.
For the mystery person
Have you ever wanted to be a

-woman of-mystery or a man
with mystique? SMOKE colored Cork-O-Plast will give
your bathroom a cryptic atmosphere.
Do you 'inner thoughts
of being a le-a'der, strong and
powerful? CHARACTER will
give you the confidence you
need. Bring back the old days of
elegance and grace with CLASSIC Cork-O-Plast.
And, for those who dream of
being exotic and passionate, try
COLORIT RED Cork-O-Plast
for your bathroom floor.
Cork-O-Plast is available in
four other color and texture patterns, in square tiles or plank
strips(up to 36").
It is a beautiful, ageless floor
that meets the top quality-withefficiency demands of today.
Laboratory test results have

For
A NewLooking
Bath
Room
the green door
Dixieland Center

Chestnut St.

We Suggest:
•luxurious towels in 87 styles
and color combinations
•bath accessories in wicker, bamboo,
wood, ceramic, lucite, china and
antique gold and silver metal
•bath mats, rugs and lid covers
•hampers and waste baskets
etiiall decor for the bath
*decorative soaps

We also have great
ideas for every room in
your house!
COME SEE!

Why do so many of us find
our refrigerators too crammed
for comfort? It could be that
we're storing more leftovers
now, more bulky fresh fruits
and vegetables, more "from
scratch" basic ingredients to
avoid the cost of ready-prepared
dishes.
Today we'll have regular
milk and skim milk, several
types of juices and tall mineral
water bottles all competing for
top shelf space; along with
ketchup, white wine and whathave-you.
Foods stored in irregular
packages or just loose on plates
cannot be stacked, which contributes to space loss and untidiness. And, peering into a
messy, haphazard refrigerator
can make a person just home
from work feel exhausted even
before dinner preparations are
begun.
Moreover,poorly stored food
loses nutrients and flavor, and
can spoil more rapidly than
properly-contained edibles. A
collection of quality storage
containers in different sizes and
shapes to use in storing various

foods is a wise investment for
the economy-minded.
The Educational Services
Department of Tupperware
Home Parties, a group dedicated to nutrition and health
education, has some interesting
suggestions on proper food preservation. For instance:
•Cooked poultry can keep
for several days in a tight-sealed
container. Store any stuffing or
gravy separately in sealed plastic containers.
•Egg yolks or whites will
keep fresh and not dry out refrigerated in sealed plastic containers. Add a little cold water to
the yolks if you prefer to; pour it
off before use.
•Cheese needs to keep moisture in and air out. Cheese will
also pick up or give out odors.
Tight-sealed containers in a variety of stacking shapes will
hold blocks, wedges or slices of
all types of cheese fresh for
days.
•Firm vegetable shortenings
can be stored at room temperature if tightly covered. But,
opened blive oirand salad oils

should be refrigerated on the
bottom shelf of the door. If they I)
solidify, 20 minutes at room
temperature and they will become liquid again.
• Non-fat dry milk can get
stale and lumpy once the package is opened. For freshness,
transfer the powder to a sealed
container and store in refrigerator. Open canned milk should be
poured into a small sealed container to keep fla-Cior in and
odors out.
• Wash celery, spinach and
salad greens, and refrigerate
them in special containers with a
raised grid to keep them above
the water dripping off leaves.
•Some yeast bread doughs
can be stored in a tightly-sealed
bowl in the refrigerator which
slows down yeasty action. Mix
one day and bake the next.
•Store syrup in the refrigerator after opening. If it crystalizes, place it in hot water before using.
Containers that stack can give
you the best use of your refrigerator space and also allow
the cold air to flow evenly.

shown that Cork-O-Plast .will
withstand abrasion four times
better than a standard vinyl tile.
The extra wear resistance is due
to the high quality of the cork
floor's vinyl wear surface.

We Have It All For
"Home Improvement Week"

Passed durability tests
Prior to its introduction in the
home installation consumer
market, Cork-O-Plast successfully passed a series of tests for
toughness and durability in
heavy-traffic commercial building installations.
As a result of its resilient
qualities, Cork-O-Plast is not
only versatile in look, but is unusually pleasant to walk on, and
it's quiet.
Cork-O-Plast can be installed
in any room in the house—dining rooms, living rooms, dens
and kitchens. It resists indentation from furniture and heels,
better than standard vinyl.
In addition, its pure vinyl surface withstands most household
chemicals, temporary exposure
to alcohol, some petroleum
products, alkalis and acids (diluted and concentrated). It also
.stands up beautifully against
typical spills and grease in the
kitchen.
Not only can you create an
unusual and unique bathroom,
but you can do it yourself.
(Cork-O-Plast can be installed
on concrete, plywood, or other
approved substrates where vinyl
flooring can be used.) It's easy
as 1-2-3.
I. First, prepare the surface
by (a) rough sanding, if necessary to.smooth or (b) by stripping wax, film and dirt. Be sure
the concrete is well cured before
you begin.
2. Apply uniform coating, a
water-based adhesive (PC-2) is
recommended, with a 1/16 inch
notched trowel.
3. Put Cork-O-Plast tiles in
position—the same as vinyl or
other flooring tiles. Follow the
sank procedure,in floorlayout
as for vinyl tiles.
You now have a new floor.
You can also have it professionally installed.
Simplicity of maintenance is
another plus -for the homemaker.

Briggs Paint
Interior er Exterior

"DAP"Products For
Spackling-Glazing-Caulking

NU-TOP
Rubberized Driveway Coating
and Plastic Cement

BULK GARDEN SEED
•Electric Et Gas Powered Trimmers
•Mowers •Tillers•Yard Swings
•MaN Boxes and Posts
*Yard Roller •Hand and Pressure Sprayers
•Spreaders for Fertilizer Et Seed
*Lawn and Garden Ferdizers
*Garden Hose
•Chicken Coop Fence-Garden Fence

Partner Saws
Hammers

Canning and Freezing Supplies

I

Blenders-Mixers-Juicers
Food Processors

HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPPLY
CALLOWAY COUNTY'S COMPLETE FARM SUPPLY STORE
HWY 94E. — 753-7062 — MURRAY, KY.
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Brighten your house with new aluminum trim
New aluminum trim can
brighten an older house as effectively as new accessories rejuvenate last year's clothes, if
the rest of its exterior is in good
condition. It can also save you
time and money because you
won't have to paint the new
trim.
Aluminum trim comes in a
variety of colors. White is particularly effective in setting off a
dark color house, while other
colors, ranging from light to
dark shades, let you match old
brick, stucco, shingle and other
wood surfaces. Or, you can use
a contrasting color trim to tierk
up the outside of your home.
Golds, browns, blues.
greens, reds and the earth tones
are all available. Currently,
dark brown trim on beige houses
is especially popular, and the
reverse scheme can be equally
effective if your house is a
darker color.
These baked-on finishes are
warranteed to last many years,

and the metal is durable, corrosion resistant even in damp climates, and does not expand and
contract as much as vinyl plastic
does.
Variety of uses
Standard aluminum trim is
generally used for the roof overhang (soffit), the roof edging
(fascia), and gutters and downspouts. However, new installation techniques make it possible
for a skilled technician to duplicate even the most complicated
designs by forming them from
aluminum coil stock (a roll of
Hat aluminum),also available in
a variety of colors. Other siding
materials are difficult to form to
required shapes.
New gutters and downspouts
can put the finishing touch on
new house trim. In addition to
carrying water from the house
efficiently, a good gutter system
protects the fascia, eliminates
streaks and stains on the face of
the house, and helps prevent

The spring brings—,
time for home repairs
With the melting of the winter's snow comes the realization
that the home repairs that
weren't done last spring or fall
can't be put off any longer.
And, now there is winter damage that must be corrected.
To assist the homeowner in
making a thorough and efficient
"spring home check," InstaFoam, manufacturer of Great
Stuff, a multi-purpose urethane
foam sealant, has developed this
checklist of priority areas that
should be evaluated for repair
each spring.
•Roof: Ceiling or wall
cracks or wetness will indicate
damage. Check for missing or
broken shingles, the areas
where the chimney meets the
roof, roof vents and skylights.
• Doors and windows:
Check your heating bills. Heat
leaks in winter will become, air
conditioning leaks in summer.
Use foam insulation around all
entrances with air leaks.
, • Window sills: Wetness or
peeling paint.indicate a poorly
fitting window. Without repair,
wood will rot.
•Gutters and downspouts:
Remove leaves and other debris
that may have settled in during

the fall and winter. This will
prevent water from accumulating on the roof.
•Screens: Don't feel guilty
if you didn't check for heles
when you put them away for the
winter. There's still time for repairs.
•Air conditionink system:
Clean filters of Window units,
and add freon if necessary.
Central cooling systems should
be professionally maintained.
An efficient air conditioner will
save you money and electricity
during the summer months.
•Outdoor gaps: Pipes, utility meters and lawn hose bibs
should be checked for cracks
which allow insect and rodent
intrusion. Using a sealant
around these areas will prevent
this.
•Aluminum siding: Sealing any cracks or open areas at
the bottom edge of siding—and
where the foundation meets the
frame—will keep moisture and
dust out. By completing these basic
"insta-fix-ups" early in the
year, there'll still be plenty of
time for lounging in the hammock with a tall lemonade.

water damage to the foundation.
It's also a factor in keeping
basement walls dry.,
Before you add new gutters,
though, make sure your roof is
in good condition, and repair
any damage to the fascia.
Cboose contractor carefully
The integrity ofthe contractor
you choose, and his ability to
work with aluminum coil stock
as well as the standard aluminum trim products, will determine the quality of the completed work. Remember, if you
want original architectural design duplicated, don't settle for
less.
The owner of one 30-year:
old, two-story colonial house
wanted to retain the curved contours ofthe old wood fascia, because it softened the severity of
the brick surface.
She found a contra&
ho
could achieve an exact
of
the old trim by forming iLprecisely from aluminum coil stock
and concealing the seams. The
house now has a fresher, snappier appearance, and painting
has been eliminated.
A very steep 1920s-style
Tudor stucco house is an exam-

ple of how the exterior can he
improved by the imaginative
use of aluminum trim.
Here, the owner wished-to retain its basic appearance, enhance it where possible, and,
again, eliminate as much painting and repair work as possible.
The tan stucco surface was
left intact, but soffit, fascia and
all other trim was covered with
brown aluminum, and new
brown color gutters and downspouts were added.
Then to cover the original
natural wood shakes in the gables, matching double-four-in.
aluminum siding panels were
used. The contrasting brown
color and the.horizontal pattern
of the newly covered gables reduce the appearance of excessive height.
Tos.opiple_te-,the job, all the
window frames, including the
dormer, were built out with furring and then covered with
brown coil stock cut to exact fit.
Even very old, turn-of-thecentury houses are candidates
for new aluminum trim. Typical
is a rambling old New England
one.
Here, the wood shingles were
still in good condition and

matching white aluminum trim ex ior painting.
became the practical alternative
y had the long lengths of
to the spiraling costs of repaint- wood ffit covered
with white
ing the trim periodically.
-aluminum, and the aluminum
The new white aluminum sof- fascia stretching
along the
fits, fascia, roof and numerous
length ofthe house covered with
window frames blend pleasblack aluminum.
ingly with the architectural design of the old house and give it
After 20 years
a well-kept appearance. Without touching the aluminum trim,
If your house was sided with
it is impossible to differentiate it aluminum 15 or 20 years ago.
from wood.
you may want to add aluminum
Modern houses can also ben- trim if it was not pan of the origefit from adding aluminum trim. inal re-siding package. Most
The owners of a dramatic 10- owners of such houses are findyear-old contemporary home ing that it costs as much now to
with brick, masonry and glass paint that wood trim as it did to
panels, and wood trim, decided re-side the whole house years
they wanted total freedom from
ago.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial 8, Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray K!
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Aluminum windows need no painting, conserve energy
Those lazy days of summer `able in several colors, is baked
may mean a lot of hard work for on so that it does not need reyou if your drafty old windows painting.
need repainting and recaulking
The newest replacement winagain. If you face that prospect, dows incorporate
tilt-out sash
think about replacing them with which
makes them easy to
energy efficient, pre-finished. clean.
Other designs, because of
aluminum-framed windows their light
weight, lift out efwhich need no painting.
fortlessly for cleaning. Some
Primary windows that are still replacement
windows have selfin good condition, however,can storing screens.
be repaired and fitted with new
Still others offer you gridaluminum storm sash which will type colonial
style windows
protect them and seal them ef- with
the grids permanently
fectively against air leaks.
sealed between double panes of
Either way, you can cut ener- glass. They
gy losses through the windows advantage have the additional
of requiring only one
by as much as 40 percent, to say
pane of glass to be cleaned.
nothing of improving their appearance and reducing mainte• Thermalized windows
nance.
Consider, too, that should
you find it necessary to relocate,
The need to conserve energy
this investment will help your has boosted the popularity of
home pass inspection more eas- thermalized replacement winily and add to its resale value.
dows, which are the ultimate
in reducing heat conduction
Replacement windows
throughout the entire window.
Aluminum -framed replaceThese windows have a therment windows have gained mal insulating material in the
popularity because they are aluminum frame and sash, and
rigid and strong and, despite insulating glass (two or three
their light weight, won't shrink, sheets of glass separated by a
. swell or rot like woodoor Ararp dead air space).
. .
out of shape like vinyl plastic.
They keep heat inside in
You can buy them for just winter and outside in summer,
about any style. window— helping to reduce fuel consumppicture, bay, single or double-. tion and keep costs down—No
hung. vertical or horizontal other window material is more
sliders. All kinds of doors, in- energy efficient than thermalcluding those to the patio, are ized aluminum.
also available.
According to the Aluminum
If your windows are not a Association, a Detroit, Mich.,
standard size, aluminum re- homeowner with an average
placements can be ordered to fit size house with 250 square feet
those openings exactly.
of windows could save up to
Replacement windows come $260 a year on oil heating bills
as complete, pre-assembled (at $1.00 a gallon) by replacing
units with aluminum frame. old, single-pane windows with
balances, hardware,'weather- thermalized. double-glazed,
stripping and trim. The frame's double-hung aluminum-framed
enamel coating, which is avail- windows.

Conservation
Begins at
Home
Nob

Help
Save Fuel
Comfortably
dee

see

With A

Heat Pump
The Cooter Yew Round One
efficient
0
neth legh Energy Etfittency
Rotalgs that no other
-nonolocturet con been able
la bet* a *aerates no el
.onilir 0,..P consernes les
energy jpr
yoo,
round
,eo,ong and cooing con.
,nod
w,h
on .Olotort
'es,stonco hoot•no system
onsume..for ',leafing olooP

Quality
Service Co.
402 Sunbury Circle

753-9294

placement and storm windows
by writing to the Aluminum
Window Information Bureau,
250 West 57th Street, New
York, NY 10019 for free book-

lets entitled: "Thermalized
Aluminum Windows for Every
Home," and "Combination,
Aluminum Insulating Storm
Windows."

Murray Handyman
Service
*Remodeling
*General Home Repair
*Painting, Siding & Roofing
P.O. Box 920 Murray

NEW ALUMINUM PICTURE WINDOW combines two styles.
Although all three sections are single panes of glass, making
them easy to clean, the sliding side panels incorporate grids to
match the Colonial style. This insulated (thermal) aluminum
window, which conserves energy, also eliminates the need for
painting.

Storm windows"
While replacement windows
are the ideal solution, new storm
windows can be equally effective if your prime windows are
in good condition. This type investment may repay itself in
three to six years.
A storm window is designed
to provide a second window
over the original glass. To be
most effective, there should be
an air space of one inch or more
between the two windows because this air space acts as insulation.
The storm window should f4
snugly and have weep holes at
the sill for sufficient "breathing" to the outside in order to
reduce condensation on the
window panes and sill.
The most popular and efficient storm window is the
multi-track, low-maintenance,
aluminum frame with selfstoring screens which slide easily into place.
These units come in standard
or custom sizes and shapes, and
the frames can be ordered in
clear, anodized or enamelcoated finishes in several different colors.
Before you install storm windows, be sure your prime windows are caulked properly, and
that cracks between sashes and
frames are relatively airtight or
weatherstripped. The same
applies to aluminum storm
'doors, which are available in a
multitude of designs, sizes and
colors.

heat conduction
For more information
You can learn more about re-

GIGANT1
CARPET SALE
In Stock Rubber
Back Shag
In Stock Hi-Low
Shags
In Stock
Saxony Carpets

Per Sq. Yd. & Up

$699
Per Sq. Yd. & Up

799
4,/

Per Sq. Yd. & Up

Joe Smith's
Carpet Center
And World Carpet Mills
are having a coupon sole on entire line,
and will order if not in stock

Shop before you buy
Become knowledgeable
about both replacement and
storm windows, and then shop
carefully before you buy.
Try to see complete windows
as well as the small samples in
the salesman's kit. Look for
window frames that have neat,
strong joints and thick weatherstripping.
The heavier'thealuminum
frame and general construction,
the stronger and more durable
the window.
Choose the one that will conserve energy most effectively
for your home. You can do this
by checking its Li-value,a rating
which indicates the ability ofthe
window's various components
to insulate. The lower the
value, t he-less heat orcoaling
air will be lost.
Also, be sure the window you
buy bears theAAMA (Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers
Association)Certification label.
This assures you that the window has met strict national tests
for minimum air leakage and

$399

Professional Carpet
Cleaning Available

N— coupon
"S'

$1

Off Per Sq. Yd.
Entire Line World

Ali

Carpet

Off Per Sq. Yd.

*

Vinyl

1 Good Piro July 3, 1981

Good thru July 3, 1981

Airl
4
f
iiir1
11‘
1
1

So. 4th St.
Mon.-Fri. 8-5

All In Stock

O
f

Closed July 4th

753-6660

Murray, Ky.
Sat. 8-4
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Mix and match walkoverings for a customized look at home

Today, anyone who can
coordinate her clothes and accessories can create a customized look in her home. With
many wallcovering manufacturers now producing entire col-

lections which offer coordinated
walleoverings as well as coordinated fabrics, a mix-and-match
decorating scheme is easy and
mistake-proof.
Coordinated fabrics—once

ot your rooms.
Usually the size of the coor• All rooms Nisihle from
dinating patterns will differ. A
single motif in one pattern can another room should be compatbe repeated in the companion ible
wallcovering, or the patterns
Whatever ou use to say
can be completely different hut '•welcome" should be in haruse the same colors.
mony with whatever areas are
There are also wallcoverings within sight. Frequently. the enwith identical designs printed in tire - home should he coordithe reverse colors, giving a to- nated, and this is especially imtally different effect bot-apleas- portant in open plan designs.
ing continuity.
•Colors should always be
_
Coordinated walleoverings
compatible. but the scale may
are usually done in matching
Here are some tips on de- vary depending on the size of
colors, but some are in contrast--.4 corating with coordinated deyour rooms.
ing or analogous colors. Match*
,
signs,offered by the WallcOverOne method is to select a
ing colors are easiest to correlate ing Information Bureau:
larger pattern for the larger
with existing furnishings, but
• You can use as many as areas. Then, select a smaller
contrasting and analogous col- three patterns in one room, but pattern—either a
smaller verors give you variety with harwhat you select will largely de- sion of the same design. or a
mony.
pend on the scale and the layout plaid. stripe, geometric or texavailable only through professional designers—are very
prevalent today, and an important aid to the custom look, according to the Wallcovering Information Bureau.
They can be used for upholstery fabrics, curtains.
draperies, slipcovers, pilios.
tabletops, shower curt
Id
bedspreads.

a Southern States
SPOTLIGHT

lured wallcovering --in the
same or very similar colorway
for the smaller areas.
• In smaller homes or apartments, the secret to mixing patterns is to keep the scale quite
similar for major areas. The
same pattern in reverse colors
could he an easy jod interesting
solution.
• Select the pr ominant pattern, then use one color in the
pattern as the key decorating
shade.
For a copy of the booklet
All You Need to Know About
Wallcoverings." write to The
Wallcovering Information
Bureau. Dept. SO. 66 Morris
Avenue. Springfield. NJ 07081.

JUNE 19-JULY 11

visc

&MEV_ .
CUSTOM COORDINATES—A stencil-like pattern in wall.
covering and coordinated fabric gives this foyer an elegant,
custom look. The wallcovering covers ceiling, walls and door,
panels, and coordinating fabric covers a camelblick loveseat.
The pattern is "Hancock Stencil" from the Taconic Collection
by Waverly. For a copy of the booklet, "All You Need To
Know About Wallcoverings," write to The Wallcovering Information Bureau, Dept. S80.66 Morris Avenue,Springfield,
NJ 07081.

Taxpayers get relief from
energy conservation measures
Saving energy may seem to
be a burden, but it can be less
taxing.
The federal government now
offers tax incentives to homeowners willing to invest in
energy efficiency.
For homeowners who install
a solar energy system, Uncle
Sam will pick up 40 percent of
the installation costs. If a
$3,000 solar system is installed,
$1,200 can be deducted from
what you owe in federal taxes. If
you owe less than $1,200, the
left-over credit can be used to
trim next year's taxes.
For other energy conservation improvements, the federal
government offers a tax credit of
15 percent on the first $2,000
spent on busing and installing

approved energy-saving items.
The list includes: insulation,
caulking and weatherstripping,_
exterior storm and thermal
doors and windows, automatic
set-back thermostats, replacement burners, automatic flue
dampeners, furnace ignition
systems, and meters that monitor the cost of energy usage.
The maximum credit of$300
applies to homes built by April
20, 1971. The credit can be
taken all in one year or applied
to items you install each year
through 1985.
•
Besides the tax incentives offered by the federal government, many states offer tax
breaks for energy improvements.

Weed Cutter
$650
Available at special prices while supplies
last and subiect to **very by suppliers
as scheduled.

Reg. sug.
Pr. $7.75

Save NOW!
Double-edged blade.
No. 19-456

Portable
Electric
Fan

$2398

Reg. sug.
pr. $10.55
Length 123
/
4 in.
3-in cut. No 012.

3speeds,4-in. blades.
Control knob. No. 1475

FOR LOVELY AND
UNIQUE GIFTS
"A Shop to Remember"

J.PGNE 13ITTS I
Wicker
Copper
Pictures
Table Linens
Kitchenware

Frames
Bookends - Parrots
Brass - Chimes

•

•

—
Reg sug.
pr. $9.95
Nylon-reinforced vinyl
No UCI-392

Wood
Sash

12-qt.
Sprinkling
Can

Plumbers' Putty
Coal tar emulsion No

,,,,, •

Garage &
Barn Broom
$535

Reg. sug. pr. $7.95
18 in wide, handle included
No 25-2419

issig
„AzoN

Black
Top
Sealer

$
8
905 gals.

Hwy.641 N.
Adjoining Wiggins Furniture

Reg. sug. pr. $31.30
Recessed spigot. No. 1751

2

Rt. 8 Industrial Rd.

$1 95

per
quart)
(4 lbs.

Commercial grade A Stazon
product. No. 3391-300

753-1423

Murray, Ky.
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Five ways to save
your valuable time

Spring makeover with flair
is easy...anti economical
Oriental influences are
making their mark more and
more in home interiors as colors
take on softer hues to blend with
natural textures in flooring, wall
coverings and furniture.
Pastels, such as the apricotcovered walls and kitchen
cabinets here, blend in a warm
combination with the -almond/
beige vinyl flooring.
Textures of natural woods in
the bleached chairs, butcher
block table and wooden wheelbarrel planter enhance the authentic flavor of the hand-fired
clay look simulated in the sheet
vinyl flooring.
This is one of the beautiful
flooring patterns offered in
GAF's GAFSTAR 6700 Series
line of sheet vinyl floors with a
Super Vinyl Surface (SVS).
"Cabot Square" embodies the

subtle variations of hand-fired
clay tiles to form an elegant yet
The total value of house- switching some usual evening
unobtrusive background for any
work done by women today is
chores, such as table setting and
decorating scheme. Here, it
estimated at $250 billion per
part of the dinner preparation, to
adds rustic flair to a country setyear. It's no wonder that home- the A.M.
ting.
makers are always looking for
• Keep your freezer stocked
A rejuvenated decor is relaways to save their valuable time; with home-made frozen meals.
tively ea
.;)
, to achieve with
with more than half of all
Whenever you cook meat balls,
splashes of paint and a new
women working outside the
pot roast or sausages, make a
floor. And, in this day of econhome, housekeeping shortcuts
omy-conscious consumers, the
few extra portions at the same
have become a necessity.
less spent in expense and effort
time.
If
you
feel
your
own
routine
on re-decorating projects, the
Divide the extras into small
needs
some
streamlining,
try
better.
serving-size foil pans, cover
-these
ideas:
Yet, a decoratively pleasing
• Treat yourself as the chief with foil and freeze. Then
and functional environment is
whenever you don't feel ,Jike
operating officer of a busialso a consumer requirement, so
cooking (or don't have time),
ness—
your
household.
As
interior elements must meet
just pop your frozen meals in a
such, do the most urgent things
those demands. In this case, the
350°F. oven for about a half
first,
and
continue
in
descendflooring is an easy care vinyl
ing order of importance. Then, hour.
that achieves a look, and is prac•Look for cleaning products
it won't matter if you can't
tically maintenance-free. Just
that'are easy to use, can do two
complete
chores
on
the
bottom
damp mop and the floor is clean,
of the list; they probably don't jobs (such as cleaning and
while still retaining its wax
polishing) at onetime, or possineed doing anyway.
A PLEASING MIX OF COLOR AND TEXTURE—two of the
lustre.
• Go with your body's own bly eliminate a chore.
most basic elements of decorating scheme—will spell success
For example, use a continuin any room of the home. Here, the subtle almond/beige of time clock. For example, if you
GAF's tile look sheet vinvl flooring provides the perfect back- often stay up till midnight and ous action toilet bowl cleaner
find it hard getting started in the that keeps the bowl clean with
drop for natural wood cabinets, chairs and tables.
morning, you're a night person, clear water for up to four
months. With Bowl Power, a
so don't fight it.
Council.
You can probably clean the unique new product from the
For example, if you have a
kitchen after dinner in half the makers of Lysol products, all
house with an unfinished sectime it would take in the morn- you have to do is place it in the
tion that you want to complete
as a room, you would need a
Spring is a good time of year
The sphagnum peat moss ing. But if you tend to wake up tank and you'll scrub less
building permit in most local- to add new trees and shrubs to conditions the soil assuring that bright-eyed and raring to go, try often—or possibly not at all.
ities. This is because you have the yard. If you plan to add a
water and nutrients stay at root
changed the area from storage to new tree or shrub, here are some
level where they are needed.
living space.
tips which will help you provide
Fill the hole halfway with the
Any reputable home im- the best possible growing condipeat moss/soil mixture and
provement contractor should be tions to help them thrive:
water thoroughly. Set the tree or
Dig a hole about twice the
able to take care of the complex
shrub in the hole making sure
details involving building per- diameter of the root ball, placthe original soil line matches the
See
mits. You pay any fee required ing the soil to one side (preferasoil level of the new location.
by your municipality and are re- bly on a large tarp to protect the
Loosen the burlap around the
sponsible for any peniiities for lawn).
failure to tile required permits.
Next, fill the hole with water root ball and fill the hole with
the remaining soil/sphagnum
But, you shouldn't fear these and let drain. Then, mix an
peat moss mixture. Tamp the
matters if you hire a reputable equal part orCanadian sphagcontractor who knows the rules. num peat moss with the soil soil and water thoroughly.
Leave a slight depression to colHave all such restrictions and which has been removed from
753-51102
as N. Mb St.
lect rainfall.
fees spelled out in your contract. the hole.

Check building codes before
beginning home remodeling jobs
Though time is said "to wait
for no man," anyone who
doesn't take it when planning a
home improvement is rash.
A remodeling project carefully planned not only safeguards the major investment
you have in your home, but
most likely will improve its resale value as well.
Such planning should include
satisfying building codes, advises the National Home Improvement Council. Established
by most cities, towns and counties, building codes vary from
one community to another.
As a general rule, a building
permit is required whenever
structural work is involved or
when the basic living area of a
home is to be changed, adds the

208 E. Main

Tree planting tips

For YourPkortbing
and ElectsioalNeeds

Sam Calhoun
Plumbing and Electric

Murray Supply Co. Inc.
Plenty of Free Parking

Open 7-5 Mon.-Fri.
7-4 Saturday
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30%
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Waterheaters
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Put springtime in your kitchen
an enjoy a year-round lift!
Does y r kitchen need a
iii? Join the do-itspringti
yourself crowd, and turn your
kitchen • into the freshest, prettiest room in the house.
Even if you've never dared
tackle wallcoverings, you're in
for a pleasant surprise. New
"Flair Squares" by DuPont are
the easiest, fastest way to decorate kitchens, baths and all sorts
of small areas around the house.
Choose a spirit-lifting pattern
such as the new "Daisy Daisy,"
--and pick a coordinating shade of
-Lucite" interior enamel for
the kitchen woodwork.
To begin
Start your project with a
thorough cleaning, to remove
surface soil and kitchen grease
film. Remove any old wallcovering. Do the painting first, to

give a fresh look to doors, cabi- ever, as open planning makes
nets, baseboards and windows. the work area part of the eating
Then, simply fill the sink and living areas.
with a few inches of water, and
Bright florals, clean geometdip prepasted "Flair Squares" rics and other creative motifs in
in the water for about 30-60 secwallcoverings unify a multionds,to activate the paste. Slide czurpose room. Woodwork is
into position on the wall, and
painted to coordinate with the
wipe- with a dry sponge to rewallcovering, and often picks
move excess water.
up the strongest, deepest tone in
Ideal for irregular spaces
the design.
"Flair Squares" are ideal for
"Flair Squares" are available
places where roll wallcoverings through discount stores and
are hard to handle, such as home centers, and are offered in
around the sink and cabinet dozens of attractive designs.
areas of kitchens and baths. There's a "Lucite" paint to
They can be easily cut to fit irmatch any color in the cheerful
regular spaces. And, because squares.
they have a tough, washable
Never easier
surface, they are practical for
Do-it-yourself decorating has
kitchen use.
Attractive kitchen decorating never been easier, with coordinated paint and wallcoverings.
is more important this year than

For a clean sweep...

What would you do if you
ownedaclevice that could help
you
almost every -cleaning
task....hoosh away dirt from
cracks add crevices, and add
years of life to your possessions?
Don't answer too quickly,for
you almost surely already own
this modern mechanical marvel.
It's your trusty vacuum cleaner
and, if your're like most housekeepers, you're letting a lot of
its talent go to waste.
The Eureka Company, which
has learned a few things about
vacuum cleaning during its 72
years in the business, came up
with the following tips to help
you get the most out of this

handiest of household appliances:
• When -mowing your lawn
you make sure to go over all of
it, so why not treat your expensive carpet with the same respect? Divide it into quadrants,
and cover every square inch in
one quadrant before moving on
the next.
•Once is not enough, especially with a thick, plush carpet
in which dirt can easily become
embedded. Go over each swath
of carpeting several times. Do
this slowly so the suction will
have a chance to remove
ground-in dust and dirt.
• Vacuum at least once a
week, more often in heavy traf-

tic areas. Frequent vacuuming,
actually prolongs the life of a
carpet by removing the gritty
particles that can cut tufts at
their base.
• Since people move their
feet around when they sit and
thus grind in dirt, pay special attention to carpeting in front of
chairs and couches. These areas
should be vacuumed thoroughly
with cross-pattern, overlapping
strokes.
• It's a good idea to have a
thick mat or throw rug inside the
main entrance of your home to
intercept the loose dirt that gets
tracked in. This should be frequently vacuumed or, if washable, laundered.

DO-IT-YOURSELF DECORATING is easier than ever, with fast-and -fun -Hair Squares.
'

HOME
IMPROVEMENT

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

If kitchen storage space
seems skimpy, remodeling may
be the answer. The National
Kitchen Cabinet Association
suggests cabinets that feature
such "organizers" as lazy susans and adjustable and pull-out
shelves.
To make sure the cabinets
you select can take heavy loads,
and daily abuse, look for the
NKCA certification seal.

licensed for
Commerciol & Residentio!

Call 436-2372
Murrov

FRAMERS GALLERY
Murray's Select Art Gallery and Framery
We'll Spend The Time Necessary To
Help You Turn Your Walls Into
A Beautiful Work Of Art
Call Us For Your Personal Consultation Appointment
Open Mon.-Tues.-Thurs.-Fri. 10-4 p.m.

THE VILLAGE 641 North

753-0077

Murray, Kentucky

206 E. Main
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WhirlpoORPOol
Appliances

Trash Compactors
Built-Ins & Free Standing

FOUR SEASONS'
Designed for smaller
settings, the Four
Seasons" fan features
unadorned styling and
beauty that does not
overwhelm confined
spaces.

Electric
Bug Killers
In Sizes to Kill
300 Yards to
1 Acre Area
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Aluminum siding can make old house look like new
If you can't SW tog the mortgage for a new home, or just
don't want to move, you can
give your old house a bright
crisp look with new siding.
Snapp colors and a variety
of new textures and styles available in aluminum siding, and
trim enable you to recreate the
original exterior surface, or
change its appearance dramatically.
This kind of facelift also reduces maintenance, because
new aluminum finishes, guaranteed to last up to 40 years. eliminate periodic painting.

dark siding colors is also being
used more frequently.
House trim includes the under
side of the roof overhang (the
soffit), edging of the roof (the
fascia). gutters. downspouts.
shutters and other accessories.
While smooth surface siding
continues to be popular, new
textures have been developed by
aluminum siding manufacturers
to simulate wood grains.
Which is which?

These new finishes have been
achieved by embossing and by
new two-tone coating systems.
These new grains look so auConsider the cost
thentic that it is difficult to disThe average house needs a
tinguish the aluminum siding
paint job every four years. If . from wood without going up
that paint job.costs $2,000 this
and touching it.
year, over a I2-year period
Horizontal aluminum siding
you'd be spending $12.000 for
comes in 8-in. wide panels and
repainting with the current 10
in double-four-in. fan eight-in.
percent inflation rate. Thus, you
panel that looks like two fourin. ones)to suit various styles of
can realizF„an early return on-art
investment in new aluminum
architecture. The formeris used
siding.
for contemporary homes and the
Durable, resistant to corrolatter for traditional or Colonial
sion and cracking, even in damp
style structures.
climates, aluminum is the origiVertical aluminum panels are
nal re-siding material and has
available for use where special
been around for over 30 years. It
treatment will make the house
has been used for remodeling
look more interesting. They are
over 12;000,000 older homes
particularly effective for gables
and, increasingly, new homes and dormers.
are being surfaced with
Then, there's aluminum coil
aluminum.
stock (a roll of flat aluminum).
Wide range of colors
from which a skilled contractor
can form designs to duplicate inAluminum comes in more
tricate original trim. Coil stock
different colors than other sid- comes in a variety of colors.
ing materials. While white is
To preserve the architectural
still a popular color choice, it integrity of a 19th century
has given way to a whole palette
home, for instance, one home
of new siding colors, ranging improvement contractor reprothe full spectrum. Currently, duced casings around
octagonal
ivory and beige are favorites windows by cutting
aluminum
with blues, greens. reds and the coil stock to fit the
original arearth tones close runners-up.
chitectural specifications.
•
. There is also a trend toward
In another house, an alumiusing aluminum siding and trim num applicator reproduced origin contrasting colors. This tends
inal pediments over each winto individualize a house, pardow. He used narrow panels of
ticularly in a development. vertical siding within the trianmake it look more interesting
gular areas, and then customand sharpen its architectural
formed aluminum coil stock to
lines.
conform to their original wood
framings.
Contrasting trim popular
Fine old details, such as the
Ivory aluminum siding with gingerbread on a Victorian style
brown trim (or the reverse color house, can be retained and
combination) is particularly in painted to blend comfortably
vogue now and white trim with with modein siding. Since re-

5525 Each
On 2 sal. Containers of

Azaleas
Red-White-Pink-Purple

*Plants *Shrubs •Trees
'All Planted Baskets
And Containers
A

30%

Professional Landscape Service

Jones Landscaping
Mon.-Sat. 8-5 Sun. 1-5
407 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753-1 725

#

"4
47/,'

ALUMINUM SIDING AND TRIM were used to preserve the
authenticity of this old Victorian gem. The surface ism,co•cred with double-four-inch aluminum panels which match
the original clapboard,and aluminum coil stock was formed to
follow the contours of trim such as the octagonal window casings, porch Scalloping, ceiling and fascia. Old grillwork on
second story was repaired and painted.

Know what to look for
when hiring a contractor
A wise consumer takes the
guesswork out of shopping by
knowing what to look for.
When it comes to shopping
for a capable and reliable remodeling contractor, a wise
homeowner does the same.
Because your home is probably the largest investment you'll
ever make,„you should take as
much care in selecting the contractor as you to in planning the
remodeling.
Know what to look for and
what to avoid. In the long run
it will mean savings in time,
worry and—above all —rnoneX.
Beware • of a contractor touting a "bargain." His low bid
could be either a result of lowquality building materials or the
addition of "extra— costs once
the job is underway.
Avoid someone who moonlights as a contractor. A person
who does remodeling "on the
side" may be less expensive,
but he may also be less professional and able.
To eliminate the guesswork
in selecting a professional remodeling contractor, the National Home Improvement
Council of
the following
suggestions:
• Since professional contractors have established their reputations on satisfied customers
and longevity in business, one
of the best sources of information could he word of mouth.
Ask friends and neighbors
who've recently completed a
remodeling project_ They
should be an i!"xcel lent source
for leads and you'll be able to
inspect the work that was done.
• If you've hired an architect
or designer to plan your home
improvement, ask them for the
names of several contractors.
Lumber dealers, home centers
and hardware stores may also he
good sources.
•Once you've compiled a
list of prospective contractors,
check their references with local
building or planning departments, the Chamber of Commerce and the Better Business
Bureau.
Reputable contiactors should
he willing to provide you with
references. :[hose who hesitate

probably have something to
hide.
• Another good source is
local chapters of professional
contractors' associations. The
National Home Improvement
Council, for example, is comprised of more than 3,000 professionals nationwide. Contractors belonging to NH1C pledge
to observe the "highest standards of integrity,frankness and
responsibility in dealing with
the public."
• Before you decide on any
one contractor, request preliminary bids from a few likely candidates. Make sure, however,
that all are bidding on the same
job—specify the materials to be
used, labor requirements, the
time it will take to complete the
project, and other pertinent factors.
• After you've settled on a
specific contractor, be sure a
contract agreement is signed before work begins. The contract
should be specific and to the
point. If you don't fully understand the contract,don't hesitate
to show it to your lawyer.

painting such detail is minimal,
the low-maintenance aspect of
the rest of the house will not be
seriously affected.
Most remodeling,and all new
buildings today are done with
insulated siding,in ordekto conserve energy. With proper insulation, heat in winter and conditioned air in summer stays inside the house to help reduce
fuel use and keep you more
comfortable.
Insulation comes in various
forms, and you should know
their different characteristics.
Pay attention to R values.
These are thermal resistance
values by which insulating systems are measured. The higher
the number, the more efficient
the insulation properties.
Aluminum siding over a foam
plastic board and reflector foil is
particularly efficient, with an R
factor of 510 6.1-lollow-backed
aluminum siding with a fiberboard backer provides an R
value of 1.4. Siding with foil
alone rates an R value of less
than one and has little insulating
value.

from aluminum siding and insulating materials, be sure your
windows.and doors are caulked
properly before trim and accessories are added to the siding.
Then, unless you already have
them, consider adding aluminum storm windows to
maximize energy conservation.
Remember,however, that
even with the best tnaterials,
your remodeling job will be
only as good as the contractor
who installs it. Be sure to
choose one whose expertise in
applying aluminum has been
proven.
Take the time to look at
homes he has re-sided, check
with neighbors and friends who
have had their homes remodeled, question local bankers and
real estate agents, the Chamber
of Commerce and the Better
Business Bureau before you
sign a contract.
Before you contact an installer, learn as much as you can
about siding. For help, write to
the Aluminum Siding information Bureau, 250 West 57th
Street, New York, NY 10019
for a free copy of the booklet,
For best results
"A Homeowners Guide to
Choosing Siding.—
To achieve the best results

Advice on how storm`windows save
energy offered in free new booklet
Selection of storm windows
is easier with the help of a free
new booklet entitled "Combination Aluminum Insulating
Storm Windows," being offered by the Aluminum Window
Information Bureau.
The booklet shows you how a
"second set" of windows can
help insulate your home
throughout the year to help you
conserve energy and be more
comfortable

It also gives examples of possible savings in major areas
throughout the U.S. through the
use of storm windows. The informative booklet describes the
various types of self-storing
storm window and screen combinations available.
Write to the Aluminum Window Information Bureau, Dept.
SW-4, 250 West 57th Street,
New York, NY 10019 for a
copy.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
7510984
, ;ties, clothes in poles, peel hoses, prays, se* Moe
add on. office beadier, 26 ion is Pinions. 23-4 ft rib Anise Maio
Noels. up is 30 It, eller& red, while lied gold colors. 46e, Keret bealIes hot
se to 40x60.
Sleng

CUSTOM cglifififiTABICBUILDIliGS

Welcome Back Summer SALE
Fantastic Bargains On All
Tropical Furniture
13l-Air Shopping Ctr.
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Regular checkups important to the health of your home
Just as regular checkups are
important to take proper care of
your health so too are they important to the health of your
home. And, this is the time ot
year that a careful investigation
should be conducted, according
to experts at the CertainTeed

Home Institute.

rile, can warp or rot when subjected to alternating moist and
dry conditions. And other wood
members such as shutters, soffit
and fascia (located near the
eaves) can suffer similar damage. Trapped moisture on
painted surfaces may cause your
paint to blister or peel.

All winter long, your exterior
siding has taken a beating from
the elements. Likely, it's seen
lots of rain and snow,and moisture is the worst enemy of wood
building materials.
Clapboard siding, for exam-

What to look for
total replacement of your siding that was your enemy may actuWhen you inspect your is necessary.
ally become your friend.
house, take with you a screw- - If the work ahead of you
Virtual freedom from
drivekand paint scraper. Rather looks prohibitive, or if you simmaintenance
than giving your home a quick ply want your home to look betgoing-over, be meticulous and ter, you might consider replacTwice-annual checkups are
pay particular attention to trou- ing your wood siding-with one advisable for your health and for
ble spots, probing for decay and of the virtually maintenance- your siding—unless it is solid
other problems.
free materials, such as the wood vinyl.
CertainTeed's product is so
ry to push your screwdriver grained solid vinyl siding prointo the wood, especially in duced by CertainTeed Corpora- long-lasting that it-earries a 40year pro-rated warranty, which
areas where moisture is likely to tion.
Solid vinyl siding has the means you.tan spend less time
accumulate—the underhang of
eaves, the panels nearest to color molded clear through it. so on home maintenance, and
the ground and on the entire the frequent scraping. sanding more time at the golf course, at
shady side of the house. If the and painting required with wood the beach and, when necessary,
at the dentist's.
become a thing of the past.
screwdriver can be easily
For more information, write
And, unlike metal siding,
pushed into the wood, it may
solid vinyl will not show to the CenainTeed Home Instiwell be rotten.
scratches and it resists dents. It tute, P.O. Box 860, Valley
Visual inspection important
is even washable, so the rain Forge, PA 19482.
Visually inspect the paint on
your home as well. Look for
signs of scaling, which may
arise because of a poor quality
of paint.
Advanced peeling or blistering will be obvious, but go one
step further. Run your scraper
across the, siding surface here
and there, especially in the
moisture zones. If the paint
flakes off, your siding is inadequately protected.
When your checkup is completed, you should know
whether repainting, repair or

Now, the do-it-yourselfer can
strip paint the profes.swimil way•r the
•

•

61,11n the spring a homeowner's clean-up is a problem, No Wash
#88 is recommended, while
thoughts often turn to sprucing
Liquid #99, the all-purpose reup around the house,avoiding,if
mover, works best on flat surpossible, the messy job of stripfaces.
ping old furniture or peeling
Recently introduced to the
paint from outdoor trim before
line is the non-flammable,
re-painting.
semi-paste Remover considered
Today, much of this "drudgmost effective for all surfaces.
ery" can be eliminated by takAll of the Red Devil removers
ing a page from the professionals who have discovered new • work on all paints, lacquers,
shellacs and urethanes.
products to simplify their job.
Once you've selected the reMost professionals recommover
suitable for your job,
mend old paint should be reyou'll need an inexpensive l½"
moved slowly and methodicalnatural bristle paint brush, an
ly. Applying new paint over
old coffee can or metal congrease or dirt prevents the paint
tainer for the liquid and another
from bonding properly and,as a
as a receptacle for the old finish,
result, new paint will crack,
some steel wool, a putty knife
wrinkle and peel.
(preferably with rounded corners to avoid gouging the surPaint removers differ
face), a pair of heavy duty rubWith new improved solvents
ber gloves, and some old rags to
now available to the-do-it-yourwipe off the residue.
seller, this job has become
Before you begih, read the
much easier to accomplish. Bat,
labels and follow the manufacit is important to remember that
turer's instructions listed on the
all paint removers iwe not the
can. Treat all paint and varnish
same!
removers as highly flammable
Professionals consistently
recommend the Red Devil Paint and work in a well-ventilated
Remover line as a quality prodroom or, ideally, outside in a
uct. It offers several different shady area.
types in liquid as well as semiNow, pour the paint remover
paste and paste forms. ,
from the can directly onto the
Paste #77 has a heavy consispainted surface, spread the Red
tency making it ideal for use on
Devil Paint Remover thickly
overhead or vertical surfaces. with the brush, and let it sit for—
For intricate areas, carved or about 20 to 30 minutes.
shaped mouldings where
Test the surface by rubbing

formerly an unpleasant task.(A
second application may be
necessary on some old enamel.)
For the final clean-up, use
your finger in a circular motion;
if the paint has been loosened
enough, your finger will move
easily.
Easy paint removal
Once the paint remover has
done its job, remove most of the
old paint y wiping with old
rags (repl n he rags frequently), scraping lightly with
your scraper or by using steel
wool.
With quality paint removers
you eliminate most of what was
plenty of water and a little
scrubbing. (Do not mix water
with the paint remover.)

CLEAVER
CONSTRUCTION CO.
COMMERCIAL—INDUSTRIAL

204 W.Itellreed Ave. — 753-0701

Ray Hann

Barred Owl

Decorate Your'
Home or Office
Walls With A
- Ray Harm
Print That Will
Grow In Value.

Mockingbirds

Bobcat

Stripping furniture need not
be an unpleasant job when
quality paint removers are
used. All you need is the basic
equipment; sturdy rubber
gloves, a 1 1/2 inch brush,
some old rags, an empty coffee (-ion, a round edged
scraper and a well ventilated
room. Pour the Red Devil
Paint Remover on the surface to be stripped, spread
thickly wikh the brush, wait
20 to 30 minutes and then
wipe off the residue with the
old rags or scraper. Use the
can to collect the residut.
Red Devil Paint Removers
work quickly and easily.
Now, you can strip old furniture or outdoor trim like the
professionals.

Gray Fox

The
Blackford
House
Gallery
.Rixieland Shopping Center
Murray
• 753-8304
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Today's energy crunch revives the porch idea
•The best-looking porch
rooms play up their close-tonature roles. Lots of greenery is
a must. Rattan and wicker furniture comes naturally, but today's slight-scaled modular
•In climates with freezing seating would be, perfect for a
winter temperatures, consider long, narrow porch, too.
Allow space for a table for ininstalling a masonry foundation
around the porch's perimeter. formal meals, homework, billMany wooden porches are built paying,and you name it. Think
with a 2-inch or more slope of stringing up a himmock for
away from the house to drain off summer lazing and snow gazrainwater, so jack up the edge. ing.
boards must be replaced. Use
new lumber that is treated to resist decay. Installing a sheetmetal termite shield at the same
time is a good idea.

By LIS KING
mi ▪ Yesteryear's sun porch may
well become the energy efficient room addition you've
been seeking. For, if the exposure is right, a glass-walled
porch becomes a natural solar
"collector," and its proclivity
for greenery and casual furniture makes it the ideal,
round "everything room'for
the entire family.
But, it takes plannipg to convert an open porch into an inviting indoor space, so flue, from
the Tile Council of America,are
some tips and tactics.
•The energy efficiency aspect works well only if the porch
faces the quadrant from southeast to southwest. And, naturally the sun must have free passage into the new room.
Deciduous trees that pro.ide
summer shade are usually fine,
but make sure that their
branches don't obstruct too
much winter sun.
•The best porch rooms fea• ture floors that provide good
thermal storage, and one excellent combination is concrete and
ceramic tile.
•The heavy quarry tile types
and pavers are great choices for
such floors. They will store the
sun's heat during the day and release it gradually to keep the
roMn....warm after the sun has
gone. During the summer
months these floors can also collect the night breezes to help
cool the room.
•Ceramic tile's good looks

Home

THE REALTY OF THIS PORCH FLOOR is more than skin deep. For the white ceramic tile
tops a concrete slab, and together the two elements store solar heat to warm up the room after
the sun is down. The white tile is from Wenczel's Homestead series.
and easy care suit this room,
which is likely to become one of
the most active in the house.
Tile in nature hues goes especially well with glass-walled
rooms that seem to biing in the
outdoors.
Unglazed quarry tiles and
pavers now come in colors from
sand to sepia, but remember that
dark- colors absorb heat better.
• You may be able to get
more heat than you need for

A concrete block wall will do
your porch room out of this
project. It all depends on your thelrick, but that isn't very
location, ti b amount of thermal pretty, of course. So dress it up
mass, etc.
with good-looking ceramic tile.
If you have heat to spare, use A brick-shaped tile in a neutral
/
.
it in adjoining rooms. Doors color should flatters most jobs.
ii
and/or registers will circulate
•There are otheL ways to a
the air.
extra thermal mass to your ne
• If the porch room's back porch room. Masonry planter-4, _
wall is exposed to the sun and wrapping around the porch's
you want to soak up extra heat, window walls look as well as
make it a thermal storage area, they function. Tile them to
too.
t match the floor.
A long tile-topped counter,
using black, water-filled drums
as bases,is excellent for thermal
storage. Water-filled drums or
tubes may also be ranked along
the back wall to store heat, but
in a conventional porch room
—
they are both too bulky and unsightly.
• You can have a ceramic tile
floor even if you're working
with a wood-floor base. But,
remember, tile shouldn't be installed over a springy floor.
Nail down Joose flooring and,
if that doesn't do the trick,cover
it with exterior-grade plywood
(at least Ye" thick) before tiling.
•If your porch has a wood
base, check it well before you
start any new construction.
After all, you want solid underpinnings.
If you find rot or termites,

vement MadeEasy

van!A LOWCOST HOME IMPROVEMENT LOAN

•••

MOORE'Se

MOORGARD®
LOW LUSTRE LATEX
HOUSE PAINT
O use on wood,masonry
and metal surfaces
O Resists fumes,alkali,
blistering and mildew
• Wide selection of
fade resistant colors

Paint
House
EXTERIOR
GLOSS FINISH
o For wood siding,
doors and trim
o Covers most surfaces
in one coat
o White and full line of
popular colors

*12 $154?
Gal.

—Both On Sale Thru July 4th—

Carrico Paint CI
Floor Covering
12.i0 W Matti — Mtirr.ix,

Rebuild. Remodel. Winterize. Now! We'll help you get
started. How? By offering you home improvement loans at

the lowest interest rates permissible. And we'll tailor an
extended payment plan to suit your needs. You can't beat it!
Come in soon and get all the info!

Security Federal Savings
And Loan Association
BM MI6

LENDER

1300 Johnson Blvd. 759-1234

For.More Information On
Maintenance Free Building Products
Call Us At 753-1873
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Conservation methods that help...

Reduce energy waste during the summer
It need not be wintertime for
homeowners to concern themselves with finding new and better ways to conserve energy.
There are a number of steps
which can be taken during the
summer months as well to help
reduce energy waste.
'
Consider, for example, the
hot water heater. It is the second
largest user of energy in the
home and,at the same time, one
of the most inefficient Susers of
energy.
propraly insulating the
outer portion of the heater,however,enough energy will be
saved to amount to a $25 to $45
savings each year.
The U.S. Department of.
Energy recommends adding external insulation to all gas,electric and oil water heaters for the
following reasons:
•The energy used to heat
water in the average home is
greater than the combined -uses
for lighting, cooking, refrigeration, television and air conditioning.
•Virtually all water heaters
are manufactured with insufficient insulation.
• An estimated 25 to 35 percent of the total water heater
operating cost is actually the
cost of energy which is used to
replace heat lost as a result of a
poorly intulated tank.
Touching l he outside of a
water heater to feel if it is warm
is not a true test to determine
whether or not insulation is
needed.

The surface temperature of a
standard electric water heater is
about 85°F or 90°F, which will
feel cool to the touch. At this
temperature, however, the tank
is losing energy at a steady rate.
Some homeowners attempt to
insulate their water heaters with
ordinary building insulation.
Not only is this material inefficient, but the Department of
Energy warns that, for reasons
of safety, ordinary insulation
should not be applied to gas
heaters.
• They do, however, recommend the use of specially de-signed water heater insulation
kits, such as Thermo Saver,
the original do-it-yourself water
heater insulation jacket.
Sold and recommended by
more than 50 public utilities.
nationwide, this patented jacket
can be used to safely insulate
gas,electric and oil heaters up to
24" in diameter.
It consists of a 11
/
2" thick
fiber glass insulation blanket
faced with washable, fire resistant vinyl; a 2" thick top plate;
seam tape with specially formulated adhesive; and diagrammed
instructions for easy installation.
Thermo Saver meets-Department of Energy atandards,
and retails at Sears Roebuck,
.1CPenney, Ace -Hardware and
other major hardware and home
centers for about $20.
Here are some additional
conservation measures that will
help to reduce, your home ener-

sa
ve
...to

keep it flowing through
every switch and valve...in
home, business, industry...

gy bills this summer:
• Lower your water heater
thermostat setting to 120°F.
This will reduce operating costs
by about 20 percent. If you own
a dishwasher, set the thermostat
at 140°F.
• Reduce your family's
usage of hot water by washing
clothes in cold water and by taking showers instead of baths.
• Install water-saving aera-

tors and flow -reducers to all
faucets and showerheads.
• Use a clock thermostat with
a double set back so that you can
turn off the heat when you go to
sleep and to work, and have it
turn on automatically an hour or
two before you wake up or return home.
• Inspect all outside home
surface and appliance insulation
for wear and tear. Replace as
necessary.

Set up a beautiful little
backyard barbecue center
If you're into improving your
Helpful guidelines
home or apartment,don't stop at
Like the idea? Here are some
the back door. With a little extra
guidelines about the equipment
planning and relatively little exyou'll need. Start with a Happy
pense, you can have a nifty little
CookertiCovered Kettle Grill.
backyard barbecue center.
This quality -kettle is ideal for
All it takes is a covered kettle
this project because it's made of
barbecue grill, a handy folding
heavy gauge steel with a durtable/bench combination and an
able, weatherproof porcelain
eye-catching covered container
enamel finish._
that holds charcoal briquets and
With it, you can enjoy barother barbecue accessories.
becuing year-round. Since the
- With these three basic items, food is covered, a kettle
grill ofyou have a complete outdoor fers the luxury of cooking over
kitchen set-up. All you need to the coals in any kind of weather
add is the food. It's an ideal set- . . .
any time of year.
-ling for spur-of-the-moment enTo go with The Happy
tertaining, casual family meals
Cooker, add the unique Happy
or more organized parties.
Snacker. It's a handy portable
If you rent,or if you're one of snack table or bench that folds
the many people who move fre- compactly when not being used.
quently, this barbecue kitchen is
Ideal where storage space is
ready for the moving van inlimited, the snacker has
stantly.
redwood-stained wooden slats
and a high-strength steel tubing
frame which makes irettractive
for indoor use as well.
•
tk•
To make a regular picnic
table seating four to six people,
latch two of these snack benches
together.

øgy

Its up to us , While scientists andeitchnologists struggle to find an answer to the
energy crisis others ore working on a personal level to see that our precious energy
is not wasted But that snot enough. W.al must begin to se• the need to conserve in
order to truly help this energy problem. We've eS got to pitch m. . . drive at slower
speeds keep thermostats down turn off lights, form car pools... in order to preserve
our limited supply of natural energy sources. Its up to us to start now!

4tfurray Electric Syste,m,

KEEP THE HEAT UNDER WRAPS and increase the energy
efficiency of your hot water heater by insulating it against heat
loss. This Thermo Saver5 seater heater insulation jacket meets
Department of Energy standards for insulating all types ofgas,
electric and oil water heaters.

Free new booklet:offers tips on choosing replacement windows
Tips on how to save energy
by replacing drafty old windows
are offered in two new booklets
-from the Aluminum Window
Information Burch.
The booklets illustrate various styles of replacement windows which can help save fuel
winter and summer, add value
to your home and reduce main-

tenance by eliminating the need
for painting.
Free copies of the literature,
entitled "Aluminum Windows
for Every Home," and "Thermalized Windows for Every
Home," are available by writin8. to the Aluminum Window
Iniomnation BureaAlspept.
RW-4,.250 West 5"
Street,
New York, NY 10019.

753-0317
"
seb 464414
4,643*
.4.06.0sfe 0" WV)* rsAROPPI
1914 Coldwater Rd. Murray
. . ..
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New siding products offer good looks, low
maintenance and choices, choices, choices

People interested in remodeling generally want mate.
hats that need little or no maintenance, such as aluminum or
vinyl siding, which save the
time and cost of constant repainting.
But, siding can do more than
save on maintenance costs. It
can give your home a new look
and, with a little imagination on
your part and some help from
your remodeling contractor.
your home can take-on a new
personality. Homeowners today
can select from a wide range of
colors, surfaces and finishes.

corrosion-inhibiting prime coat,
followed by a second coat for
weatherability. This new coating system allows Alcoa to offer
a 40-year limited warranty on its
siding products.
Wide ram of products

In addition to aluminum siding, today's homeowner can
choose from a wide range of
vinyl siding products. Made of
impact-modified polyvinyl
chloride(PVC), vinyl siding resists cracking, breaking, denting, splitting, flaking, chipping
and blistering.
Because of its PVC formulaAdvanced technology
tion, vinyl siding is impervious
In the last few years, many to moisture and is unaffected
by
new, high-quality products have most acids and iinmune
ao attack
come to market—products that by insects and pests.
Alcoa's
are the result of advanced tech- Super-V Vinyl
Sidine is
nology in both manufacturing backed by a 40-year
limited
and in the development of coatwarranty.
ings or finishes.
But, there's more to siding
For example, Alcoa aluminum siding is made from an products than just practicability.
extra-strong alloy called Super There's color and lots of it. The
40 which provides added trend, in recent years, has been
darker, "earthy"
strength and rigidity to the met.----toward
-chades, to keep pace with the
al, making it efsier for your
con'
-tractor to apply,and better look- •'color explosion" going on
around us. Alcoa's line inludes
ing on your home.
Primrose Yellow, Colonial
New coating systems available Blue. Fern Green, Sandtone,
Sierra Tan, Villager Red. MusAnother example of an im- ket Brown, Desert Gold, Wilproved process is the coating low Green and, of course,
used on aluminum siding prodWhite.
ucts to provide resistance to
Wide selection of surfaces,
chalking, corrosion, mildew ac
:
_.
sizes
cumulation aIld dirt pick-up.
Alcoa's process, called AluHand-in-han with this
malure 2000', includes a color shift is the
r ng prefer-

ence of homeowners for sidings with woodlike surface textures. An example of the
numerous woodlike surfaces
available are Alcoa's Country
Oak, Random Oak and Western
Oak textures.
Country Oak reflects the
warmth and beauty of millfinish lumber while Western
Oak provides the look of real
wood with a roughcut touch.
Random Oak features a deepgrained surface.
And the choices go on.
Homeowners can also choose
from a wide range of siding
widths. For example, double
4-inch horizontal siding offers a
full eight-inch exposure and appears as two individual fourinch panels. The style is best on
homes of colonial design.
Double 5-inch offers 10-inch
exposure and is recommended
0
for Colonial and Cape Cod de..
,
signs. There are also vertical LOW MAINTENANCE, GOOD LOOKS and
a wide range a surfaces, colors and designs are
siding panels as well as a choice available to homeowners considering
aluminum or vinyl siding.
of polystyrene-backed siding
featuring a 7/16-inch thick backing with reflective foil for added
rigidity.
Today's siding story
Low -maintenance, good
looks and a variety ofcolors and
surfaces to please every taste.
That's_today's siding story. For
more information on aluminum
and vinyl siding, ora copy ofthe
free, 24-page guide to remodeling, write Alcoa Building Products, Inc., Two Allegheny
Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15212.

Lawn trimmers with strings attached
Following a relatively few
years of use by homeowners,
string trimmers have joined
power mowers and chain saws

in the well equipped toolroom.
Just a few years ago, consumers joked, "Why do I have
to use a machine to cut my

511MRT PRICE
Oil A BRILLIANT
HEAT PUMP
Its time to make a smart deal on Yorks computer-controlled Champion" Heat Pump.
This total home comfortsystem thinksfor
itself tO heat and cool your home.While it
saves you energy like never before
•
Features you can't afford to be without.
•YORKGUARD'solid-state controls
•Year-round air filtration and dehumidification in the cooling season
•Fingertip control of your
climate
•Extra blower capacityforhome
long
duct runs
•Super-duiet operation
5 YEAR
EXTENDED
SERVICE °PTO.
1OUF TOM
DIALER FOR
MILKS

YO R KIVAWe have the brains to save you energy. And money.

Randy Thornton Heating
and Air Conditioning
802 Cbeshivt St.

Harm,Ky. 42071

(502)753-8181
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string?" when confronted with
the new tools.
They learned that the idea
wasn't to cut string, but to use a
fast-spinning length of nylon
line to aim lawns. The modern
string trimmer is just as effective and far more versatile than
the old steelbladed edger.
When sprucing up their property in the springtime, string
trimmer users must pause to
wonder how they accomplished
the job before introduction of
the lanky machines.
The concept behind string
trimmer development was to
provide a tool that would cut
grass or weeds without cutting
adjacent objects such as trees,
fences or carelessly placed feet.
Versatile alternative
Siring trimmers do just as
good a job as solid-bladed edgers, yet require no adjacent
hard surface fmsupport. And,
for lawns tbarknd at flower
beds, a string trimmer is a quick
and easy alternative to laborious
work on hands and knees with a
pair of clippers.
String trimmers are composed of three parts: a power
source, a cutting head and the
shaft that attaches one to the
other. The engine or motor
drives a cable inside the shaft,
which in turn spins the head and
protruding line at high speed.
Gasoline-powered trimmers
such as those offered by McCulloch typically weigh about 10
pounds. With the engine
mounted on top of the shaft, the
trimmer operates with an easy,
balanced back-and-forth motion.
The main hand grip pftivides
accelerator and on-off switch
controls, while a second lateral
Or delta handle allows direc:.
t tonal stability.

One of the most important
elements of rep/ell-built window
is the sash and frame.
Since wood is a natural insulator it will not conduct heat
as easily as a non-thermal metal
sash and frame. In fact, comparative tests,show that wood
insulates 400 times more effectively than steel and 1,770 times
better than aluminum.

Edwin Cain
Consfruction Co. Inc.
COMMERCIAL 14 RESIDENTIAL
CONSTRUCTION

621 S. 4111 Murray 753-1675

Save On Quality Lucite Paint
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Quality water helps
to energize the home

A TOP HOMEOWNER CHOICE are these top-of- the.line
Glasstex shingles from CertainTeed. The fiber glass-based
product carries Underwriters Laboratories Ihighest Class A
fire rating, cCimrs with a 25-year limited warranty, and is
available in a range of attractive earditone colors. The looks
speak for themselves.

Home remodeling and
,improvement surging
tkitneowners today are anything but "on the move."
Tight mortgage monies, spiraling interest rates and rising inflation have caused them to take a second look at their homes. The result has led to a surge in home remodeling that the U.S. Census
Bureau estimates will equal or exceed that of homebuilding expenditures this year.
According to John Hammon.executive vice president of the National Home Improvement Council,"All signs indicate that remodeling, which has consistently been on the rise for the past 30 years.
will continue to grow at a rate of approximately 15 percent in the
next few years.'
And, although the do-ithomes' energy efficiency
yourself segment of the remod- through remodeling.
eling market seems to be grow"The fact that reinsulation
ing at a rapid rate. Hammon and replacement windows,
added that.' 70.4 percent of the storm doors and windows
retotal market is still profession- main two of the most
popular
ally installed remodeling."
home improvement projects
But, if money is so tight, why easily verifies this point." acare people willing to remodel?
Cording to Hammon.
One reason is the aging hous"And, since a house is probing stock. Although there are ably the largest investment
a
more than 78 million homes and family or individual is
likely to
apartments in this country, at make, remodeling is a
way of
least half are more than 17 years investing in an
investment," he
old. To maintain this aging added.
housing stock. remodeling is esAccording to NHIC's Green
sential.
Book of Home Improvement
Secondly, the growing con- Contractors, the most popular
cern for energy conservation, home improvement projects are
sparked by ever increasing util- reinsulation, reroofing, residity and fuel costs, has motivated ing, replacement windows,
homeowners into updating their storm doors and windows.
•

Turning over a new leaf.
That's what many homeowners
will do come spring when the
final thaw reveals a home and
grounds in need of cleaning and
repair.
This year, along with the
routine that's as much a harbinger as robin red briast, consumers will turn their attention
towards "energizing" the
house in conjunction with traditional improvements.

• Check the hot water heater.
With hot water heating accounting for 20 percent of the home's
total utility bill, it's important to
keep heaters working at
maximum efficiency.
According to the Water Qualf
ity Association, for homeowners residing in the NO percent of the country that has a
hard water problem. installation
of a water softener can cut up to
/
1
4 off the water heating bill.

Homeowners staying put

Virtures of softened Water

Still reeling from winter's
fuel bills, skyrocketing inflation
and double-digit interest rates.
homeowners are staying put and
improving what they've got in
an effort to beat the high cost of
living.
s, In fact, recent reports show
that consumers are spending a
record $58 billion on home repair and renovation with a large
chunk ear-marked for improving energy efficiency.
While major energizers such
jos insulation, weatherstripping
and storm windows may require
a healthy financial commitment, there are some simpler
measures that take little more
than extra time and some common sense, report experts at the
Water Quality Association.

According to studies, when
water is softened, hardness
minerals that create scale
build-up on pipes are remo‘ed,
helping the heater to work
smoothly and efficiently.
• Keep lamps and lights
.clean. When bulbs are heated.
they attract dust and dirt which
an reduce light by as much,as
50 percent.
• Inspect the door seal on refrigerator and freezer. If condensation or frost appears. repair imrqediately. Another way
to test is to close the door on a
sheet of paper; if it pulls out easily. the seal neels attention.

Helpful measures
• On tbe exterior, check
walls and foundation for cracks
or damages. Repair immediately to prevent water, wind,
and mud from seeping in.
• Keep storm windows in
place during the summer
months. They prevent heat gain
just as they prevent heat loss.
• Plant trees and shrubs with
a southern exposure. This thick
leaf shading will lessen air conditioning demands and saves on
energy bills.
As April showers bring May
flowers, spend the time inside
checking that appliances are
working at maximum efficiency.
•Repair leaky faucets. One
drop per second can waste as
much as 60 gallons of hot or
cold water per week.

With top-of-the-line shingles,
beauty is more than skin deep

alitu
AV;

Nss,
44

•

•
ft 01
V.

a 14,

A NEW GRILL/GRIDDLE RANGE that gives builders and
homeowners installation options has been announced by General Electric. The 30-inch free-standing range can be installed
as • slide-in unit with backsplash or in a peninsula or island
without the backsplash. Indoor grilling doesn't pose a problem
because smoke can he vented through the range hood. The recommended GE companion hood features an infinite speed
fan and has an exhaust capacity of460 cubic feet per minute.
. The interchangeable grill and the griddle of nonstick-coated
A more efficient home
aluminum are removable.for easy cleaning and storage. The
This season as homeowners new model has today's most wanted oven feature—aTull-sized.
begin the annual spring cleaning self-cleaning: oven. Additional features include a black glass
tradition, many will include door and full-oidth storage drauer.
energy savings measures that
help cut costs and keep the.entire household working more efficiently.

EARTHTONES
MAKE ROOF'
DECORATING
A NATURAL
The trend in the "natural
look" has risen to the roof.
Modern three-dimensional
asphalt shingles, available in
earthtone shades of beiges.
buffs and browns, give a homeowner greater flexibility in exterior decorating.
The natural colors and multilayered appearance of these
shingles provide an easy means
for blending a home with its surroundings.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

Today's better grade of roof- borhoods where fireplaces are
ing shingles offers the home- common, fiber glass-based
owner a rainbow of attractive shingles afford added security
colors and styles from which to for home and family. In fact,
Licensed For
choose. But, that's not to say even felt-based top-of-the-line
Commercial
& Residential
there isn't more to these shin- shingles are more fire resistant
gles than meets the eye.
than untrated wood shakes.
Yet, it is the appearance of
Major producers have engineered into so-called "top-of- top-of-the-line shingles that puts
Ntlurr
,
the-line" shingles a host of con- them visibly a cut above consumer benefits over and above ventionil roofing.
what run-of-the-mill roofing hes
to offer.
Added durability is one suck
advantage. Unlike the standard
OVI
asphalt shingle that has to be replaced every 1
ars or so.
MARSHALL COUNTY'S HOME OWNED I
TOL shingles su
s CertainNOME OPERATED PEST CONTROL CO.
Teed's Hallmnrk c
a 25-year
limited warran
presenting
& PUT CONT11011.
a whole decade of additional
FREE ES TVAA TES CERTIFIED SY U S GOVERNMENT
service. In view of this, the
shingles are also an eetkomical
5
24 MS UMW - SAY MI IMO CALL
SMOKE &
choice.
MOISTURE
ODOR
CONTROL
Some of the top-of-the-line
CONTROL
asphalt shingles have a fiber
glass base that offers the
homeowner another advantage—additional fire resistance.
fge,00me Itteifieds n.wiitided
lbOatidde,

Call 436-2372

BENTON & KENTy.91(1: LAKE AREA

1

44....analinowlegatare,

27-9916

PYRAMID pfaipoTRoL CO

01.

MID-SUMMER
CLEARANCE

Yotir Chance To Buy Regular Merchandise At Birgain
Prices!
—Portable Electric Power Tools
Orbital Sander (Reg. 35.95)
124"
s1500
Skil Jig Saw (Reg. 21 95)
Rockwell 1'4" Saw, 2 H.P. Double Insulated (hg. 90.00. '629
'
Skil 1'4" Saw, 1-1/8 H.P.
Double Insulated (leg. 99.95)
11393
Skil Belt Sander (Reg. 99.95)
11350
—Medicine Cabinet, Steel
Recessed, With 16" x 22" Mirror (leg. 19.95) . . . 11250
—Chrome Fixtures
Towel Bars
Soap Dishes
Paper Towel Holders
3 Arm Towel Racks

HALF
PRICE

—Curtain Rods, Extensions,
HALF PRICE
And Brackets
—Electric Fence Insulators,
HALF PRICE
For All Type Posts
—Sanding Belts, Cloth Backed, All
Sizes & Grits, 10 Belts Per Box . . . 1/3 Off Reg. Prices
—Fire Pot, One GaL Gasoline Standard
Plumber's Model otel.4130)
12150
All Previous %inlet Sale

rTware
Beare
e iar
214 W. Main St.

Tel 153-1543

2)
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Professional installer can make
home an energy-saving work of art

Is Your Old Air Conditioner Tired?

The only teal difference be- flow. The higher the R-value,
tween the Mona Lisa and a stick
the greater the insulating abilifigure lies in the artist's ability. ty.)
And,in much the same way,the
A professional contractor will
results of home improvement use insulation that is made by an
projects depend on the skill of established company, such as
the craftsman.
CertainTeed. The manufacIt may be that your skills qual- turer's reputation gives you an
ify you as a Michelangelo in the
additional assurance of quality.
art of home improvement. But,
Once you've selected a proif you're considering adding fessional insulation
contractor,
energy-saving fiber glass insula- the CertainTeed Horne
Institute.
tion to your home, for instance, recommends
that you insist on a
and your skills are a bit rusty or writtetZontract.
This document
undeveloped, it's important that is your best
assurance that the
you know how to choose a per- job will be completed
to your
son skilled in the art.
expectations.
To help you select a profesIn the contract, the following
sional insulation contractor for items should be
clearly spelled
your home, here are some tips out:
from the CertainTeed Home In• Precise materials to be
stitute:
used, including brand names,
I. Finding contractors. Look
in your telephone book under square feet of coverage or
"Insulation Contractors—Cold number of bags of loose-fill insulation.
and Heat," or check with your
• Exact work to be done.
local remodeling contractors'
• Date job to be completed.
association.,They can be helpful
• Who is responsible for
in recommending contractors.
•
2. Checking credentials. clean up.
• Whether or not the contracMosfieputable contractors belong to the Better Business tor has adequate insurance—for
Bureau. If you have any ques- his personnel and for your
tions about a contractor, check home.
•Total price and method of
with that organization.
3. Checking references. Ask payment.
the contractor for a list of former
Just as a fine work of art apcustomers. Call them to see if preciates in value over the
they were satisfied with the con- _years, so too should the value of
tractor's work.
your professionatly-installed in4. Getting estimates. Be sure sulation, as energy costs conthat each contractor is bidding tinue to rise and you continue to
with the same materials. With save.
insulation, R-values, rather than
Savings vary. Find out why in
inches, should be compared. the seller's filet sheet o
(An R-value is the measure of R -values. Higher lk-values
the material's resistance to heat mean greater insulating power.

A quick quiz to make you
a whiz on air conditioners

HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

Tuesday,Joe 36,1161

9,700 BTU
• 115 Volts
• Air Exchange (Vent)
• 10-Position Thermostat
• 2 Fan/2 Cooling
Speeds
• Including Slumber
Speed
6.9 EER
AC610A
FASHIONAIRETM

NOW $38495
irasi

4%4.

HI-EFFICIENCY
F

Air conditioners are a familing halls do you want to cool?
iar part of the lives of many
What is the size of each room
Americans. You see them evand hall? Are rooms sunny or
ery W here—on roof tops..onthe shaded? How many windows of
ground, in windows and in
what site and type are in the
walls. But, when it rimes to rooms to be cooled? Are the
making a purchase decision, the
alls and ceiling insulated?
Most importani things to he ----Here's a quick quiz on air
familiar with are your home's conditioners from Whirlpool.
cooling needs, say experts from
Knowing the answers to these
Whirlpool Corporation.
questions can help you choose
They advise that before you and use an air conditioner that's
go shopping you. should know: Just right for your home and
How many rooms and connectfamily.
I. It is possible to buyillan air conditioner with top much cooling
capacity for a room or house. True or False?
2. To save energy during hot weather, you should start your air
conditioner in the heat of the day. True or False?
. 3. The EER—Energy Efficiency Ratio—of an air conditioner is a
good indication of its cooling power. True or False?
4. Air conditioner filter should be washed frequently. True or
False?
5. Proper landscaping can reduce energy cost for air conditioning. True or False?
ANSWERS
I. TRUE—Too large an air conditioner can give a room or an entire house a cold, clammy feeling. Air conditioners dehumidify as
well as cool the air. A unit with too much cooling capacity for an
area will cool the air quickly without staying on long enough to dehumidify it.
2. FALSE—You should start your unit in the morning hours during hot weather. Air conditioners operate less efficiently when
started during the warmest hours of the day.
3. FALSE—The cooling power of air conditioners is measured in
BTU's. The higher the BTU rating, the greater the cooling capacity
of the unit. The EER is an index of the air conditioner's operating
efficiency. The higher the EER, the lower the cost of operating the
air conditioner per unit of cooling power.
4. TRUE—All models in the Whirlpool room air conditioner line
feature washable filters and the company recommends that they be
washed_frequently_A dirty-fiber impedes- air flow and tauscs'Oe.
unit to operate less efficiently.
5. TRUE—By screening a home from direct sunlight, trees an
keep the structure cooler and reduce the energy an air conditioner
requires to maintain a given temperature.

7.9 EER
AD919D
SUPERTHRUSTni

• Energy Silver Switch
-• Air Exchange (Vent)
• 10-Position Thermostat
• Pan/5 Cooling Speeds
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AD718D
8IIPERTHRU8T'

• Air Exchange (Vent`
• 10-Position Thermostat
• Pan/5 Cooling Speeds
• Powerful Air Discharge

• Air Exchange(Vent)
• 10-Position Thermostat
• I Pan/Il Cooling Speeds
• Powerful Air Discharge
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